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The Army Officer

and the Constitution

EDWARD M. COFFMAN

Thursday, 17 September 1987, marks the 200th anniversary of the
United States Constitution. To ensure that this historic event is properly
commemorated, Congress created the Commission on the Bicentennial of
the United States Constitution. Its life has been extended through 31
December 1991 to cover the 200th anniversary of the signing and ratification
of the Bill of Rights. As its Constitutional Bicentennialfeature, Parameters
here publishes Professor Coffman's article on the officer and the Con-
stitution. The article was adapted from a lecture Professor Coffman
presented at Carlisle Barracks as part of the US Army Military History
Institute's lecture series, "Perspectives in Military History. "--Editor

B asic for any consideration of the officer and the Constitution is the
relationship of civil and military power in the American military

tradition. This point deserves emphasis because, too often, commentators
who know little or nothing about that tradition substitute inappropriate
foreign models which have the military contending for dominance in
contrast with the actual and much less dramatic American experience. There
is and always has been in the US Army officer corps an implicit-one could
almost say instinctive-acceptance of the civil power's superiority to the
military in government. Inherited from the English, nourished throughout
the colonial period, and confirmed during the Revolutionary War, that
understanding has prevailed throughout our history, with only one major
threat. That was the Newburgh Conspiracy of 1783.

In his brilliant book, Eagle and Sword. The Federalists and
Creation of the Military Establishment in America, 1783-1802 (1975),
Richard H. Kohn tells the story of that deviation from the norm of the
American military tradition. It is worth repeating because it points up the
difference of the American experience from that of so many other countries.
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During the last months of the Revolutionary War, as George
Washington struggled to hold the Army together in order to guarantee a
successful end of that war, idleness fostered grievances. Among officers, the
major complaint concerned money; they wanted their pay and assurance of
postwar pensions. As it happened, their desires conveniently fit in with the
interests of a group of political leaders who wanted to strengthen the central
government. They thought they could use the officers' appeal for money as
an argument for a national tax which in turn would enhance the power of
the central government. With this in view, Robert Morris, Gouverneur
Morris, and the ever-ambitious Alexander Hamilton intrigued with and
manipulated Major General Alexander McDougall and those other officers
who petitioned Congress. As weeks passed and grievances festered, some of
the officers began to consider the awesome step of threatening mutiny if
Congress did not provide for them. The scene seems to have been set-
almost in classic textbook terms-for a coup d'etat. Yet it did not happen.
The reasons for that result explain much about the American military
tradition.

First, there was the great commander, George Washington, who
set the right example. In responding publicly to the two anonymous letters
which advocated extreme measures, he confronted the officers corps in
blunt language:

Could the Army actually contemplate "something so shocking" as turning its
swords against Congress, "plotting the ruin of both by sowing the seeds of
discord and separation" between military and civil? "My God! What can this
writer have in view by recommending such measures? Can he be a friend to the
Army? Can he be a friend to this country? Rather is he not an insidious foe?"

This dramatic peroration stopped cold any notions of attempting to coerce
civil authority with threats of military power or, in the extreme, of creating
an independent military state.

There was more involved, however, than the charismatic appeal of
this highly respected military leader. The officers and men were not rootless
mercenaries operating in a political vacuum. They were American citizens

Dr. Edward M. Coffman is a professor of history at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and was the Harold K. Johnson Visiting Professor at the US
Army Military History Institute for 1986-87. He is a former Army officer and has
served as a visiting professor at both the US Military Academy and the US Air Force
Academy. He earned his Ph.D. in American history at the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Coffman is the author of The Hilt of the Sword: The Career of Peton C.
March (1966), The War to End All Wars: The American Military Experience in
World War I (1968, rpt. 1987), and The Old Army: A Portrait of the American

Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898 (1986).
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turned temporarily to soldiering who were accustomed to the tradition of
military subordination to civilian power. And, equally significant, there
were in existence well-established, legitimate political institutions. Thus, the
crucial elements which have so often led to military dictatorships as
revolutions drew to a close were not present.

Concerning the importance of squelching this so-called conspiracy
so near the birth of the nation, Kohn concludes: "Once civilian control is
violated, even by the most halting attempts, a certain purity is irretrievably
lost."' The American military tradition has thus come down to us in the
1980s unstained by the misadventures which blot that aspect of many other
nations' histories. Much of the significance of this event, albeit unknown to
virtually all officers since then, is that nothing happened to shake their
titrinsic belief in the propriety of the American civil-military relationship.
The Constitution, then, as the basic document of their government, remains
paramount. Officers accept that civil-military relationship. Indeed, there is
no reason to give it a thought; it is a concretely established fact.

Indicative of this innate acceptance is that the oath which officers
took from 1790 to 1861 did not mention the Constitution. To be sure,
Congress did require initially (in 1789) two oaths, including one to support
the Constitution:

1, , do solemnly swear and/or affirm (as the case may
be) that I will support the Constitution of the United States.

I, , do solemnly swear or affirm (as the case may be) to
bear true allegiance to the United States of America, and to serve them
honestly and faithfully, against all their enemies or opposers whatsoever, and
to observe and obey the orders of the President of the United States of
America and the orders of the officers appointed over me.

Seven months later Congress dropped the first oath and added the
words "according to the articles of war" to the second. Obviously, the men
in Congress considered the first oath superfluous. For the next 70 years
officers and enlisted men entered the Army by pledging their allegiance to
the United States of America without reference to the Constitution. In
August 1861, after the Southern Confederacy had become a reality and
fighting had begun, our legislative leaders reflected the influence of those
events by requiring West Point cadets and future candidates for admission
to the Military Academy to take an oath that was much more specific:

1, , do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution
of the United States, and bear true allegiance to the national government; that
I will maintain and defend the sovereignty of the United States paramount to
any and all allegiance, sovereignty, or fealty I may owe to any state, county, or
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country, whatsoever; and that I will at all times obey the legal orders of my
superior officers and the rules and articles governing the armies of the United

States.

The next year, in an effort to ensure that all loopholes were closed,

Congress demanded that all officers, civil and military, take an even

lengthier and more complicated oath:

I, , do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I have never
voluntarily borne arms against the United States since I have been a citizen;
that I have voluntarily given no aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement
to persons engaged in armed hostility thereto; that I have neither sought nor

accepted, nor attempted to exercise the functions of any office whatever under

any authority or pretended authority in hostility to the United States; that I
have not yielded a voluntary support to any pretended government, authority,

power, or constitution within the United States, hostile or inimical thereto.
And I do further swear (or affirm) that, to the best of my knowledge and

ability, 1 will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against
all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or

purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of

the office on which I am about to enter, so help me God.

Clearly, the men who required that oath did not want to leave anything

unsaid about allegiance as they carefully included every possibility.
There were complaints, and even President Abraham Lincoln

objected. As he explained in a note to the Secretary of War: "On principle I
dislike an oath which requires a man to swear he has not done wrong. It
rejects the Christian principle of forgiveness on terms of repentance. I think
it is enough if the man does no wrong hereafter." Other northern political
leaders were neither as tolerant nor as forgiving, so it was not until 1884 that
Congress authorized a simpler version for all officers, which their successors
have taken ever since.

I, ,do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this

obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am

about to enter. So help me God.

This review of the oaths-the legally binding pledges which of-
ficers made upon acceptance of their commissions-points up the important
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fact that neither the generation of officers who entered the turbulent decade
of the 1860s had taken an oath to support the Constitution nor had their
predecessors since 1790.2

This leads to the logical question: What did officers then know
about the Constitution? As one would assume, they probably knew about as
little then as officers do today! The issue of secession, however, caused
many people to ask that question. It seemed reasonable to look to the
Military Academy for an answer. After all, some 68 percent of the officers
in the Regular Army were West Point graduates in 1861, and almost one
third (28.2 percent) of the officers left to join the Confederate Army.
Although the percentage of West Point graduates who went south (26.5
percent) was actually slightly less than that of the officer corps as a whole,
this fact was ignored or considerd a quibble by critics. In 1861 even
Secretary of War Simon Cameron joined in the attack. As far as Cameron
was concerned, the problem lay not in what cadets learned about the
Constitution but lay rather in the cadet disciplinary code, which, he argued,
deadened cadets' sensitivity to moral wrongs by equating such wrongs as
treason and disloyalty to country with mere violations of Academy
regulations. To give Cameron proper due, he did not advocate abolishing
the Academy as did the more extreme critics. In his next report, five months
later in December 1861, he recognized the value of West Point training and
even called for an increase in the strength of the Corps of Cadets.,

There is no clear-cut answer to the question of what was taught
about the Constitution at West Point. While a fire which destroyed many of
the records prior to 1835 hinders research, the most significant obstacle is
the obvious fact that little notice was given to that subject. Prior to the Civil
War the Chaplain had the responsibility of teaching ethics, which,
depending to a large extent on the inclination of the particular minister,
might include varying amounts of instruction in constitutional and in-
ternational law. Since that good man also had to teach philosophy, history,
and geography, he certainly had to stretch himself. Apparently, when the
academic curriculum was expanded to five years in 1854, there was a little
more space for constitutional law. First classmen then met from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. five times every two weeks in a class which covered American history,
international and constitutional law, military history, and military law. One
gets the impression that a cadet by a few momentary lapses in alertness
might miss completely any information offered on the Constitution.'

Both Leonidas Polk, who graduated in 1827, left the service to
become eventually an Episcopal Bishop, and then wore the stars of a
Confederate general, and the leader of the desperate charge at Gettysburg,
George E. Pickett of the Class of 1846, claimed that they learned in a West
Point classroom that secession was legal. Such statements fanned the flame
of suspicion that the allegedly southern-dominated academy had taught
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treason. Actually, northerners clearly dominated among the staff and
faculty at West Point, and they did what they could to dampen what they
considered dangerous agitation. In the 1840s the Superintendent thus put a
stop to the plans of the Cadet Dialectic Society to debate the con-
stitutionality of a state's refusal to obey a federal law. Later superintendents
attempted to shield cadets from abolitionist literature. Indeed, generally,
officers-be they northerners or southerners, West Pointers or non-
graduates-were moderates who deplored shifts in the governmental status
quo and who considered abolitionists the major threat to that stability.I

Those who sought to pin down the culprit thought that they had
found it in a book by William Rawle, A View of the Constitution of the
United States of America. Unquestionably, two sentences in that work
plainly endorsed the legitimacy of secession. They are as follows: "The
secession of a state from the Union depends on the will of the people of such
state. The states then may wholly withdraw from the Union, but while they
continue, they must retain the character of representative republics."'

Finding those words in a book which was used as a textbook at
West Point would seem to settle the matter, but the issue remains
problematic. It is very difficult to determine when and if a teacher used that
book in class. Douglas Southall Freeman, the famed biographer of Robert
E. Lee, apparently looked into this question more carefully than any other
historian. His research indicated that the book was definitely used as a text
during only one academic year, 1825-26. A clinching corroboration of that
finding is a statement by Jefferson Davis. If anyone would hope to gain
from the claim that he had learned that secession was legal at the Military
Academy, it was Davis, a member of the Class of 1828. Yet, in a letter dated
1 July 1886, the former Confederate President wrote that although Rawle
had been used previously, it had been replaced by another book when he
took :he course.'

After the Civil War, Davis, in his memoir, attempted to justify his
and his fellow secessionists' actions with an elaborate argument to the effect
that it was the northern leadership rather than southern leaders who violated
the Constitution. None of the officers who resigned their commissions and
took up arms against the federal government went to such lengths to justify
that step through interpretations of the Constitution. When they reached
what Robert E. Lee called that "fearful pass" during those bleak winter and
spring days of 1860-61 as the Union broke up over their heads, officers,
almost to a man, deplored the terrible situation. The overwhelming
majority, including some southerners, simply did their duty as US Army
officers. As a leading example, there was the Commanding General,
Lieutenant General Winfield Scott, who at 74 had been a general for 47 of
his years. Although a Virginian, he saw no reason to place his state above
the Union. After the southern states had seceded, Scott believed the best
course was to let them alone. He deplored the possibility of coercing them
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back into the Union; nevertheless, when President Abraham Lincoln
decided on war, the aged general followed orders to the best of his ability.'

Destiny focused attention on Scott's most famous protege, Robert
E. Lee, who took the opposite course. As he observed events and agonized
over what he might have to do, there was never any question in Lee's mind
that he would follow his state if it left the Union. Privately he deplored
secession, and on 23 January 1861 he confided in a letter that he did not
believe that the framers of the Constitution considered it a right. In this
discussion, he indicated his lack of knowledge of that document by con-
fusing some of the wording with that in the Articles of Confederation. After
the war, when a British writer pressed him on his constitutional views, Lee
contradicted his earlier stand by stating that he thought secession was a
constitutional right, but one which he considered a mistake to exercise.
Then, in a curious example of circuitous reasoning, he said that he believed
Lincoln's coercive actions in the spring of 1861 were unconstitutional. One
gets the impression that, for Lee, casting his decision in constitutional terms
was forced and artificial. He and others did not make their decisions after
careful study of the Constitution but on the simple basis of placing their
home above the Union. With what was real opposed to what seemed ab-
stract, there was no problem for many in making the decision. There was
instead, as in the case of Lee, the agony of having to live with such a
decision.'

In his epic poem, John Brown's Body, Stephen Vincent Benet
caught the essence of what motivated these men when he described the
thoughts of his southern hero, Wingate:

He brooded a moment. It wasn't slavery....
Nor even states-rights, at least not solely,
But something so dim that it must be holy.
A voice, a fragrance, a taste of wine,
A face half-seen in old candleshine,
A yellow river, a blowing dust,
Something beyond you that you must trust ....

More succinctly, E. P. Alexander, who at 26 had to make the decision,
summed up the basic reason: "I must go with my people.'""

During that twilight period before war broke out, most officers
demonstrated the predominance of reality over the abstract by their at-
tempts to follow regular routines. Understandably, they concentrated on the
reality of the immediate situation rather than the abstraction of future
possibilities. By tending to the mundane, by acting as if they were not
skirting the edge of the abyss, they could thus retain a sense of control over
their destinies. In Lee's case, for example, despite the fact that he had been
considering for months what he must do if his state seceded, he still formally
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accepted his promotion to colonel (ironically President Lincoln signed the
commission) on 30 March 1861, just three weeks to a day before he resigned.

Surely the most bizarre series of incidents on that order during
those hectic days were the actions of P. G. T. Beauregard. As an indication
of the apparent general obliviousness to the coming crisis, the Chief of
Engineers, Brevet Brigadier General Joseph G. Totten, appointed the
Louisianian to the Superintendency of West Point in January 1861,
although Beauregard told him that he would go with his state if it seceded
and there was war. On his part, Brevet Major Beauregard accepted the post,
proceeded to the Academy, and assumed the office even though Louisiana's
secession convention was meeting at the time. Totten had second thoughts,
however, and revoked the orders on 24 January, the day after Beauregard
arrived at West Point. As an officer would under normal circumstances, he
protested such a sudden relief. Of course, the situation was hardly normal.
To be fair, Beauregard acknowledged the immediate possibility of his state's
secession (and, indeed, the convention did vote to leave the Union on the
26th), but argued that he did not intend to resign his commission unless
there was war. In this instance, Totten showed a firmer grasp of reality by
ignoring that protest. After only five days as Superintendent, Beauregard
left for Louisiana where he promptly became a general in the Confederate
Army. What makes this story almost fantastic is that he not only put in for
mileage reimbursement for his trip from West Point to New Orleans but also
pressed the federal government for his $165 claim even after he took
command of forces which threatened the federal garrison at Fort Sumter.'

J4

P. (. T. Beauregard as a Union officer ... then as a Confederate.
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Turning to those who fought for the Union, one again finds few
mentions of constitutional reasons for their decision in their memoirs. Two
who did refer to the Constitution in their reminiscences were George B.
McClellan and Ulysses S. Grant. As it happened, both had resigned their
commissions some years before and were civilians in early 1861. In both
cases, their comments, like those of Lee, appear to be forced. Curiously, a
reader who did not know who these men were might assume, on the basis of
their remarks on the Constitution, that they had fought against the Union.
McClellan, who, it should be remembered, made his opposition to the
policies of the government clear by running against Lincoln for the
presidency in 1864, inveighed against what he considered the un-
constitutional appropriation of power by the federal government. Grant,
whose two terms in the White House may have caused him to take note of
the constitutional aspects, seemed to contradict himself. On one page, he
stated:

The fact is the constitution did not apply to any such contingency as the one
existing from 1861 to 1865. Its framers never dreamed of such a contingency
occurring. If they had foreseen it, the probabilities are they would have
sanctioned the right of a state or states to withdraw rather than that there
should be war between brothers.

On the next page he said:

The fathers themselves would have been the first to declare that their
prerogatives were not irrevocable. They would surely have resisted secession
could they have lived to see the shape it assumed.

To give General Grant proper credit, in a letter dated 19 April 1861 he said
that a true patriot would "be for maintaining the integrity of the glorious
old stars & stripes, the Constitution and the Union."I 2

From 1861 to the present, when researchers looked into the
educational background of officers to ascertain possible influences on their
decisions in the secession crisis, they have naturally focused their attention
on the Military Academy. Yet one should ask about the other 31 percent of
the officer corps. What, if any, knowledge of the Constitution did the War
Department require of them? In 1839 Secretary of War Joel R. Poinsett
stipulated that civilian applicants for a commission had to show competence
in an examination which covered mathematics, geography, history, and
"knowledge of the political organization of the Government of the United
States, as developed in the Constitution." In this apparently first specific
mention of a requirement for familiarity with the Constitution, it is in-
teresting to note that this section of the examination was weighted less than
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the other three areas: mathematics-10; geography-10; history-8; and
Constitution-6. Thirty-three civilians were commissioned in 1839, so
presumably they passed that test. We cannot be certain that their successors
had to do so. The regulations in 1847 are more general as they call for "an
examination touching upon . . . physical ability, moral character, at-
tainments, and general fitness for the service." It is not until 1854 that one
finds another requirement for background in the Constitution on the part of
applicants for a commission. At that time, in General Orders Number 17,
dated 4 October 1854, the War Department stated the terms of the
examination for non-commissioned officers who sought lieutenancies. In so
doing, the Army did change the wording of the constitutional requirement in
such a way as to emphasize more the document itself as well as to include an
entirely new subject: "knowledge of the Constitution of the United States
and of the organization of the government under it, and of the general
principles which regulate international intercourse." There was also the
addition of a section on English grammar to include "ability to read and
write with facility and correction." The weighting was also different, with
the Constitution, government, and diplomacy section worth 8 points along
with English and history, while mathematics and geography still ranked
higher with 10. Since only a dozen non-coins earned commissions in the
years 1854 through 1860, such familiarity with the Constitution as they may
have possessed presumably had little consequence in the secession crisis. "

It was not until 1867 that the War Department made the 1854
examination requirements specifically applicable to all candidates for
commission. It would be interesting to see what questions the examining
boards asked over the years. While I have not been able to find a set of
questions from this period, I do have one from 1901. It is likely that these
differed little from those asked prospective second lieutenants in the last
third of the 19th century. This particular examination was given to a young
VMI graduate. In its entirety, it read:

1. In whom are the executive powers vested and what are the
qualifications for the office?

2. What is the provision of the constitution concerning the declaration of
war?

3. To what cases does the judicial power of the United States extend?
4. What is the writ of habeas corpus? By whom may it be issued and for

what purpose?
5. How can a state be formed from another state?

Fortunately for the nation, George C. Marshall, Jr. passed that exam-
ination."

What are we to conclude about the Constitution and the officer? It
is apparent that while our hypothetical officer was probably not particularly
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familiar s ith that document, he accepted the order of civil-military
relationship which had prevailed since 150 years before the Constitution was
written. Even in the time of the greatest threat to the Union, virtually all
officers made their decision to support or fight against the United States
with little or no thought of the Constitution. Nor did most civilians of that
day thinik in terms of the Constitution. As long as officers, however, accept
the traditional civil-mnilitary arrangement and are willing to fight and die for
the Constitution and the Nation, it really does not matter whether they are
scholars of the founding document itself.
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Running Things

DONN A. STARRY

1987 Donn ,. Starr

D espite the differences between the military and industry, the practice
of leadership and management in the two arenas is not so dissimilar as

one might think. Cut to the bone, it's a matter of running things. That is
wvhat leaders and managers do, whether in uniform or mufti. They run
things, do things, get things done. They take finite resources, organime them',
and direct their application toward finite goals, tasks, aims, and objectixes,
always cognizant uf what those goals are, always mindful of the r,,>ourccs at
hand and what must be achieved.

It is not my purpose here to tell you how to run things; each of -o1
will decide that on your own. That you are reading this journal testifies to
your experience in the 'ubiect of leadership, which has doubtless helped you
to form your own ideas about how, to run things. So I will try not to bother
you with things you already know. My purpose is to distill tor you some
observations from 44 years of running things and watching other people run
things, in the hope that the product will be of some value.

One of the most elemental complications it, running things is
change. Change is constant, unceasing, and ever-accelerating. True, this has
always been the case, but today the pace of change is much more rapid and
we have to swallow it in much greater doses than ever before. Change is
inherently confusing, upsetting; change is dysfunctional. It is imperative
that leaders or managers accommodate to change while pursuing goals
which don't change very much. And that brings us to an important second
point: despite the pace and magnitude of change, some thing., don't change
very much at all. In fact, if we are to be successful, our core objectives likely
should not change at all; what changes is the variety of ways in which we
seek to achieve those relatively static goals. With change swirling all about
us, affecting much of what we do, consistency and stability are csential
qualities of sound leadership and management.
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Running things involves four fundamental factors that determine
what is done and how it gets done:

0 Vision. At the beginning must be some vision of what is being
attempted. What are we trying to accomplish? Vision varies with per-
spective. I our vision if you are taking command of a brigade won't be the
same as it will if you're about to take over as chief operating officer of a
division or a company in industry, but presumably you will set goals in
either case. What do you want to get done on your watch? Your answer to
that question is what I call vision. Vision is expressed largely in terms of
what the leader senses, what his intuition tells him, as opposed to some more
rational process. Please understand, though, that what is required in this
sense is informed intuition, not just some seat-of-the-pants guesswork. To
be useful, vision must be believable; it must be something that those charged
with achieving it can understand and believe to be a good, achievable idea,
one they can eventually embrace as their own. In fact, one of the keys to
getting anything done is to convince a lot of people that what is being at-
tempted is a good idea; to really move things it is necessary also to convince
them it was their idea in the first place. If you can do that, you can ac-
complish almost anything!

0 Strategy. Next, you need a description of how the vision is to be
achieved. How do we get from where we are to where we want to be? The
answer is our game-plan-our strategy.

* Operations. Specific tasks must be accomplished to achieve the
strategy. The strategy becomes a series of mission statements with ac-
companying tasks. These tasks describe the operations to be undertaken in
order to get things done. In the business world, this includes how the
company is to be organized. What market segments are to be embraced by
what organizational divisions and in what segments of the market will each
business entity operate, grow, and yield profit? In the military, campaign
plans and their ensuing operational-level implementation determine how
things get done at the operational level of warfare.

* Tactics. Finally, there is the set of business practices one
employs to get things done. In the military these are called tactics, and so
they might be called in industry. They involve the lower-level schemes which
win the bid, the program; which take the hill, the objective; which mark
success for the lowest levels of the organization as that success has been
spelled-out in operations plans and orders, in budget plans and instructions.

General Donn A. Starry, USA Ret., is a graduate of the US Military Academy
and the Army War College, and holds an M.S. degree from George Washington
University. An armor officer who served two tours in Vietnam, he has spent many
years "running things"-the Armor Center, V Corps in Germany, TRADOC, and
REDCOM, among others. He is presently a vice President with Ford Aerospace.
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L ong years ago, a new commander took charge of a unit in which I
commanded a subordinate element. One of his first acts was to

summon me to issue instructions. What he said went something like this: "I
want you to understand why I am here. I am here because it is necessary for
me to command this unit for a year-no more, no less-in order to get to be
a general. I am going to be a general. Now, your outfit has a tendency to do
things differently, to attract attention. I don't like that. For the year I am in
command, I don't want anything to happen. I don't just mean anything
bad-I mean anything that will call the attention of higher headquarters to
us as being different from anyone else. We are just going to go along. That's
my vision [his word] for the next year. Don't rock my boat. Do you un-
derstand?"

Of course, I affirmed that yes, I understood. Then I went back to
my unit to report on our instructions. First, I relayed what the new com-
mander had said to me. Then, after some discussion, we decided what we
would do: We would rock the boat, and hard, but in such a way that our
boss couldn't accuse us of screwing up his vision. We went right along as he
had said, but with the firm determination to be the best, to win everything in
sight. The boat was constantly rocking, but our commander really couldn't
say much to stop us-his boss was forever congratulating him on how well
we were all doing under his enlightened leadership! My commander never
spoke with me again about this, but I'm sure that by his standards he had a
very miserable year.

In another setting, at another time, a new chief executive officer
took over a fairly large company with a diversified portfolio of businesses.
In setting out his vision for his business units, the CEO issued the
pronouncement that his vision for one unit was that it become, in five years,
number three in the market segment in which it was involved. When asked
how he arrived at the number three, he replied that "intuitively it seemed
about right." At the time, the business unit in question was number 29 in an
industry which had an annual growth rate of about eight percent. In order to
achieve the number three position, that business unit would have to grow at
a rate six times the market growth rate and invest a sum four times the total
corporate allocation for that function. The CEO's vision was clearly out of
sync with reality. As a consequence, the business unit manager and his staff
ignored the vision. The unit did grow, and at a rate somewhat better than the
market rate, but against a totally different set of criteria from those laid
down by the CEO. His vision was simply not relevant; it may have been
intuitive, but it was certainly not informed.

The management texts will tell you that the chief executive officer
must be involved in strategy formulation. Several studies of military
leadership cite the same notion. But it is very difficult to get the boss in-
volved in the vision or strategy part of the operation. It is perhaps more
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difficult in the business world, where the all-pervasive concentration on
profit and the chief executive's inability to unharness himself from budget
details distract his attention visibly, sometimes completely, and perhaps
even fortuitously, from what in reality should be his fundamental role.

Military estimates call for a commander's guidance; military
orders call for a commander's concept of the operation. Yet how many
times have you ever seen a commander sit down to think and write about
those things himself? He's too busy to think-the staff keeps him that way.
Besides, he is almost always more comfortable with the nits and details than
with the vision and strategy. The latter require that a commander think
creatively; the former, only that he have an accountant's grasp of what's
going on, and usually he's far more comfortable in that role.

In the automobile industry, Ford lost its market share lead to
General Motors in the 1920s largely because of Henry Ford's unwillingness
to give up the Model T and build the cars which technology was making
possible and which customer demands were making necessary. Ford's
dominant position in the auto industry was lost. While his vision of
providing the car for the common folk may have been a correct one, Henry
Ford was unable to tolerate the changing demands of the common folk.
Chevrolet and GM overtook him, and it was not until 1986, 62 years later,
that his successors were able to push his company's performance past that of
General Motors.

The Ford Motor Company had a problem with its vision-its
strategy-even into the recent past. One way to decide on a strategy is to
watch carefully what the competition does and, if they're successful, then
jump in and carve out your own market share before the competition's share
grows too large. This was essentially the strategy followed by Ford in the
1970s. With the first oil crisis came the need to produce smaller, more fuel-
efficient cars for the US market. 1M moved off in this direction. The GM
strategy was to seize the dominant share of that market. Ford's strategy was
to see how well GM did, then jump in. The belated jump, ill-timed according
to some, did not capture a sufficient market share, and only after huge
capital investment and complete redesign has Ford begun to recoup the
losses suffered by the wait-and-see strategy.

But let's face it: not many people in charge, in the military or in
industry, are intuitively or consistently good at running things. It would be
difficult to say whether there is more or less ineptitude on one side than on
the other. Military people certainly have had far more formal education and
schooling to equip them for runni .g things than the chief executives in
industry. By and large, they seem to do better than the average industry
exec, but given the differences in background, education, and training
specifically directed at the art of running things, one would expect a much
better than average performance from the average military leader. Why
doesn't it happen?
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In large measure, it seems to me, the problem devolves to the need
for an individual to take the time to figure out who he is and what his role is
to be at each new command. If a CEO is managing programs, and many of
them can't resist the temptation, then what in the world are the division
general managers and operations directors doing? If a corps commander is
running battalions, then what, indeed, are the division and brigade com-
manders doing?

Several years ago, I succeeded to command of V Corps, my
predecessor having been relieved for cause. Assumption of command was by
signature in the airport lounge on a Sunday. The following Wednesday, the
G3 marched into my office to announce it was time to check the readiness of
the corps. We went to a special room in the headquarters, a place called the
"Cutting Edge Room." There, a major and several captains and sergeants
were posting readiness data off the DA Form 2715 reports onto side-lighted
plexiglass boards arranged around the room. Each company in the corps
had a line; columns displayed the data from the readiness reports. There
were reds, yellows, and greens to show at a glance how things were going.
Deadlined vehicles were indicated in red by bumper number. The corps
operational readiness rate for tracked vehicles was at about fifty percent, so
there were lots of red entries. When I asked, the G3 reported that I was
supposed to come here, look at the red numbers, then call the company
commanders to see what they were doing about the deadlined vehicles, by
bumper number. What, I asked, were the division, brigade, and battalion
commanders doing? They were, I was told, waiting for the company
commanders to call in reports of their conversation with the corps com-
mander. Now, you'll recall that the corps commander is not in that
reporting chain. Having listened and observed, I left instructions to get rid
of the whole thing. I went to my office, called the division commanders, and
explained that henceforth materiel readiness and its reporting system were in
their hands, that I expected an operational readiness rate of 95 percent or
better, and that if they had problems attaining and sustaining that rate they
were to call me. The OR rate began a slow but perceptible climb. It reached
95 percent in a few months, and stayed at that level or better. Now and then
I'd check to see that the numbers were real, that they were not just cobbled-
up to meet my standards. Satisfied that the reporting was honest and fairly
accurate, I concluded that the problem had been solved.

Another important thing to remember-after answering the
question of the boss's role at each level of responsibility-is that at every
level-strategic, operational, or tactical-everything that is done depends
on people. So, success at running things is a function of getting people to do
what is necessary to accomplish the vision and implement the strategy.
Concurrently, we must realize that there are a whole lot of average people
out there trying to get things done, and that the challenge of command, or of
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being the chief executive, is to get great things done using those average
people to execute the operational- and tactical-level schemes that implement
the strategy, the vision.

An example. In V Corps, when I was its commander, there were 72
battalion-sized units. Twenty-six were maneuver battalions or squadrons;
nearly 30 more were fire support units; the remainder were support bat-
talions of various types. We spent the whole of our 16 months together
doing two things. First, we went to the General Defense Positions, where the
division and brigade commanders and I listened to each battalion-level
commander tell how he intended to fight the battle, or provide the support,
from his positions, with the resources he had been assigned. Then, we went
to each battalion in turn and heard the battalion commander and his
command sergeant major explain how they intended to train their battalion
to fight the battle, or provide the support, we had just previewed on the
ground. On a little score sheet, I noted that of the 72 battalions, about eight
or nine of the commanders were so good at what they were doing that it
probably was not necessary for us to go through the routine I just described.
Another 15 were so poor at what they were doing that the commanders
clearly should never have been posted to command. The rest were in the
middle. In other words, 12 percent or so were okay, about 21 percent were
unsatisfactory, and two-thirds were in the middle. The real challenge of
command or management is this: to somehow bring the level of per-
formance of the middle two-thirds up to something like the top 12 percent.
The United States Army simply does not have enough battalions to afford
having 85 percent of them less than exemplary. Nor in industry can you
expect to run a company at above-market growth rates unless something is
done to improve the proposals, performance on contracts, technology
development, planning, and budgeting to some level well above the industry
average. That is the challenge of management. There must be a willingness
to replace the less-than-average performers, regardless of the system by
which they were chosen. That also is the job of the management, the job of
leaders; indeed, it is probably their toughest job of all.

W hat is it, more often than not, that's wrong with the folks who don't
know how to run things? Why are the good leaders or managers and

the not-so-good the way they are? The simplest explanation I know comes
from our attempts to figure out how to fight outnumbered below the nuclear
threshold and win. What became clear was the idea that regardless of the
force ratios extant at the beginning, and regardless of who attacked whom,
the winning side was the side which seized the initiative and held it to the
end. The lesson for leaders is clear and unequivocal: to win it is necessary to
seize the initiative; and the person running things is responsible for taking
the initiative.
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Taking the initiative is not easy. First, it requires some thought,
and we've already noted the problems of thinking about things at the
managerial level. Second, it requires the ability to describe one's vision in
terms that cause the people who must realize that vision to say, "That's a
damned good idea." Third, it requires the ability to lay down strategies for
achieving the vision in terms that those people embrace, even to the extent
that they come to believe they invented the strategies themselves. This takes
time, a certain craft, and a well-developed skill in communicating with
people. But it is essential. Finally, taking the initiative means doing
something. Doing something means taking risk. He who would get out in
front and lead things-take the initiative-does so at some risk to himself. It
is always much easier to let the other guy go first and test the market, test the
water, then jump in if it seems okay. It is always safer from the standpoint
of making general to command an organization that just "goes along."

As an illustration of initiative in the vision-strategy-operations-
tactics context, consider for a moment the military concept called AirLand
Battle. Its basic vision is the notion that it is necessary for us to be able to
fight outnumbered and win, below the nuclear threshold, at the operational
level of war. The basic strategy is to so control and moderate the force ratios
at the FLOT (forward line of own troops) that it is possible to seize the
initiative by maneuvering forces to defeat the enemy. To do that, it is
necessary to attack enemy follow-on forces at the same time the FLOT
battle begins, and to do so in such a way that the FLOT battle is manageable
and opportunities are created for forces to maneuver.

That fairly straightforward set of ideas forms the basis for the
constellation of doctrine, organization, equipment, and training which the
Army and the Air Force have been developing for several years.

Broadening this concept to embrace the national level, there seems
to me to be an urgent need for some fundamental initiatives and a baseline
statement of vision-strategy-operations-tactics as the nation moves ahead to
the turn of the century. The central aim of our nation is to preserve our
democratic institutions, to foster their well-being, growth, and develop-
ment. How that is to be done is a matter for debate. But the central point is
that inherent in that goal is the issue of survival: for in order to preserve,
foster, and grow, one must first survive. Survival is at the root of every
corporate strategy in the industrial world. Other things will be laid on as
goals, aims, and objectives, but the fundamental imperative is to stay in
business. In the ever-changing global environment, our ultimate non-
changing goal as a nation is survival.

Now, the problem we face in insuring achievement of that goal is
that we are quite likely engaged in what will turn out to be a century or more
of global conflict, for there is no objective evidence that the Soviet Union
will cease to be a Leninist state, run by a collective tsardom, in which the
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secret police enforce the will of the central authority. In my opinion,
anybody who holds that Gorbachev is a political moderate and modernizer
is just not thinking clearly. Gorbachev's Russia is a slightly modern version
of the Russia of Nicholas the First. A Sovietologist friend once said to me
that the frightening thing about studying the Soviet Union is just that-
nothing changes. The basic system has remained in place, perhaps a little
more grotesque under Stalin, a little less grotesque under someone else, but
it is still the same system. If that is true, we must find the initiatives to
contain the Soviet empire in order to preserve peace. If we are to do that,
our national goals must not simply cope with the Soviets, they must ac-
celerate our rate of change as a society so that we pull away from the Soviet
system, leaving it, in effect, a modern-day Ottoman Empire. Remember the
Ottoman Empire: in 1600, it was yet a great threat to Europe; by 1800, it
was irrelevant; and by 1900, it was routinely described as the sick man of
Europe. It could not adapt, could not make the cultural and economic
changes necessary to cope with the changing world. Its leadership could not
accommodate change.

Peace is a noble goal, one to be sought after, but it is not the
ultimate goal. The ultimate goal is survival in order that preserving,
growing, fostering, and developing can take place uninhibited. Those who
would have peace would be well advised to gird for conflict-political,
economic, social, and perhaps even military-over the long term.

Cast in that framework, then, our national challenge is not at all
unlike the challenge facing every company in the corporate world. The
difference is, of course, that the nation must engage in a global competition
over the next two or three generations to decide if the inhabitants of this
planet are to be free or slave. If we lose that competition, the corporate
world will have nothing to worry about, for it will not survive either. So the
challenges inherent to running things extend to all levels of endeavor, from
government to small business, from civilian to military.

In industry, success is built very much on common ingredients-
the dedication and motivation of the workers, the quality of the leadership,
and the excellence of the training provided to the working team. If the
standards are high, the dedication to excellence ever present, the team
working in concert, then better-than-average companies led by managers
seeking always to take the initiative can go to battle in the bidding en-
vironment, fully confident of winning, growing, and prospering.

The military is not so different, after all. Wars are won by the
courage of soldiers, the quality of leadership they are provided, and the
excellence of the training the soldiers, leaders, and units have been through
before the battle. If the training has been tough, demanding, unrelenting,
then better-than-average units, led by officers seeking ever to take the
initiative, are prepared to go to battle; and that's what it takes to win.
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A uftragstaktik: A Case for

Decentralized Battle

JOHN T. NELSEN II

T he main question this article attempts to answer is whether the US
Army should formally adopt a concept akin to what is called

"Auftragstaktik."' That this question needs answering may be surprising to
many readers, since the much ballyhooed emphasis upon mission orders in
the 1982 and 1986 editions of Field Manual 100-5, Operations, has been
linked to Auftragstaktik. But the German concept meanq far more than
mission orders. Indeed, it means more even than "task-oriented or mission-
oriented tactics," which though certainly a more sophisticated definition is
still a rough and imperfect approximation.

There are significant problems in attempting to identify the nature
of Auftragstaktik. Chief among them is that not until after World War 11
did the term come into general use. At that time, former German generals
coined the term to label certain aspects of the German army's approach to
war in the past. Adding to the confusion, West Germany's Bundeswehr
adopted the term but applied it narrowly to their own system of command
and control, translating it as "mission-oriented orders." In short, the term
Auftragstaktik is an artificial, after-the-fact construct whose meaning has
never been defined with any precision. How then should one use the term? It
is particularly useful as a rubric for denominating those aspects of German
army methodology prior to 1945 which led to the exercise of such impressive
initiative in battle by its leaders at all levels. To study these aspects,
however, one must examine the German army's regulations and military
literature of the period, as well as the writings of former German officers.
One must be wary of focusing on any single aspect in isolation; what is now
termed Auftragstaktik formed part of a seamless fabric in the German
army's warfighting philosophy. Virtually all notions were interrelated in
some fashion. They were not grafted piecemeal onto this philosophy, but
evolved organically over a period of at least eighty years. Thus, the concept
of Auftragstaktik is a useful analytical tool-the more so as one bears in
mind its limitations and views it in its proper historical setting.
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The Historical Backdrop

Auftragstaktik, as demonstrated in World War II, was the product
of an evolutionary process dating from the 19th century. The driving force
for it was the necessity of developing greater initiative in leaders at all levels.
At the tactical level, the Prussian army discovered both during the Austro-
Prussian War (1866) and the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871) that the
increased lethality of weapons forced greater dispersion across the bat-
tlefield. Commanders of armies, corps, divisions, brigades, regiments, and
often battalions could neither fully observe nor control their forces in the
detail previously allowed. Frequently, captains and lieutenants were forced
to employ their units in fast-moving situations without detailed instructions
from superiors. In short, they had to make decisions on their own which in
the past had been reserved for higher-level commanders. The results were
frequently disastrous. Prussian junior leaders were untrained for this and
often proved inadequate to the task.'

Of necessity, the new Prussian army studied the problem, seeking a
way to better prepare leaders at lower levels for independent decision-
making. Without allowance for this, decisions on the dispersed battlefield
threatened to be too time-consuming. Speed of decisive action would be lost.
The result of the study was a new provision in the Drill Regulations of the
Infantry (1888). It stipulated that commanders should give subordinates
general directions of what was to be done, allowing them freedom to
determine how to do it. This approach, it was felt, would stimulate
development of the "thinking leader" who was used to making tactical
judgments in his own right. Such leaders would less likely freeze up when
faced with new situations in the absence of detailed instructions from above.
By 1914, the spirit of this provision had taken root.'

World War I saw pendulum-like swings in the application of this
provision. In the initial campaigns, it was fully applied with good results.
However, the high attrition rates and the great influx of reserve officers who
had not received adequate training caused the application to wane. In the
west, the more centralized nature of trench warfare also had an influence.
Commanders issued increasingly detailed orders that gave subordinates few
opportunities to exercise much initiative. Then, the German development of
elastic defense-in-depth tactics (1916-1918) and assault tactics (1918)
changed the situation. Both demanded great initiative and creativity from

Major John T. Nelsen 11 is with G3 Plans, III Corps, Fort Hood, Texas. He is a
graduate of Virginia Military Institute and holds an M.A. in European history from
the University of Wisconsin and a Master of Military Art and Science degree from
the School of Advanced Military Studies, Fort Leavenworth. He has served in
several staff and infantry troop assignments and hab taught history at the US
Military Academy.
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leaders down to the noncommissioned-officer level, often in fluid situations
and in the absence of orders. The Germans trained hard for such leadership
behind the lines and enjoyed impressive success at the tactical level. As a
consequence, the German army of the post-World War I era evinced a
strong institutional commitment to developing leaders who were willing and
able to take prudent, independent action to handle the unexpected.'

This desire for increased leader initiative was in full consonance
with the German army's perception of the nature of war. First, speed was
considered imperative for victory at both strategic and tactical levels.
German field service regulations emphasized that "the first demand in war
is decisive action." As a country with a central position in Eirope,
Prussia/Germany always faced the specter of a two-front war. Rapid defeat
of an enemy through offensive action was essential. This discouraged op-
portunistic countries from joining the conflict to gang up on Germany. It
also reflected the view that in a two-front war, victory was possible only by
defeating one foe quickly before the second one was ready to fight. This
allowed the fullest concentration of German forces at chosen decisive
points, in a way which favored a series of decisive victories. At the tactical
level, the idea was to react after enemy contact with a series of rapid
maneuvers to force the adversary into a largely reactive posture. He would
then be vulnerable to defeat in detail through a series of subsequent
engagements forced on him at great disadvantage.

Second, the Germans believed that the appropriate maneuvers to
take in the face of the enemy could not be pre-planned in meticulous detail.
They subscribed to the elder Moltke's dictum that "no operation plan ex-
tends with any certainty beyond the first encounter with the main body of
the enemy." Since war was viewed fundamentally as a "clash of wills,"
enemy action would seldom conform to expectations. Added to this was a
keen appreciation for the disruptive effects of friction on military activities.,

Third, the Germans considered every situation in war unique. This
required competent leaders to make rapid estimates and decisions, and then
to act on them swiftly. Furthermore, such decisions would always be made
with incomplete, inaccurate, or conflicting information. Uncertainty and
the fog of war stalked the battlefield. Thus the leader had to be a thinking
soldier. He needed both intuitive powers to interpolate correctly and
creative powers to devise a successful course of action. Each situation
required a unique application of tactical principles which could not be
prescribed by universal recipes or by detailed planning. This view of war was
subsumed by the first article in the Field Service Regulations of 1933:
"Leadership in war is an art, a free creative activity based on a foundation
of knowledge. The greatest demands are made on the personality."

Thus the German view of war fully supported granting junior
leaders great scope for initiative-if that was what it took to generate the
speed necessary for victory. At the same time, this situational and artistic
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perspective on war shaped the framework for the exercise of leader
initiative. This framework provided for three essentials: proper leader
character, sound methodology for issuing and carrying out orders, and
enlightened senior-subordinate relations.

So far as leader character was concerned, initiative in a leader
flowed from his willingness to step forward, take charge of a situation, and
act promptly-completely on his own authority, if necessary. Not sur-
prisingly, the German field service regulations stressed that the noblest
quality of a leader was his willingness to assume responsibility. To do so
under stressful conditions required considerable moral courage, self-
reliance, and self-confidence-attributes the German army prized highly.

Closely related were the attributes which stressed risk-taking and
decisive action. Since all decisions were made under conditions of un-
certainty and since every situation was unique, there could never be a
demonstrably perfect solution. Therefore, one should not demand one.
There were theoretically several workable solutions for every tactical
problem. "Many roads lead to Rome" was a common refrain heard in this
regard. The object was to pick any reasonable plan swiftly and then to
execute it with energy and dispatch. Leaders were cautioned against waiting
to gather more information so as to reach a perfect decision, or even the best
decision possible. Good leaders made a rapid estimate, adopted as sound a
course of action as feasible, and executed it decisively. In this view, speed
was more essential than precision; a decent plan carried out immediately was
superior to a superb plan carried out much later.'

To operate in this way, a leader had to assume great risk willingly.
To encourage this, the German army framed two rules. First, in situations
clearly requiring independent decisions, a leader had not only the latitude to
make them, but the solemn duty to do so. A good leader cultivated a will to
action. Second, inaction and omission in such situations were considered
much worse than judgmental error based on a sincere effort to act
decisively. The former was the shameful antithesis of leadership. The latter
was an honorable effort to practice the art of warfighting, in which no single
action was guaranteed success. While errors in judgment might cause un-
successful local engagements, the broad exercise of initiative by all leaders,
it was felt, would carry the battle. Thus no opprobrium was associated with
failure resulting from prudent risk-taking by the thinking leader. Such
setbacks were simply the breaks of war.

The second part of the framework for exercising initiative con-
sisted in the methodology of issuing and carrying out orders. In present-day
terminology, this falls chiefly under the heading of command and control.
As mentioned earlier, the Germans adopted a system of orders in 1888
giving subordinates as much latitude as possible in implementing assigned
tasks. They refined the methodology over time. Insofar as he could, the
commander told subordinates what tasks to accomplish, but not how to
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accomplish them. He also gave them sufficient resources to accomplish
those tasks, stated any restraints, and provided required coordinating in-
formation. The goal was to allow subordinates as much freedom of action
as the situation permitted. Orders were brief and usually verbal.

Leaders so trained, it was thought, would better handle the
unexpected in battle, where split-second decisions were often decisive. Such
leaders would also feel more ownership for their actions, thereby
stimulating greater determination in carrying them out. Self-ieliant leaders
would derive more personal pride and satisfaction from their duties, causing
them to identify more closely with their units. This, in turn, would
strengthen unit cohesion.

In issuing orders, the most important part was the statement of the
commander's intent. This related the various assigned tasks and provided a
vision of the desired result of an operation. In carrying out their tasks,
subordinates were always to focus on the intent. It was virtually sacrosanct.
Subordinates using initiative in response to the unexpected had to conform,
insofar as possible, with this intent. Thus the commander's intent promoted
unity of effort in fluid situations which failed to conform nicely to plans and
expectations. The intent, therefore, both circumscribed and focused the
exercise of initiative in subordinates.

Under exceptional circumstances, a subordinate could even modify
or abandon tasks if he could still satisfy the commander's intent. This,
however, was a serious matter. Prior approval was required if possible. If
that proved impossible, the subordinate assumed full responsibility for the
decision. He would have to justify his action later to his superior.

This system of operating did not lessen the need for commanders
to control their subordinates. Commanders habitually positioned them-
selves well forward. They kept themselves informed of the situation as well
as the actions of their subordinates, whom they visited frequently. In no way
did commanders relinquish any command authority or responsibility. They
would intervene when subordinates were doing something clearly unsound.
They would add or delete assigned tasks, or change their intent, as they saw
fit. In short, they supervised and controlled, but in a manner encouraging
initiative and thinking in subordinates. Subordinates, on the other hand,
made every effort to maintain contact with their commander and to keep
him fully informed of the situation. They were expected to solve problems
which could be surmounted at their level, and to recommend changes to
orders based on a continual evaluation of the situation.

A third element of the framework for exercising initiative was that
of senior-subordinate relationships. This falls under today's rubrics of
leadership, command and control, and tactics. Commanders were
responsible for developing in their subordinates the desired character and
leadership attributes discussed earlier. Equally important, they spent much
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time teaching subordinates how to think on their feet in making estimates of
the situation and in applying tactical principles. The object was not only to
train subordinates but to educate them. Leaders were taught not so much
what to think about, but, more important, how to think. Superiors and
subordinates spent time together in map exercises, terrain walks, sand-table
exercises, and field exercises discussing tactical problems. A central focus of
every field exercise was the development of subordinate leaders. This in-
volved a close teacher-student, coaching-like relationship.'

The result was that the leader and his subordinate got to know how
each other thought. This was important to the subordinate in helping him to
read between the lines of his commander's intent. This was also important
to the commander; it allowed him to anticipate intuitively how his subor-
dinate would exercise freedom of action in various situations. From this
close relationship flowed mutual trust, which in turn nourished initiative.
The subordinate would feel confident that his exercise of initiative in battle
generally conformed to his commander's intent. The commander would
trust his subordinate with greater rein in accomplishing tasks.' 0

The training and education process, both in units and military
schools, facilitated the exercise of initiative in another way. It promoted
among leaders a common outlook on the nature of war, on desirable
character and personality traits, on the importance of initiative, on proper
senior-subordinate relationships, and on how to issue orders. It also taught
a common approach in understanding and applying tactical principles to the
different types of operations, emphasizing the peculiar features and
characteristics of each. Military terminology was precise, standard, and
widely understood. The result was a remarkably uniform perspective in
tactical operations which facilitated concise orders, accurate but brief
communication of intent, and a sensing of how the unit as a whole might
respond in given situations. This common outlook and language reassured
both leaders and subordinates, reinforcing that sense of mutual trust and
dependability so conducive to initiative and freedom of action.

The standard approach for conducting critiques of tactical
exercises promoted initiative as well. Since every situation was unique and
since no training situatior' could encompass even a fraction of the
peculiarities of a real tactical situation, there could be no approved
solutions. One acceptable solution was as good as another. Critiques of
leader actions focused on identifying the student's rationale for doing what
he did. What factors did he consider, or not consider, in making his estimate
of the situation? Were the actions taken consistent with this estimate? How
well were orders communicated? Were the actions taken tactically sound?
Did they have a reasonable chance of being successful? These questions
served as the basis for critiques. The idea was to broaden the leader's
analytical powers, experience level, and base of knowledge, thereby
enhancing his creative ability to devise sound, innovative solutions to
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difficult problems. Critiques were lenient and understanding, rather than
biting and harsh. Mistakes were considered essential to the learning process
and thus cast in a positive light. The focus was not on whether the leader did
well or poorly, but on what progress he was making overall to develop as a
leader. Damaging the leader's self-esteem, especially publicly, was strictly
avoided. A leader's self-confidence, it was felt, was the wellspring from
which flowed his willingness to assume responsibility and exercise initiative.

It becomes clear that A uftragstaktik was an extraordinarily broad
concept, holistically embracing aspects of what today would be called a
theory of the nature of war, character and leadership traits, tactics, com-
mand and control, senior-subordinate relationships, and training and
education. In addition, these aspects were organically consistent, mutually
reinforcing, and inseparably interwoven. Auftragstaktik, then, was much
more than a mere technique of issuing orders. It was nothing less than a
comprehensive approach to warfighting. Its first imperative was speed, to be
achieved by the intelligent and aggressive exercise of initiative at all levels.

The Demands of the Modern Battlefield

To what extent are the main features of Auftragstaktik applicable
to the needs of the modern battlefield -today and tomorrow? Certainly
speed of decisive action-the fundamental rationale for Auftragstaktik-is
essential for success in contemporary war. Fluid situations, fleeting op-
portunities, and chaotic conditions will require rapid decisionmaking under
conditions of great uncertainty. Furthermore, speed will often demand a
conscious sacrifice of precision and will be critical for a smaller force to
defeat a larger force. In the words of FM 100-5:

Agility-the ability of friendly forces to act faster than the enemy-is the first
prerequisite for seizing and holding the initiative. Such greater quickness
permits the rapid concentration of friendly strength against enemy vulner-
abilities. This must be done repeatedly so that by the time the enemy reacts to
one action, another has already taken its place, disrupting his plans and
leading to late, uncoordinated, and piecemeal enemy responses. It is this
process of successive concentration against locally weaker or unprepared
enemy forces which enables smaller forces to disorient, fragment, and
eventually defeat much larger opposing formations.I

There is a broad consensus that speed can result only from
decentralized decisionmaking in conformity with Auftragstaktik. The
exercise of initiative by subordinates at all levels is considered essential.' 2

First, the general tempo of war has increased significantly since World War
II. In many cases, junior- and mid-level leaders will have no time to request
instructions from superiors before having to act. There is less time for
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decisionmaking and communicating than ever before. Second, battlefield
conditions will cause units at all levels to lose radio contact frequently with
their headquarters or to become isolated physically from parent units. This
will result from intense electronic warfare and from the fluid shape of the
battlefield. To await reestablishment of contact with superiors before acting
would court disaster by yielding the initiative to the enemy. Third, unit
dispersal will be much greater than in past wars. Experiences at the National
Training Center indicate that battalion commanders who attempt detailed
control over even a portion of their force are usually overwhelmed by the
tempo of the enemy's attack. Distances between subordinate units preclude
this kind of control. As Major General E. S. Leland, former NTC com-
mander, wrote: "A unit that does well only those things the boss checks will
have great difficulty." Initiative at all levels is a must.II

There is widespread agreement on the needed framework for
decentralized decisionmaking. It is the system of mission-oriented orders.
Commanders should tell subordinates what to do, but allow them as much
leeway as possible to determine how to do it. The commander also com-
municates his intent-as well as that of his next senior commander-along
with any pertinent restraints or coordinating information. The intent is the
subordinate's guidepost as he strives to deal with unexpected threats or
opportunities, friction, and the fog of war." As FM 100-5 emphasizes, the
leader must avoid dependence on constant direction. Rather, he should

conduct his operation confidently, anticipate events, and act fully and boldly
to accomplish his mission without further orders. If an unanticipated situation
arises, committed unit commanders should understand the purpose of the
operation well enough to act decisively, confident that they are doing what
their superior commander would order were he present.

Not surprisingly, the leadership and character attributes com-
monly associated with stimulating battlefield initiative bear a strong
resemblance to those associated with Auftragstaktik. Most important, the
leader must be an aggressive thinker-always anticipating and analyzing.
He must be able to make good assessments and solid tactical judgments.
These must be based on a thorough grounding in doctrine, and on the
creative ability to apply it to specific situations. He must take pride in his
ability to solve problems at his own level, improvising as necessary to ac-
complish assigned missions without detailed, blow-by-blow instructions or
continual supervision. He must be tough-minded, acting decisively and
independently when contact with superiors is impractical or impossible. This
behavior requires moral courage, self-reliance, and self-confidence. It also
involves a willingness to assume responsibility and take risks in order to do
the right thing at the right time. Finally, the leader must be both trustworthy
and trusting. As a subordinate, he must faithfully adhere to his
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commander's intent in exercising whatever freedom of action he is given. As
a superior, he must trust his subordinates with as much freedom of action as
possible and encourage them to exercise initiative. "

This composite view of war thus echoes an old German army
belief. It is the ability of small units-acting with coherence and synergism
in behalf of a central plan in chaotic and potentially panicky moments-to
shape decisively the whole course of battles. This comment by S. L. A.
Marshall is more pertinent today than in the late 1940s when he made it:

The great lesson of minor tactics in our time ... is the overpowering effect of
small amounts of fire when delivered from the right ground at the right
hour .... The salient characteristic of most of our great victories (and a few
of our defeats) was that they pivoted on the fire action of a few men.

The increased firepower, lethality, and ranges of modern weapons
dramatically increase the effect that small units can have at pivotal times
and places." What emerges from this overall mosaic of future war is the
strong suggestion for the need of an approach roughly approximating
A uftragstaktik.

Where Do We Stand Now?

The Army, it can be argued, has two opposing traditions of
exercising command -centralized and decentralized. They have developed
side by side over time, although they have seldom been formally recognized.
The personal inclinations of the commanding officer have been the greatest
influence in determining which tradition would predominate in a unit.

The centralized philosophy of command visualizes war more as a
science than an art. At its extreme, the centralized approach sees a higher-
level commander attempting to make precise decisions in a virtual zero-
defects fashion. He then devises detailed plans to carry them out, and
supervises the execution by micromanagement. All key decisions are
referred to this commander. Decisions are based on massive amounts of
information designed to cut through uncertainty. Slow, responses are
compensated for by massing overwhelming men and material against the
enemy. In this view, far-reaching initiative from subordinates is not critical
to success. Massive relative combat power is. In fact, there is an inherent
skepticism that subordinates can make judgments which are precise enough.
The centralized plan is sacred. Decentralized decisionmaking is seen as likely
to undermine this well-oiled plan. To make the wrong decision is worse than
making no decision at all. This approach tends to produce junior leaders
who are reactors rather than initiators and who are risk-aversive,
S. L. A. Marshall lamented that the Army in World War II, Korea, and
Vietnam leaned too heavily toward this style of command." One of the most
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vivid pictures of it in action is seen in the following passage from Lieutenant
General Dave Palmer's Summons of the Trumpet:

In the final analysis, the helicopter's most pernicious contribution to the
fighting in Vietnam may have been its undermining of the influence and
initiative of small unit commanders. By providing a fast, efficient airborne
command post, the helicopter all too often turned supervisors into over-
supervisors. Since rarely was there more than one clash in any given area at
any given time, the company commander on the ground attempting to fight his
battle could usually observe orbiting in tiers above him his battalion com-
mander, brigade commander, assistant division commander, division com-
mander, and even his field force commander. With all that advice from the
sky, it was easy to imagine how much individual initiative and control the
company commander himself could exert on the ground-until nightfall sent
the choppers to roost."

This tradition continues. Experiences at the NTC show that in many units
subordinates lack a sense of responsibility as thinking actors. They are used
to their commanders doing their tactical thinking for them. Since their role
has been one of executing detailed plans, they do not feel they have the
latitude to make on-the-spot adjustments demanded by the situation. Nor
do they tend to make recommendations or suggest changes to established
plans. Junior leaders often do things at the NTC they know are inap-
propriate because they were ordered to do them.2" In 1984, the Army sur-
veyed 23,000 officers from second lieutenant through colonel on a number
of issues. Of those who responded, 49 percent said that "the bold, original,
creative officer cannot survive in today's Army."'

The decentralized style of command, on the other hand, views war
more as an art than a science. It values the initiative of subordinates, striving
especially to harness their creative energies toward simultaneous problem-
solving at all levels. The desired effect is speed based on sound judgmental
ability developed by trial and error. Adequate, not perfect, solutions are
sought. In this view, commanders issue general instructions, relying on
subordinates to get the job done within a broad charter for action. Plans are
viewed as provisional, with the understanding that no plan is ever im-
plemented exactly as envisioned. The leader must continue to think on his
feet, aggressively analyzing, recommending, anticipating, and adjusting.

This style has deep roots. Grant's instructions to Sherman during
the Civil War bear its imprint: "I do not propose to lay down for you a plan
of campaign . . . but simply to lay down the work it is desirable to have
done and leave you free to execute it in your own way."" Lee operated
similarly. In fact, as that war progressed, both sides relied increasingly on
decentralized decisionmaking to tap the enormous resources of initiative in
subordinates down to regimental and sometimes even company level. 23
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As Assistant Commandant of the Infantry School in the late 1920s,
George Marshall did all he could to develop young officer-students into
thinking leaders who could operate in a decentralized manner. He often
issued students foreign or outdated maps, provided only sketchy in-
telligence, and compelled them to make their own decisions by cutting off
communications with higher headquarters. He routinely made them face the
unexpected in order to stimulate their imagination and ingenuity. One of his
first orders was that "any student's solution of a problem that ran counter
to the approved school solution and yet showed independent, creative
thinking would be published to the class." 2'

Another supporter of the decentralized style of command was
General George S. Patton. He allowed his subordinates great freedom ol
action, being tolerant and patient with their errors. He demanded speed and
risk-taking. "Never tell people how to do things," he said. "Tell them what
to do and they will surprise you with their ingenuity." 2

This tradition, too, continues. Generally among subordinates
today, the idea of a favorable command climate implies one in which their
commanders allow them enough freedom of action, based on trust, to make
their own decisions and perform their duties without over-detailed guidance
or supervision. It is also a climate that readily forgives honest errors as part
of the learning process. Furthermore, the growing number of journal ar-
ticles advocating adoption of some sort of Auftragstaktik suggests that the
decentralized tradition is alive and well. In one such article, the results of a
poll of a number of former bat'alion commanders in Europe were reported:
"All of them demanded that their company commanders be prepared to
take appropriate action on the battlefield in the absence of specific orders."
All of them wanted active, thinking leaders with the well-developed capacity
to exercise initiative at eN ery opportunity.' 6

There is thus plenty of fertile ground for an Auftragstaktik-like
approach to grow in the US Army. But as long as the centralized command
tradition remains alive and respectable, such growth will be uneven, con-
fusing, and occasionally contentious.

What Is to Be Done?

The strongest psychological impediment to Auftragstaktik in the
US Army is fear on the part of the commander that his subordinates'
mistakes resulting from their loosened rein would make the command look
bad and thus jeopardize the commander's own success. Overcontrol, to be
honest, is the reflex of the commander's own career insecurity. The antidote
to such insecurity is a top-down command climate which deliberately
tolerates the possibility of greater tactical error in confident expectation that
the resulting explosion of initiative at all tactical echelons will provide a
massive multiplication of combat effectiveness at the operational level.
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To secure the manifest benefits of the decentralized approach, the
Army should formally and systematically adopt an Auftragstaktik-like
doctrine. Only thus, it might be added, will the centralized tradition ever be
effectively confronted. Any process of formal adoption would require a
codified doctrinal articulation of exactly what was meant. Without such an
articulation, it would be virtually impossible for service schools and units
around the globe to implement the approach in a uniform way. It should as
a minimum articulate an integrated theory of the nature of war, desirable
character and leadership attributes, command and control, senior-
subordinate relationships, application of tactics, and leader education and
training. The ideas linking all these aspects together are complex, rein-
forcing, and interwoven. By explaining fully the rationale for this approach
and by thus tying it directly to warfighting and war readiness, formal
adoption would facilitate acceptance, especially among many steeped in the
centralized tradition of command.

Broad acceptance is particularly important since any Auf-
tragstaktik-like approach must be implemented from the top downward in
the chain of command. Implementation can be blocked by any commander
who wishes to operate in a centralized fashion. Having the imprimatur of
doctrine would increase the perceived legitimacy of Auftragstaktik, making
efforts to circumvent general implementation clearly improper.

A concept like Auftragstaktik, if formally articulated as doctrine,
offers advantages that range beyond the battlefield. For example, the
concept could serve as a valuable prism through which one could better
envision the development and integration of technology. The German army
between 1933 and 1945 integrated the tank, the airplane, and other emerging
technologies without changing or altering in any way their system of
Auftragstaktik. The Germans recognized that man, not machine, was the
first factor in achieving victory. To the extent that technology could support
the notions associated with Auftragstaktik, it was integrated. If it worked
against those notions, it was set aside or adapted. The German army
credited their success against France in 1940 to the manner in which they
integrated technology in their system rather than to the presence of the
technology itself. One should not forget that the French and British had
more tanks than the Germans did in this campaign. Besides that, the overall
quality of most French and British equipment was better. The German view
emphasized not what one had, but how one used it.

This has important ramifications for the Army today. For
example, the Army is developing two pieces of communications equipment
which could provide senior commanders with the capability of readily
micromanaging subordinate units. One is Mobile Subscriber Equipment, a
system of highly mobile radiotelephones which greatly increases battlefield
communications but which would enable corps and division commanders to
dial battalion commanders directly. Another item being developed is the
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Position Location and Reporting System/Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System Hybrid. Among other capabilities, this system would
locate for a maneuver brigade commander by automatic, periodic electronic
signal every platoon leader's vehicle in the brigade. Positions would be
indicated on a computer screen that even a battalion commander would not
have in his command post. One can only imagine the temptation a brigade
commander would have to try to maneuver platoons, especially if he were an
advocate of the centralized tradition of command. Such speculations are not
to say the Army should refuse to develop these items, but rather that it must
carefully consider how best to integrate them doctrinally.

The situation hearkens back to the old German army's special
concern about any communications equipment which allowed a commander
to bypass intermediate command levels. Over time, this would cause a
withering away of initiative, of a sense of responsibility, and of imagination
at those levels. The German army used Auftragstaktik as a framework to
circumscribe the use of such equipment for the larger good of a healthier
command climate." Perhaps such notions in doctrinal form could serve as
an equally valuable frame\N ork for command in the US Army.

The time for the formal adoption of Auftragstaktik by the US
Army has arrived. The success of AirLand Battle demands it. FM 100-5 tells
us so. But adoption entails more than occasional lip service. It entails a
recognition by the Army's leadership of the all-encompassing application of
an Auftragstaktik-like concept, and then the systematic, top-down im-
plementation of the concept through command leverage, doctrinal and
regulatory changes, and service school indoctrination. To generate the
necessary change in command climate will be the work not of weeks or
months, but of years.

In this monumental redirection of leadership philosophy, we
would seek to develop thinking, tough-minded, self-reliant, confident, and
courageous leaders who can respond to friction, the fog of war, and
unexpected enemy actions with initiative and grim determination-but with
no guarantee of success. Such leaders, to paraphrase Teddy Roosevelt, will
at best know the triumph of high achievement, but even in failure they will
at least fail while daring greatly."
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Contingency Planning:

Time for a Change

MICHAEL A. GREEN and PAUL TIBERI

T his article proposes changes in planning for future contingency
operations. The aim is to improve direct linkage between campaign

planning for contingency operations and the strategy that such planning
must ser% e. No attempt is made at redressing joint doctrinal issues; libraries
are replete with recent publication,, describing needed military reforms. Nor
do ,e seek to bla,,c a new trail; we merely hope to straighten out one of the
bends in the existing one. The method comprises three parts: a brief review
of central geopolitical imperati,e,, a description of the problem, and some
recommended fixes.

The Ceopolitical Context

The %Norld approaching the 1990s is a dramatically different world
from that of 1914 or 1939. Indeed, the Aorld is more advanced and more
complex than it sas in the early years of the nuclear age; and global in-
stabilitN threatens the United States and its interests in ways heretofore
unapparent. While the So\,iet Union continues to pose the major military
threat to the United States and its allies, terrorism, regional conflicts, and
Marxist-sponsored insurgencies pose tremendous challenges to our national
securit-. In 1985, the military forces of 29 countries were involved in
conflicts in fie major areas of the world: Europe, Latin America, the
Middle East, Africa, and Asia. Each of those ares and many of the
countries involved are of strategic importance to the United States. This
heightening of global tension and instability creates increased opportunities
for Soviet adventurism throughout the Third World. Moreover, the
proliferating transfer of conventional armaments to surrogates portends
even more ominous challenges in the years ahead.
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As long as the geopolitical interests of the United States remain
inherently global, the military strategy that serves those interests must also
be global. The forward deployment of US military forces reflects this thread
of continuity between national policy and military strategy. Forward
defense undoubtedly strengthens the deterrence of aggression. Accordingly,
the United States deploys ground and air forces in Europe, Japan, and
Korea, and naval carrier battle groups and amphibious forces in the
Atlantic. the western Pacific, the Mediterranean, and the Indian Ocean.

Forward deployment of our forces also makes them immediately
available for combat in coalition with our allies, permits their integration
with allied forces in peacetime, and represents a clear manifestation of the
US commitment to the common defense. In essence, forward deployment
gives unmistakable credibility to US policy and increased capability to
directly confront the major Soviet military threat. Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger, however, offers this sobering caveat to war planners:

Few illusions are more resilient, alluring, and dangerous than the idea that we
can forecast ,ith confidence all the threats we will face. Technicians seek
certainty. But if the past is any guide to the future, it will be the unanticipated
conflict in an unexpected place or form that poses the most difficult
challenge.

The significance of this geopolitical sea-change can be illustrated
by the follow ing analogy: the preventive and defensive measures firefighters
must take against an advancing range fire are radically different from the
defensixe techniques required when confronting an arsonist. In the former
case, the defense is deliberate, linear, designed for containment. The latter
case calls for aggressive detection and prevention, rapid reaction, and a pre-
packaged array ot firefighting tools to meet any contingency. Similarly, the
linear, forward-deployed military posture of the past meets only part of our
overall defense requirements. The increasing spontaneity of current security
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threats requires the flexible, rapid-reaction capabilities of an anti-arson
squad. The important point is that the world is changing, and in all
likelihood the tempo of change will increase in the future. So, too, as our
national policy evolves beyond all-or-nothing simplicity, the planning
process which aims at deriving the optimum campaign design in response to
global contingencies must evolve concurrently. The full effects of the
Goldwater-Nichols DOD Reorganization Act of 1986 are yet to be felt in
this area, but certainly they will be important. By strengthening the
authority of the CINCs at the expense of the separate military departments,
1o example, the act is likely to increase substantially the contingency
planning responsibilities of unified and specified commanders.

Defining the Problem

The nature of the geopolitical environment facing the United
States in the future suggests that global contingencies requiring military
intervention will entail, inter alia, the follosking characteristics:

" US interests at stake
" Pressure for quick, clear victory
• Uncertain mission, situation, and threat
* Centralized control
* Constrained air and sea lift
* Diverse operational options, e.g. forced entry, noncombatant

evacuation, peacekeeping, extended combat operations
It seems plausible that in situations where the use of military force

is being considered, the risk associated with applying that force is least
during the onset of the crisis. At that time, the potential adversary will have
had the least opportunity to develop his own options and counter-options.
Consequently, the early insertion of military force tends to paralyze the
enemy's initiative while restricting or narrowing his options. Applying the
wrong force or applying a force for ill-conceived purposes, however, can
lead to military defeat, hence political disaster. Similarly, simply getting
there-to demonstrate national resolve, for example-can be equally
catastrophic.

One need look no further back than to '3 October 1983. A lone
terrorist penetrated the Marine compound in Beirut and detonated ex-
plosi-es vhich killed 241 servicemen. The painful memory of that act has
been etched indelibly in our minds. Lost in the rhetoric which ensued is the
proposition that the disaster might have been avoided had the Marines been
sent into Lebanon with a clear objective-one that defined their strategic
purpose more explicitly than "to provide a presence."

Congressman Newt Gingrich, citing Clauscwitz, asserts that
"anyone %kho "ould take the first step without having thought through the
last step is a fool and should not be allowed in the councils of swar.'" No one
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perhaps has documented the case better than Lieutenant General Dave R.
Palmer when writing about the escalating military stalemate in Vietnam:

The frightening vision of years of fighting and tens of thousands slain, with
nothing to show for it all, sobered Washington's strategists. Rather late in the
game Department of Defense wordsmiths began casting around for a
definition of victory, for the meaning of "win." In response to a query from
Secretary McNamara, a Pentagon study group, comprised both of officers and
civilians, had written in mid-1965, "Within the bounds of reasonable
assumptions there appears to be no reason we cannot win if such is our will-
and if that will is manifested in strategy and tactical operations." The working
definition used by the study group said victory "means that we succeed in
demonstrating to the Viet Cong that they cannot win." McNamara himself
tried to wriggle off the hook in February 1966, saying he preferred to avoid
"color words" like "victory" or "win." He suggested using the euphemism,
"favorable settlement'' . . . ... ith that kind of thinking at the top, it is not
surprising that a debate raged for the duration of the war over just what would
constitute a v% in.'

The point is clear: the political predilection for a rapid insertion of
military forces to safeguard US interests must be weighed carefully against
the need to define success unambiguously. If only we could feel confident
that current plans, having had the benefit of historical examples and
analyses, in fact do define this condition. Given the dilemmas and
dichotomies which confront the National Command Authority (NCA)
during crisis situations, moreover, it is paramount that our military
leadership press for a definition of this crucial condition early in the
planning stage of a contingency operation.'

To be sure, strategic planners have progressed light-years in
pursuit of both means and methods for deploying US military forces.
Clearly, the Army of Excellence design is a move in the right direction.'
Actually, it is a return to the structure employed in World War II where
lower levels of command fought the battle while higher levels of command
provided them the wherewithal. The adoption of light infantry also
recognizes strategic reality. While some might argue that light infantry
forces should not be grouped as divisions, the unique capabilities and
deployment characteristics of light infantry can serve US strategic needs
well. Airlift and sealift enhancements during the past decade, particularly
the conversion of former commercial container ships to Navy sealift vessels,
are further indicators that our leaders recognize the need to deploy military

)rces worldwide rapidly.
Unfortunately, the progress made in strategic thinking has not

effected a commensurate evolution in the way we plan for military con-
tingencies. The actual planning cycle goes about like this: from an analysis
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of national security objectives and detailed global threat assessment, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff assign responsibilities to commanders of the unified
and specified commands. The CINCs then embark on the deliberate
planning process by issuing the commander's concept. Detailed planning
then continues through a series of steps including development, coor-
dination, dissemination, review, and approval. While details of the Joint
Operations Planning System (JOPS) are widely available and in use, there
are two fundamental characteristics of the system that are not described in
any of the instructional material: first, the employment concept drives the
whole train; second, the process is endless. With each refinement of
assumptions, or reallocation of forces, or change of CINC, or revision of
the threat assessment, the planning begins afresh.

Such deliberate plans do serve many useful purposes. They play a
vital role in our national policy of deterrence, for example. They also serve
as resourcing blueprints for potential regional contingencies. Further, the,
can induce greater cooperation among service components and focus their
attention on regional peculiarities. And they can serve as conduits to
enhance international relations by encouraging liaison visits, exercises, and
other bridge-building contacts.

These benefits notwithstanding, the deliberate planning process
constitutes an intellectual as well as a physical impediment during a crisis.
The deliberate planning sequence may be well-suited for those forward-
deployed units that live, train, and plan to fight on familiar terrain in a
mature theater, e.g. Europe and Korea. Because forces in these theaters
respond to a narrow range of mission-enemy-terrain-troops-time (NIETT-T)
variables, detailed employment schemes are both feasible and useful. Given
the scope of US interests, however, these situations are atypical. Hence, for
most regional contingencies, the deliberate planning process is too cum-
bersome to meet real-world needs.

To see further why this is so, let's examine deliberate planning in
action. A crisis develops in a CINC's area of responsibility. He gets his
mission to counter a threat or react to an emergency. Forces are alerted
while the CINC and JCS consider possible courses of action. When they
look at the approved operations plans for the region, they review the

For most regional contingencies, the deliberate
planning process is too cumbersome

to meet real-world needs.
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products of the deliberate planning cycle-detailed force lists, operational
and support concepts, and detailed employment schemes-all based on
precarious assumptions and particularized METT-T factors. If the
assumptions are realized and if all METT-T factors have remained valid-
manifest improbabilities-then the approved plan need merely be executed.
But it is virtually certain that many variables, including guidance from the
NCA through the JCS, will lead the CINC to discard the approved plan in
favor of an ad hoc operation order produced in the heat of crisis. History
confirms that plans on the shelf are the least likely to be executed.

The result of this predictable gap between pre-written, pre-
approved plans and actually executed plans is a system gone awry. Elegant
plans sit on shelves. Not only are they not executed, they are not properly
exercised. The associated Time-Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD)
and related deployment documents are not evaluated because, among other
reasons, peacetime lift resources and competing operational requirements
preclude it. The TPFDDs themselves have become bureaucratic mon-
strosities. Often the regional planning effort is also impeded by reluctance to
define unambiguously the military condition that must be produced to
achieve the strategic goal (itself rarely expressed clearly by national
authorities). Realizing that for most contingencies in his theater the enemy
will not present an orthodox array of forces, the CINC may be unable to
plan with any degree of accuracy an explicit series of tactical maneuvers that
would produce a decisive battle under terms most advantageous to the
friendly force.

Accordingly, only after receipt of the warning order (and its
concomitant distribution of intelligence) can commanders begin deriving
appropriate employment concepts. Because these concepts must be
produced in a tense and compressed time frame, the analytic process
assumes enormous importance. Just as reapers winnow the harvest to
separate the grain from the chaff, so must the analysis of data be purpose-
oriented. It is imperative that analysts have a clear understanding of the
commander's operational concept so they can isolate the golden grains of
strategic-operational-tactical opportunities from the endless stream of raw
information. The deliberate planning process is ill-suited to fulfill all these
needs in the "fast-forward" pace that contemporary reality imposes.

Overall, then, there is good reason to doubt that approved
operations plans can ever play a significant role in the deliberations that lead
to contingency deployments. And this is not surprising, since such plans do
not give the decisionmakers what they need. No doubt the decision whether
to respond to some threat or other crisis is a difficult one for the national
leadership. But it is surely no easier to decide how or with what to respond.
A central purpose of the military operational planning system should be to
facilitate such decisions.
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Potential Fixes

As noted, many military reforms have been implemented already.
We suggest four refinements of the present military operational planning
system to accommodate timely and sound decisions by the NCA and unified
commanders:

0 Change the focus of regional campaign planning for con-
tingency operations.

* Improve force packaging modules.
* Strengthen joint operating procedures.
* Redirect training and exercise methodologies.

Let's discuss each of these in turn.
Regional Planning Focus. Owing to the CINC's operational

dilemmas, the regional planning focus must be oriented differently from
what is appropriate for a forward-deployed force. Attempts to put on the
shelf a series of detailed plans are onerous endeavors; and, because any
resemblance they might have to actual contingencies is practically coin-
cidental, the benefits incurred are hardly worth the costs. The time and
effort spent on developing such superfluous plans can be used with greater
benefit to enhance the staffs' skill in the critical aspects of operational
method. To achieve the primary objective of military planning-effective
application of military force in the service of strategic goals-the whole
military command structure must reorient its emphasis toward crisis-action
planning. Rather than producing series of cumbersome and unessential
documents, the system would better serve unified commanders by
presenting each with one regional ("omnibus") plan. That the plan should
be oriented toward winning the war seems almost too obvious to state, but
experience shows that this simple truth cannot be emphasized too often.

Victory, as an absolute set of military conditions, will depend on
the strategic policy expressed for that theater of operations once the crisis
develops. Consequently, a regional plan must accommodate the possibility
of more than one war-winner. For example, the best-case victory may be the
complete destruction of the enemy's war-making capabilities, while the
minimum acceptable case may be the status quo ante bellum. Between these
two points exists a continuum of intermediate victory conditions as well.
The unified commander can and should define the probable war-ending
conditions as gradated options, or branches, to his regional plan. Each
option, of course, should define its related military conditions for victory
and the force required to produce those conditions. Then, during an actual
crisis, the CINC selects the appropriate branch of the plan consistent with
the stipulated strategic aim. If the subordinate command structure is
proficient in crisis-action planning, the CINC's selection will be tactically
supportable and strategically sound.
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Crises typically develop over a period of weeks or months. But the
decision process that leads to the initial commitment of military forces often
occurs in hours or days. We must pursue every means available to ensure
that the unified command structure is responsive to the legitimate, time-
sensitive requirements of the NCA. It is encouraging to note that "om-
nibus" campaign planning for possible exigencies is establishing itself in
certain of the unified commands.

Force Modules. The need to balance the contingency force against
available deployment assets is another operational dilemma that a unified
commander faces during a crisis. More often than not, limitations in
strategic lift and at debarkation points will require the force to be divided
into assault, support, and follow-on echelons. Clearly, each of these
echelons must fully integrate all deploying combat, combat support, and
combat service support forces consistent with the tactical commander's
operational employment concept. Current TPFDDs, however, do not lend
themselves to this task.

Pre-tailored force modules can be the means by which the tactical
commander develops a detailed deployment schedule during time-sensitive
planning consistent with the unified commander's intent. The CINC's
choice of one branch of his plan, coupled with a clearer picture of METT-T
factors, provides sufficient parameters for tactical commanders to refine
their force packages. What we are proposing is a series of improved US
Army force modules ranging from various brigade- to corps-size packages
completely integrated with accompanying combat support and combat
service support components.

In fact, the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan already requires the
services to codify various force modules for file in the Joint Deployment
System Force Module Library. These serve as base documents to be in-
dividually tailored during time-sensitive planning. However, we suggest that
these modules be built and maintained by the units themselves and pre-
tailored for specific contingency operations.' This method contrasts with the
present system which employs standard generic data from Tables of
Organization and Equipment.

The net effect of these enhanced modules is the capability of the
tactical commander to tailor his entire force rapidly (in less than 24 hours)
consistent with the operational concept. Using tailored automated unit
equipment listings as base data to produce force modules and interfacing
these records with current Joint Operation Planning System software
represent a simpler and more rapid means of tailoring TPFDDs to meet
contingency requirements. Furthermore, force modules, once tailored, more
accurately identify the right type and size of force for responding to the
particular crisis, the deployment cost, and the force deployment times-
three pieces of analysis that will assume great importance as the CINC, the
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JCS, and the NCA deliberate over which course of action to select. Just as
significantly, when these packages are part of the Joint Deployment System
data base, for the first time the CINC will select forces from an array of
packages designed by the tactical ground commander whose force will be
required to do the fighting.

Joint Procedures. Almost by definition, campaign planning is a
joint undertaking. Service interoperability, therefore, is the third area that
needs fixing if we are to achieve the optimum effect from the commitment
of a military force to a contingency operation. This is another area where
much has been accomplished already.

The spirit of increased Army-Air Force interoperability has been
made manifest by a number of joint initiatives, e.g. the proliferation among
Army units of Air Force tactical air control parties, the institutionalization
of battlefield coordination elements, and the promulgation of joint
procedures for suppression of enemy air defense and attack of the second
echelon. The Navy's and USMC's endorsement of JCS Pub 26 is another
major step in unifying the campaign effort.'" But while these major en-
deavors are a necessary condition for effective service interoperability, they
are insufficient to assure the degree of interactive compatibility required for
contingency operations.

Establishing a joint Army-Air Force approach to warfighting is
clearly a high-water mark, but it isn't enough. More has to be done to in-
tegrate Navy and USMC procedures more fully with those of the Air Force
and the Army. Even between conventional and unconventional Army
forces, we must bring about a fusion of procedures at the tactical as well as
the operational level. Each component's methods and techniques must
permeate the others' standing operating procedures. And the exact means by
which one service discharges its functional responsibilities must be
correlated with the systems of the other services. A joint systems ar-
chitecture can help identify these critical nodes of interoperability."

Service interoperability may very well be the operational com-
mander's most important task as the architect of the campaign. Only in so
doing can he minimize the associated risks and ensure the synchronization
of the unified force toward a singular objective. The dynamics of our
profession and constantly shifting global conditions dictate further that
these procedures be refined continuously lest they ossify to brittle
documents relegated to another shelf to gather dust.

Exercise Methodology. The redirection of training and exercise
methodologies is the last of the four recommendations aimed at improving
campaign planning. First, all major unit training should incorporate joint
operations. This principle is axiomatic; it simply requires us to be more
forward-looking and more outward-looking-to effect earlier and better
coordination. Its corollary is equally compelling: exercises should be
conducted under a joint umbrella with a warfighting orientation.
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The joint contingency community presently "exercises" deliberate
plans. But the fact that these plans will not be executed as written suggests
that exercises should be preceded by time-sensitive planning. That is, a
scenario should be presented before each joint exercise which causes
components to examine and modify an existing plan, or to develop a new
one altogether. At the same time, service components should be required to
develop a tailored and detailed force package sequenced according to the
concept of operations. Then the force should be required to deploy.
Resource constraints may prevent the entire force from actually embarking.
Nonetheless, all of the force should displace sufficiently to permit a valid
evaluation, and that part of the force that can deploy should actually be
loaded in proper modules and moved according to proper time phase as it
would were the contingency operation itself being executed. Gaming the
force deployment as part of the overall exercise will provide some assurance
that the regional joint deployment concept is not significantly flawed. Most
planners have committed to heart the elder von Moltke's assertion that plans
will not survive the initial stage of a war. Fewer recall his corollary that an
error in initial disposition of forces cannot be overcome.

In all likelihood, our suggestion would if adopted result in fewer
joint exercises-perhaps a disturbing proposition for some CINCs. But the
benefits of the type of exercise \e propose would transcend regional
peculiarities and have a more profound impact on the wvarfighting potential
of the contingency force. Having joint exercises less frequently does not
mean less beneficial exercise in the aggregate. Since international cir-
cumstances may require strong, rapid US military response, our exercises
must be tailored to prepare our forces to meet that need. Current exercises,
with their focus predominantly on employment phases, can produce an
incomplete if not misleading picture since there is insufficient analysis to
confirm whether in fact the force can be deployed and arrayed as required
by the approved employment scheme.

The fundamental thrust of this recommendation is that con-
tingency exercises must be conducted under conditions similar to those
expected at the outbreak of hostilities. The intellectual as well as the
physical agility of the warfighting elements must be practiced. Moreover, all
of this must be done under the stress of a compressed period of time-hours
and days, not weeks and months.

To Conclude

The ideas proposed here are not altogether original. Many have
been previously discussed; some have been implemented in some places to
varying degrees. Our purpose has been to establish the overall context that
gives them meaning and to substantiate the need for their adoption and
institutionalization.
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The conclusion is clear, If our raison d' tre as a fighting force is to
promote national interests, w~e must adopt an approach to warfighting that
accommodates rapid refinements to operational concepts, assumptions, and
conditions, an approach evolved long before hostilites commenced. We
must also deselop the mental agility to overcome the tendency toward
paralysis when confronted with ambiguity or unexpected situations.

As in the past, success in future contingency operations will depend
on the insight, imagination, selflessness, and resourcefulness of a joint force
that prepares for operations well before the execution order arrives. We
should exploit these preparatory efforts so that we are ready systemically
and intellectually to deviate from on-the-shelf plans when faced with
os erwhelining logic to do so. At a time wvhen the likely use of military power
again threatens to create its OVS n pattern of compulsions, making rational
force projection all but impossible, it is. surely worthwhile to adopt that
process which promises our pressed decisionmnakers the soundest possible
operational design for military response.
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Clausewitz's Elusive

Center of Gravity

JAMES J. SCHNEIDER and LAWRENCE L. IZZO

Q ir Edward Grey, Great Britain's foreign minister through most of the
S First World War, once opined that "discussion without definition is
impossible." Today we observe a growing tendency throughout the Army to
use certain theoretical terminology in a casual fashion. This tendency
assumes a universal understanding of the definitions of such terms. But the
use of this terminology in professional discourse suggests the contrary: we
are nearer mutual confusion than common understanding.

The 1986 edition of FM 100-5, Operations, is significant with
respect to our discussion here because it provides the Army for the first time
\with a set of "concepts central to the design and conduct of campaigns and
major operations." Found in Appendix B, they include the theoretical
concepts of the "center of gravity," "lines of operations," and the
I"culminating point." The manual thus now provides the Army with a good
starting point for discussion, but the definition of center of gravity there
presented cries for refinement. If it is indeed the "key to all operational
design," as FM I00-5 claims,2 then soldiers are going to have to start using
the ternm correctl\ and with uniform understanding.

(iausewitz and the (enter of Gravity

The concept of the center of gravity (the German term is schwer-
punkt) forms a principal building block in Clausewitz's edifice On War. In
order to understand this we must consider his mechanistic view of war.
Clause'xiti develops this theme quite early on in Chapter I of Book One
with a definition of war. It is important to realize that, though the
manuscript we know as On War was in fact an unfinished draft, this first
chapter is regarded as the most refined and complete.' It forms the
touchstone for the rest of the \ork. He begins by comparing war to a duel:

S\ar i, nothing biut a duel on a larger scale. Countless duels go to make up \kar,
hut a pi,:tu, o of it as a whole catl he formed by imagining a pair of srestlers.
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Each tries through physical force to compel the other to do his will; his im-
mediate aim is to throw his opponent in order to make him incapable of
further resitance.'

Here Clausewitz firmly establishes the physical analogy that is used
throughout the remainder of the treatise. He continues:

War is thus an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will. Force, to
counter opposing force, equips itself with the inventions of art and
science .... force-that is, physical force, for moral force has no existence
sae as expressed in the state and the laA,-is thus the means of war; to impose
our will is its object . . .. War, however, is not the action of a living force
upon a lifeless mass (total nonresistance would he no s.ar at all) but always the
collision of tsko li ing forces.'

Having early established the physical nature of war as a collision
between armed forces, Clausewitz explicitly develops the concept of the
center of gravity in Book Six. There, he discusses the dynamic relationship
between the attack and the defense from the particular standpoint of the
defender. This dynamic continues the physical analogy of two forces in
collision, one-the defender-exhibiting the force of resistance, the other-
the attacker-manifesting the force of impulsion. In Chapter 27 of Book
Six, Clauseitz dexelops a relationship betveen these dynamic forces in
collision and their locus of action in space, the theater of operations. It is at
this point that the formal development of the center of gravity begins.'

Since one cannot concentrate land as one can al army, it will be necessary
to divide the army to defend the land.

Only in the case of small and compact states is such a concentration of
force possible and probable that its defeat will decide everything. If the area
involved is very large and the frontier long, or if one is surrounded on all sides
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Militar, Studies. ( oniimand and (eneral Stait t ollege, Fort t easensorth, Kansas.
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b a poxerttl alliance of encmies., tcll a 'llc n lltratli t a pac ,i ini -

possibili. -A dix ision of tor', then becolcs ine itablc, and wx it l it sex cral

theater s of o.,peration.

... [-,t thi , Vc'a,o , ;ie hlio front .hich the h I adst and itot

taxorable repercussior,, can be expected will be aimed atgtainIt tat area xx hrc.c
the greate+ t concentration of cetrin troops can be found: the larger the ltorc

,'ith xhich the hlow\ is struck, tie Uiler it' , effect ,xill be. I hit, ratheC r 0-,.'oa,

sequence leads cLus to an analog,, that %kill illustrate it more deark-tlat ix, the
nature and eftect ofthe center of gra itx.

A center of Lra, it\ is al x ax,+ found xx here the mass s concetrated lniost
densely. It presents the liot cftectixe target for a bo. furthermnore, the

heax iest blow% i, that tmruck b tihe center of grax it,. The same hold, true in
\xar. The fighting forces of each belligerent- vhether a single state or an-
alliance of states- hac It c t l t m .it and trierefore some ohesion. \Vhere
there is coheton, the analog, ot tile :enter of grax11\ it ,,n be applied, I hi,
these forces xx ill pose,,ss ce in cetir, of tgrax+it., .hich. bx their nuoxcnient
and direction, 2o ern tile rest: and thoe centers of 2raxit, x \x.ill bc foutd
wherever the force,, ate not COnCet rated.

In the last sentene Clausew itt is saying, for example. that if the
center of gravity of a carriage is noed, the moxemeit ,,,ill also affect the
seats and s, heels because of the coherent relationship among its '3arts.

To summari/e the explanation thus far, Clausew it/ presented x at
as a duel between txxo opponents xho seek to unbalance and throv one
another. Each of the opponents has a certain mass Aith a center of grattiy.
On the literal battlefield, it is txxo armies in collision that seek to th rox the
other. They, too, each hase a certain mass xxit h a center of gras its.

In Chapter 28 of Book Six, Clausewitz resumes his discussion of
the centers of gravity from the standpoint of the defense. He says that it is
the decision to join battle "that changes the centers of gravity [the armies]
on each side, and the operational theaters they create, into active agents."
He continues:

A major battle in a theater of operations ix a collision between txxo center, of
gravity; the more forces \,e can concentrate on our center of grastts, the more
certain and massie the effect will be. ('onsequentl., any partial use of force
not directed tow,,ard an objective that either cannot be attained b, the xitoer,
itself or that does not bring about the victory should be condemned.'

Clausewitz then continues with a strictly tactical discussion of hoy
one strikes at the enemy's exact center of gravity. Of significance is that he
clearly distinguishes between what he views as the center of gravity-i.e. the
army itself-and those things which FM 100-5 erroneously cites as being
examples of centers of gravity. Thus, for instance, he notes that the
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alttacker 's line,, of' communication, rat her than t hemnsek es con slititting a
,:enter ot gravity. are nmerely a mean,, through " hich commanders 'aiml al
an immediate decision, a conf'rontation of' the t,, o centers ot r\ t

U'ause %iti broaches the concept of the center- of eras it\ again inl
the final book. Book Eight, li his discussion of' s ar plan,.. He ,aas that the
first task in planning f'or an-, sar -is to identits the enems 's centers of'
eras it.-'' It is in Chapter 4 of' this book that hie establishes thle terminolog-,
quoted directly in I-NI 100-5, Appendix B. GluSeskit, hegilis h\ asking
-\hat exactis doe,, 'def'eat' signi'' lie ansss b% hrlstjtie historical
examnples, as " proof that success is not due simlpir to general c~aUse. fie
hen goes onl to elaborate:

\% CIL' 0i1 the 'ilk! I herec 1,1 111 hC ilio l I'md or, 011: 1I.A

Lh li I II'll",\ ol h H LC eil il;J )i

cr li LT!C1 'Ite r t [/Idt 'i 11~ ,r j* m''~11') 11 I

I ~ ~ A Il SislAi: I i:su 011'l11i'. ( IWI11- \1t I I c! j'll hC

11:!L \k.L L11,mhliite tile loo1 Of tIMich 01 tie orrTIII LiLo l roojiditeg
tIL - inc as t Ihtoril-Lt the 0idsi 1 AIl the ilCcp ill Book SI\,

it 11 1Lidf flat1 ( Wi'Cskl/ lrs ~ IL itl the 1 11p0,11L tflllic as Lnisiflifiii
Ahe LCI1It 01 cf l!iAlS. f il is Lolilsten \0i[h tile pll.\Ial alloi.\ ot tile
dkiIIeit ahlihnd ( hrapiel I of Book One and thle relationship amfiong
'paL'e, lim. i masiscusse iii Chapter 2 of- Book Is e, lit Book I101ht

liepis r aaspctof tilie concpt becomes mitch less pe ise. a is indicated
Il ie pt eCediIIL! quolat ionl. NO\%. at theC Ic'I eOf' %i arpai.Or Ml at is

'IlssvLallr called 'tattd slltraieg het simpl. Larrie the attaov.s tooiltar. Thie
1,ti\ L!1td11i 10 ( 1,lases it,. 111ta\ he one of' sseral ceIters1 Of rait He

o01i11111 tie lie J iagle hN ci tilige other posblecatididat es:

III OIll;? ILC' 'if ejI IljoriesiL siritc. flie cilllter L~ A ot \ji I 1s CI deilt tile
Ill -1ii,11i k,IrlII s lt 11 1 reh\ ,r I' ,11 LL Ilies 1 1i II i ill tilta: i i IoI tfilL Ir

11 It' C, r \ IrIi 1 !a ,I i,1i1L C' I I1c li 11 1i lie :Oilili[1 iiii 111 ii\ e Ii it 1ii CI llpill atL11

Oft I'l I i ' If I I L ' c tcLi' s IlIe ! iC t ie leaders m1 id pI' lI (I1 roiii ti ik ili illst

I liese 11,1 OW ' :II COC er I )O~ l d heditected It ihe ciwil I, ilio5% ii oi~l aIiic,
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he mus not be giv.en rime to recover. I3Io, after blo%% must he aimed in the

,,ame direction: the \ictor. in orher v, ords, must .,trike v, ith all his strength and
not just agairl-l a fraction of the enemys,,. No( b\ taking thing" the eas%

",a.\ . . . but b\ constantl\ seeking ot1r the CltC of his power, b\ doing all to

vin all, vill one rcall\ defeat the enenv .

Having, hovever briefly, carried his physical analogy beyond its ap-
plicability into the psychological realm of "personalities" and "public
opinion, Clausewit, quickly reestablishes the analogy of the center of
grav ity in it, proper physical domain:

Still. no matter % hat the central feature of the enem.y 's pov, er may be-the
point oil \%hichl \our effort, must con,.erge-the defeat and destruction of his

fighting force remains the best v\a, to begin, and in evcry ca,,e vsill be a ,er\
,iiniticant leature of the campaign. :

Down through the years the Germans adopted the concept of the
center of gravity (schwerpunkt) as a useful operational design tool because
of its close association with the principle of concentration of mass or force.
In the German language, "concentration of mass" is translated as schwer-
punktbildung. As the Germans began to articulate their blitzkrieg doctrine,
the term became particularly relevant. The success of the blitzkrieg
depended largely upon the rapid shifting and deployment of concentrations
of armored forces. These armored forces, thus concentrated, constituted in
the German v iev the schwerpunkt or center of gravity of the operation. In
efforts to explain the nature of blitzkrieg theory, Western analysts during
World War ii began to confuse schwerpunkt with another key element of
operational design-the decisive Poit.

Jomini and the Decisive Point

It w as Baron Antoine-Henri Jomini, a contemporary of Clause-
witz, who developed the concept of the decisive point in its relationship to
the concentration of force. in his Summary of the Art of H'ar (1838),
Jomini defined the fundamental principle of war as consisting of the
following maxims:

I. To throws by strategic movements the mass of an army, suc-
cessively, upon the decisive points of a theater of war, and also upon the
communications of the enemy as much as possible without compromising
one s own.

2. To maneuver to engage fractions of the hostile army with the
bulk of one's forces.

3. On the batlefield, to throl, the mass of the forces upon the
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dccistc pont, or upon that portion of the hostile line which it is of the first
I J poT , n.C o o , rt h rosa.

4. 1 o so arrange that these masses shall not be only thrown upon

the decIsiS c point, but that they shall engage at the proper times and w.ith

ample cnerv.e

In these four maxims we find the same basic elements that form a
common dctlominator v% ith which to associate the work of Jomini to that of
(ilausessit,. \\here Clausewitz emphasizes the importance of mass, Jomini
stresses the importance of concentration at decisive points within the theater
of ssar or upon the battlefield. In Jomini's theoretical system, a decisive
point may be a portion of the enemy, such as a flank, or it may be a piece of
terrain, the destruction or seizure of which will lead to a decision in the
operation. ' Clausewitz makes a similar distinction, but from the standpoint
of hi, peculhar emphasis upon concentration and the destruction of the
etnems masses: "Destruction of the enemy torces is the overriding principle
ol I\ar. l-or (lausewitz this destruction i, the first precedent objective of
all oftensixe and defensive action, not the seizure or retention of terrain."
Yet ( lanse it,. despite his emphasis on concentration, understood the
importance of the decisi,,e point:

Strategv decides the time when, the place where, and the forces with
\hich the engaCement is to be fought, and through this threefold activity
esert, considerable intluence on its outcome . . . . It thus follows that as many

troops as possible should be brought into the engagement a the decisive
point...

\\c beliexe then that in our circumstances and all similar ones, a main
tactor is the possession of strength at the really vital point. Usually it is ac-
tuall, the most important factor. To achieve strength at the decisive point
depends on the strength of the army and on the skill with which this strength is
etnploed ...

(onsequentl), the forces axailable must be employed with such skill that
e,en in the absence of absolute superiority, relative superiority is attained at
the decisise point.

To achieve this, the calculation of space and time appears as the most
essential factor . ..

Relative superiority, that is, the skillful concentration of superior strength
at the decisie point, is much more frequently based on the current appraisal
of this decisive point, or suitable planning from the start; which leads to
appropriate dispositions of forces, and on the resolution needed to sacrifice
nonessentials for the sake of essentials-that is the courage to retain the major
part of one's forces united ....

The best strategy is alwsas to he verv strong: first in general, and then at
the decisive point.
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At the beginning of World War II, Jomini's influence on military
theory and practice was virtually nonexistent. But in Germany, a doctrine
for the integrated employment of armor, armored infantry, artillery, and
aerial forces-with its combined emphasis directed toward the destruction
of the enemy masses-quickly discovered an implicit utility for the concept
of the decisive point in operational design. One of the first thinkers, and
perhaps most influential, who sought to unravel the secrets of the German
blitzkrieg was Czech Lieutenant Colonel F. 0. Miksche. In 1942 he
published the now classic book Attack, with an introduction by Tom
Wintringham. In the brief introduction, Wintringham attempted to define
and clarify several German operational terms that were associated with the
blitzkrieg. Among these was the term schwerpunkt. It is clear from a close
reading of Wintringham's words that he understood the term in the
Clausewitzian sense as it relates to the concentration of force:

The concentration that forms the schwerpunkt is continually maintained by
pre,,sing reser~es up to it through the gap it has created in the enemy's
defenses. It is, as it were, a rolling concentration, force flowing into it from the
rear and spreading out through it to find the easiest channel in which the
concentration can moe forward."

Unfortunately he translates schwerpunkt into the English term
"thrust-point." This term is used throughout Miksche's book. It is easy to
see how a reader could misconstrue the concentrated forces (the center of
gravity) for the point against which their attack is directed. Miksche himself
contributes to the confusion when he parenthetically equates an objective
kith the concept of schwerpunkt.'" FM 100-5 falls into the same semantic

trap. It suggests that, since "a key piece of terrain . . . , the mass of the
enemy force, the boundary between two of its major combat formations, a
'ital command and control center, or perhaps its logistical base or lines of
communications' can be ideal objectives for attack, they are therefore
centers of gravity. " In fact, they are decisive points. The entire sense of the
German concept is destroyed. In its place, FM 100-5 arrives at a meaning of
center of gravity that can be applied to anything worthy of being attacked.

France 1940

In order to add flesh to the theoretical discussion presented thus
far, let us examine a historical example. Even before the final destruction of
Poland in September 1939, German planners began to ponder how best to
defeat France and her main ally, Great Britain. By October, the German
Army High Command had produced the basic plan (code-named "Yellow"
[Gelb]) which, after several iterations, became the basis of one of the most
decisive campaigns in military history." Comparison of the evolving
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versions of this plan, which was finally executed in May 1940, demonstrates
the utility of the concept of "center of gravity'' in operational planning.

The three strategic objectives established in campaign plan Gelb
were: first, to decisively defeat the British Expeditionary Force in battle;
second, to seize air and sea bases for attacks against En~'lnd along the
Channel coast; and finally, to provide a buffer for the Ruhr area with the
seizure of Holland. The center of gravity of the attack was to be directed
primarily into Holland. However, this version was almost immediately
scrapped because it was viewed as being too attrition-oriented and because
of widespread fears that the Dutch would tlood most key avenues of ap-
proach. Another key factor was the pervasive pessimism throughout the
entire Army, High Command concerning the chances of success.
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On 29 October a new version was drawn up shifting tile \\'eighl of
the attack slightly to tile south and setting an execution date in No,,emher.
Under this te", version virtually all of Holland ,, as to be b\passed. Army
Group B (Bock) would skirt Holland and attack instead into Belgium \ith a
force consisting of 30 infantry, nine panzer, and three motorized divisiolis.
Army Group A (Rundstedt) would deploy 22 infantry divisions, , heil Army
Group C (Leeb), facing the Maginot Line, would ha 'e 19 infantrv di viions.
Thus the strategic center of gravity of German forces la\ \s ith B, ock's army
group. Because of numerous postponements caused by footdragging amiong
the General Staff and weather delays, the plan wkas not e\ccutcd in
November as originallv intended. This allox ed time for the plan to cole
into its final form.

One of the loudest critics of the original plan a& asLc brilliant chief
of staff of Army Group A, Erich von Manstein. In Ihis critique le cited
several reser\ations about the plan which, if accurate, seemed to precludc
decisive success. His recommendation for a ne\ version stresed: first, the
shifting of the center of gravity of tile operation as a s hole ,outh\ ard: and
second, the commitment of strong motorized force,, tot lhrust into tle re:ar of
the Allied troops in northern Belgium.

Stirred by such rethinking, tile Gerian High Comimand developed
a final revision. In this version the center of gravitv of lhe attack \, as
decisisely shifted to Runstedt's Army Group A in the center (see map).
W\here previously he had 22 divisions under Ilis conland, Rultedl nios.
had 35 infantry divisions, seven panzer divisions, and three motorized
divisions. The w eight of Bock's Army Group B il the north ,,as
correspondingly lightened. He no\ commanded 24 intantry. three pazer.
one rnotorized, and one cavalry division. The signi ficance of t hi., ,,hi ft in the
center of gravity can be seen by comparing the conc'l,,,truiolu of lie op-
posing forces, the ratio of divisions to linear kilometers of front.

Under the Allied Plan "D,- major portion, of the Fi rt Arm
Group were to sw ing into Belgium to link up \k ith Belgian and Dutch torces
and defend along the Dyle River. The "hinie" for ti, manemer, in tihe
vicinity of Sedan, wkas prosided by Corap's 9th Arm\ aloig \0h itunt-
ziger's 2nd. The w eakest or, more properly, the lieghte.st sector of tile illied
line lay where these two armies \vere linked, where Allied troop dn,,iit\ \as
about one division for every 12 kih'nmeters of frontage. Poi ed read; to
smash at the hinge wkas Rundstedt's Army Group :\. Its (lcisit\ \'a&, one
division per three kilometers of front.

The significance of Sedan as the decisive 1oint mu,,t lhereloic be
considered in terms of its relationship to the opposing force,,. In and ot itself
Sedan was just another piece of terrain. W'hat made it decisise \ a, that the
Allied center of grasity, located with the mass of force,, to tile north, s\a,
about to pivot around Sedan eastward into Belgiumn. Seizurc of Sedai \would
place German troops on the flank and in the rear of the Allied center of
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gravity. Movement into their rear would immediately impose a dccis,'Un
upon the Allied high command: Should the defense along the Dyle be
continued, or should it be abandoned? The further west the Germans could
penetrate, the more critical the decision would become. The speed of this
movement would ensure the paralysis of Allied command and control.

The fact that the position was weak did not necessarily make Sedan
the decisive point. Had the Allies decided not to advance eastward to the
Dyle, this weakness would not have led to a decision. To be decisive, suc-
cessful attack against the point in question must have some adverse impact
on the -nemv's center of gravity-his main forces.

Within Army Group A, the strategic cente of gravity of the entire
German army, an operational center of gravity was also created under the
command of General Ewald von Kleist. This force, Panzer Gruppe Kleist,
consisted of Heinz Guderian's XIX Panzer Corps with three panzer
divisions, Hans-Georg Reinhardt's XLI Panzer Corps with two panzer
divisions, and Gustav von Wietersheim'; XIV Motorized Corps. The tac-
tical center of gravity lay with Gcuderian's panzer corps.

It was Heinz Guderian, perhaps more than anyone else in the
German army, who epitomized in his operations the principle of con-
centration (schwerpunktbildung prinzip) at the decisive point. Napoleon
once said, "There are in Europe many good generals, but they see too many
things at once. I see only one thing, namely the enemy's main body. I try to
crush it, confident that secondary matters will then settle themselves." This
quotation, according to David Chandler, is "the kernel, the central theme,
of Napoleon's concept of warfare: the blitzkrieg attack aimed at the main
repository of the enemy's power-his army." 2 And the same could be said
of Guderian, who saw only one center of gravity, the main enemy force, and
always sought to unhinge or unbalance it by seeking the decisive point. He
achieved dislocation through the maximum concentration of his own forces
at this point.

In this context we find Guderian constantly exhorting his
subordinate commanders to "kleckern, nicht klotzen!"-meaning roughly,
"concentrate, don't disperse!" At Sedan, Guderian concentrated three
panzer divisions with a reinforced infantry regiment along with artillery and
nearly 1500 Stukas on a six-kilometer front. The weight of this hammer fell
on the French 55th Infantry Division, smashing it in three hours.

The Germans began their offensive at 1500 on 13 May 1940 with

Stuka and artillery attacks. German infantry from the panzer divisions
began their river assault across the Meuse at 1600. By 1830 the 55th Division
had disintegrated and most of Sedan had fallen. There were sufficient
French troops in the vicinity to resist the attack, but they were not con-
centrated in space and time to defend at the decisive point.

Guderian had moved through the Ardennes dispersed, hiding his
true power. He quickly swarmed at the decisive point, Sedan, generating a
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center of gravity before the enemy could react with its much-depleted
reserves. After the collision Guderian scattered his forces and rapidly ad-
vanced deep into the rear of the Allied armies to the north, thus ensuring
retention of initiative.

The Center of Gravit, and the Decisive Point

What, then, is the center of gravity in modern terms? The center of
gravitv is the greatest concentration of combat force. This is the hub of all
power and movement. The precise size of a center of gravity will vary with
the level of 'ar within which it resides. For instance, at the operational level
in a strictly conventional theater of operations, the center of gravity might
be no more than an operational maneuver group along with its air assets.

As Jomini reminds us, a center of gravity is directed against one or
more decisive points. A decisive point is a physical objective for which we
are willing to expend combat power, either in defense or in attack. The
decisiveness of such a physical objective is in direct proportion to the
combat powser the commander is willing to spend in its defense or attack and
the impact its loss or seizure would have on his decision process. Decisive
points nav be attacked and defended directly or indirectly. Examples of
decisive points might include towns, bridges, hilltops, command posts, air
bases, POMCUS sites, supply bases, lines of communication, and so forth.
The exact nature of the decisive point will be determined by the level of war
within which it resides. In any event, we must move away from FM 100-5's
unfortunate equation of the center of gravity with the decisive point.

Yet the two concepts are inextricably linked. Decisive points are
decisive only in relation to the center of gravity. The seizure of decisive
points must somehow attack or threaten, directly or indirectly, enemy
concentrations of combat power just as the seizure of Sedan threatened thc
entire Allied center of gravity to the north. The retention of decisive points
must somehow defend or protect, directly or indirectly, the friendly center
of gravity. During operations the centers of gravity become present means
allocated to achieve future ends. In order to defeat the enemy's overall plan
and ensure the efficient expenditure of our own concentrations of combat
power, we must determine the relationship between the enemy centers of
gravity and the decisive ends they aim to achieve. We must deny these
decisive points to the enemy, while at the same time seeking to shatter his
own concentrations of power. This is accomplished directly or indirectly
through the proper identification of those decisive points that lead
ultimately to the enemy centers of gravity. Unless we are able to identify the
enemy's concentrations of power and the decisive ends they seek, then our
own precious centers of gravity will be wasted.

In war we often see the collision of centers of gravity, great
concentrations of combat power at decisive points. These collisions-these
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battles-can occur sporadically throughout the depths of the theater of war
with one ultimate moral objective. This is the raw destruction of the enemy's

will to resist. For it is the strength of will to resist that provides the cohesion,
the coherence, to these centers of gravity in collision.

But the essence of operational art is the avoidance of these head-on

collisions. The operational artist seeks to maneuver dispersed. He swarms to
create a center of gravity faster than his opponent (agility). He creates this
concentration of combat power at a decisive point and time (syn-
chronization). After the blow is delivered he quickly disperses in preparation
for the next encounter. His forces continue the maneuver of swarm-fight-
disperse sequentially and simultaneously throughout the depth of the theater
of operations. The cumulative victories of each encounter, governed by an
overall strategic framework, serve to set the terms of the operation and so
maintain the initiative. Thus, ideally, the operational artist erodes and
ultimately destroys the enemy's will to resist, but he does so, again ideally,
without paying the price in blood and treasure that he would have to pay if
he maneuvered his center of gravity into a violent head-on collision with the
enemy's. Such collisions make for dramatic and colorful military history, of
course, but they are not the mark of an operational commander who expects
to fight outnumbered and win.
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Army Unit Cohesion
in Vietnam:
A Bum Rap

ROGER KAPLAN

S1987 Roger Kaplan

I n a 1981 essay Richard H. Kohn attacked the idea that any
"phenomenon could possibly explain the motives of soldiers" in battle.

Singled out for specific criticism were studies of primary group cohesion. He
argued that differences in time and place rendered invalid comparative
studies, and that existing literature had "never clearly shown whether
solidarity with the group acted as a psychological prop to bolster men to
endure the stress or as a motivation to carry out the mission and perform
effectively in battle-or both."' While Kohn is correct in questioning the
value of comparing such disparate groups as German soldiers of 1945 and
American GIs of 1970, his second criticism overlooks one critical aspect of
combat-results. It matters little whether primary group cohesion acts as a
"psychological prop" or as a performance motivator, because the net effect
of reducing combat inhibitors (stress, fear, isolation) or promoting esprit,
morale, and teamwork is the same-enhanced fighting power.

The recently implemented program of the Army regimental system
perhaps best typifies the current perception of the linkage between primary
group cohesion and fighting power. Curiously, the US Army decided on this
program based on one of the very factors Kohn cited in support of his
argument, the loosening of unit ties caused by personnel policies during the
Vietnam War. By being assigned individually and without regard to
previous unit association, it was reasoned, the soldier did not develop
personal or unit loyalties and perceived his environment only in ternis of his
own security, an egocentric creed which the one-year tour accentuated.'
Indeed, several commentators, particularly Richard Gabriel and Paul
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Saagce in (Crisis in Command, maintain that unenlightened personnel
policies-indiidual rotation among them-caused US Army, Vietnam
LTS.\R\ . to, all but disintegrate in the final years of that conflict.

Nct, is it true that Army personnel policies had such an inimical
etect on unit performance? There are no conclusive studies of cohesion and
tighliting povNCl during the VietnLm War, or for World War If and the
Korean War. Exen Samuel Stouffer's highly acclaimed work on World War
11 servicemen, The American Soldier, failed to ask many of the questions
pertinent to such a stud\. Neither the Korean nor the Vietnam War
stimulated \v orks comparable to Stouffer's, and the limited studies that did
result from the latter conflict wvere often colored as much by political
content a the,, ,aere bv scientific method, John Helmer's Bringing the War
tome and (Tabriel and Savage', Crisi.s in Command being prime examples.

Nexertheless, there exists a body of literature critical of individual
rotation policies during the Vietnam War and their deleterious effects. With
few, exception,, the writers are civilian. Uniformed writers, in both the
-rnx's 'ieinam Studies series and the military journals, largely ignore
cohesion and generally deny that personnel policies reduced American
combat perfornance.

Interestingly, critics of individual rotation have failed to
demonstrate \xith case studies how primary group cohesion was impaired.
While comparing soldiers of different nationalities 25 years removed from
one another, (,abriel and Savage failed to contrast the American GIs of
1968 vith those of 1970. Could it have been that rotation policies did not
cause the "disintegration- in fighting power observed in the final years of
the x, ar, or could it even be that they possessed some beneficial aspects? For
example, the one-.ear tour caused neuro-psychiatric casualty rates to be
substantiall, loer than those of World War II, a factor v hich could only
ha\ e reduced personnel turnover and enhanced cohesion.

Alhough no authoritative research exists, a large body oft personal
memoirs and incidental studies does provide the basis for an examination of
the interrelationship betveen personnel policies and unit performance in
Vietnam. I contend that individual rotation did not adversely affect the unit
cohesion \v hich sustained American soldiers in combat throughout most of
the Vietnam \War ceen though other personnel policies did not take adequate
cogniiance of group dy namics.

Mlii Rogci Kaplan iN Aw.5\.lant F-ire Support Coordinator with D~tsi.on
Si li~lci It0h .otIllain [)riISt.l 1, Ft. Drum, NeA York. Until recently he ',as an

p, l -tc oI hj,.tnr', at ihe L S Militar., Academ.,. He t a 1975 graduate of
Ilc \ ,ITl , an tild Iold,, ant N.1. i lin or, tront the Uni',ersity of Michigan. Major

K iplan ha, ,er'ed a, a I i,.' Arttilery officer in the 25th Infantry Diision, 194th
\rI ,rcd Brigade. and the 5281., LIS Army Artillery Group.
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A merican Army units on the eve of intervention in 1965 were far better
prepared for battle than their counterparts prior to Korea and

World War I. Benefiting from President Kennedy's policy of flexible
response, the Army was able to field highly trained, well-equipped, and fully
manned divisions. Additionally, several units such as the 25th Infantry
Division had prepared specifically for jungle combat.

Anticipation of the intervention, a well-honed replacement system,
and a stretched-out troop buildup schedule obviated the frantic mobilization
that characterized the first month of the Korean War. (Units were spared the
experience of the 1st Cavalry Division in Korea, for example, which lost 750
noncommissioned officers-infantry companies retained only their first
sergeants-to help man the 24th and 25th Infantry Divisions following the
North Korean invasion.') Alerted divisions required only a few filler per-
sonnel, all of ss horn could easily be integrated during the seaborne journey
to Vietnam. Nor was there a need for the hurried mobilizations of World
War I. Deployment of the 1st Cavalry and 25th Infantry Divisions still left
eight divisions in the continental United States, half of the Army's total.
]he Johnson Administration's policy of gradual escalation plus the
localization of combat in one theater allow~ed the Army to avoid using
draconian manning measures for almost all of the war. Not until the Tet
Offensive of 1968 sxas the Army forced to rush troops to Vietnam, and then
it sent just one brigade. Thus many of the problems that had impaired unit
cohesion in the initial stages of the previous two wars were avoided. Yet, the
circumstances of Vietnam ,%ere so different from those of the earlier wars
that one cannot credit the Army's mobilization techniques to an enlightened
awareness of group dynamics.

Opportune operational circumstances enabled the Army to avoid
sending the first ground units in Vietnam directly into major combat. In-
stead, units began operations in the relatively quiet coastal enclaves before
moving inland against North Vietnamese regulars. Later units were usually
assigned less active sectors upon arrival, to the dismay of the forces they
displaced, in order to get acclimated, a policy which favored cohesion.'

Replacement techniques also showed some improvement over the
past. During World War 11 replacements spent months virtually alone in the
personnel pipeline. They were assigned to a theater as individuals, rarely
knew any of theif fellow replacements, and were totally unaware of the
identity of their future divisions until they left the corps replacement bat-
talion. Once overseas the replacement spent one to three days at each of the
five replacement units through which he had to pass on his way to the front,
a process that provoked psychological disturbances and damaged morale.'
Soldiers reported to the Army's overseas terminal in Oakland and were then
flown to Vietnam. Once in country, replacements were quickly processed by
computers at Long Binh or Cam Rahn Bay and sent directly to their division
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I contend that individual rotation did not
adversely affect the unit cohesion which

sustained American soldiers in combat
throughout most of the Vietnam War.

or separate brigade. Soldiers received only an abbreviated orientation and
were en route to their units within 24 hours.' This system reduced much of
the stress soldiers experienced in the past, but it did not relieve the sense of
isolation felt by replacements proceeding as individuals.' Thus, changes in
the system were essentially intended to facilitate administration. Indeed, an
article by a former commander of USARV replacement operations con-
centrated not on what the system did for the soldier but on how ad-
ministratively efficient it was.'

Once at their division or brigade, replacements were further
reassigned and, in some units, given additional training. Operational
requirements governed how long a unit had in which to integrate its
replacements. For example, S. L. A. Marshall noted that companies of the
1st Battalion, 5th Cavalry Regiment, were in combat only days after each
had received 35 new personnel. Since it had been established in previous
wars that more combat fatigue resulted from a soldier's first combat than all
other situations, concern for cohesion apparently took a back seat to
operational necessity."

Unlike soldiers of earlier wars, the Vietnam replacement (and
those arriving as part of a unit deployment) knew when he would return to
the United States. Even before the first ground combat troops arrived in
Vietnam, American rotation policy had been decided. Personnel would
return to the United States upon serving 12 months in Vietnam regardless of
one's proximity to the fighting. Several factors, mostly bureaucratic, in-
fluenced this modification of Korean War policy (where tour length had
been flexible, depending on type of assignment). First, the standard length
of other unaccompanied tours was one year. Second, military personnel in
Vietnam already were serving one-year tours. Army planners also opted for
a 12-month maximum for health reasons. (In the environment of the
Southwest Pacific area in 1943, tropical diseases alone caused a hospital
admission rate of 1032 per 1000 soldiers. ',) Given the constraints of
President Johnson's war policy, Army planners had no other choice. Unit
rotation was feasible only for a small force; to accommodate the projected
force level of USARV, a major mobilization would have been necessary
(something Johnson would not authorize). Since tour length in country for
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Vietnam War soldiers was on average three months longer than for front-
line soldiers in Korea, Army planners could justifiably feel that the,, had
enhanced unit cohesion, in-country experience, and thus fighting poer. A,
noted earlier, respected combat commanders in their lessons-learned
literature do not mention rotation as a problem. Similarly, Douglas Kinnard
did not see fit to query Army generals who served in Vietnam about rotation
(see The War Managers) even though he posed a great number of questions
dealing with sensitive and often embarrassing policies and actions. '

Yet military pundits and sociologists severely criticized individual
rotation, just as they had during Korea. John Paul Vann, a former US
Army lieutenant colonel, complained that "the United States had not been
in Vietnam for ten years but for one year ten times." Peter Bourne saw
rotation as breaking down cohesion by individualizing and encapsulating
the war for each soldier. Charles Moskos, Charles Cotton, Gabriel and
Savage, and others concurred, only grudgingly conceding the enhanced
morale and lower neuro-psychiatric casualties that resulted from the one-
year tour. None of the critics of rotation supported the accusations with
data. Een Gabriel and Savage, w hose Crisis in Command contained tables
for almost every argument, kere unable to provide figures linking reduced
cohesion and combat power to individual rotation. 1'

Implicit in all such criticism was the assumption that the Army
possessed alternatives to individual rotation, and that it idly accepted the ill
effects of its chosen policy. But as we have seen, unit rotation was feasible
only within the context of a major mobilization of reserves-a policy
President Johnson considered and rejected. Except for two divisions during
the Korean War, unit rotation has never been part of the American ex-
perience in %%artime, and the costs in terms of mobilized forces make it an
unlikely futre course of action. Alternatively, the Army could haxe opted
for longer tours, but such a policy would have created serious problems of
its own. Prolonged tours during World War 11 had a devastating effect on
troop morale and the neuro-psychiatric health of infantrymen in particular.
Combat in North Africa and in Italy clearly indicated that psychiatric
breakdown in combat units was not a question of who but when, a con-
clusion later substantiated in France and Germany. Based on European
theater casualty rates, postwar researchers determined that 180 day\ of
combat represented the "burr. out point" for infantry ,nd other front-line
troops. Of equal note was the discovery that after 180 days the neuro-
psychiatric casualty rate of the survivors exceeded that of ufntestCd
replacements.' Since a soldier could easily reach burn-out \%ithin a year, it
was detrimental to unit efficiency to subject individual personnel to long
tours. N;,t surprisingly there were 927,307 cases of "battle fatigue'" in
World War II, of whom 320,000 were discharged. This exceeded the num1ber
of combat deaths (292,131) and aggravated the Army's chronic shortage of
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lnltanlt rx Hen, 0ho acc ounteId for thle ast miajority of battl fc atigue
casualies (tile rate (or I ntanrs units k~as torts timies that of sers ice units).

Ill :orn last to O f IC!i ndl idual rotation in Vietnam, miany, post-
World War 11 x\ rirers considercd 1,UIh tour,, to be the only solution to high
OCx eS of' nCuro-psx chiatriC CaISualt Cs. They did not regard it as detrimental

to Utnit cohesion because in their experience the infantry population of
Luropean theater units had been in constant f'lux anykwa\ Such units suf'-
fered casualties equal to their total personnel authorization,, ex ery 85 to 10(J
days, in comnbat' This mneant that the typical infantrY unit \\as "destroyed"'
at least twice a year. Fifth Army\ casualty rates, whlichi xxere aserage for the
European theater, Substantiate this estimate. Its infantr\. battalions
possessed less than 18 percer.* of their original soldiers after 180 dar s, the
mia *orit\ of' M omi w\ere cooks, clerks, and other support personnel. 1ThuLS
there xx as no point to rotating untits becauseC tile orivinals had long ceased to
exist after 0een one year.

lDespi te ext reiielv high" trnov10er, i nfartrV units in World War 11
and later in K orea wkere able to ft'Iionl and sustain thIsel ~ees in combat.
Resca rchers nioted that inr fought together to sUrs ixe and xx crc forced to
establish primiary groups, at the squad or platoon lex el to provide thle security
hat xx as lost upon entry into miilitary serxice. In other xx ords, ier formied

ersat/ families and b\ so0 doing" des eloped loyalties to their units and
comriades.

I our length in N. ietnam %a an important factor in the unit cohesion equation. Fhe
message on the radii) operator's helmet aho,*e: "Slop!! Don't showt. I'm short."'
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C ritics of indi idual rotation to the contrary, personal accounts of
combat cretrans of Vietnam indicate that unit cob' sion did exist and

for the same reason that it existed in Korea and World War lI-it was
regarded js being essential to survival on the battlefield.;' This vie\\ is not
restricted to early participants of the %,ar, most of ,hom arrived as part of a
unit deployment. but is shared by those who fought during Tet 1968 and
xkell into 1969. Soldiers wkho served in the latter years of the w ar disagree,
but b\ then the nature of the w ar had changed. As Vietnamization
proceeded. \rm\ units operated in the field less and less, becoming
responsible only for locating but noi engaging the enemy (close air support
and South Vicrtnamese units were entrusted wkith the latter mission). B,
1972, unit, merely performed base security operations.

fihe diftering -erceptions of the \eterans, ho\kever, pro ide the key

to under,,tanding init c thesion in Vietnam: it \as a function of the units
expo,,ure to con iat ol rations. Indi idual rotation had prosided the
American soldier s\ith one overriding goal-to survi\ e his tour. Hox\ever,
thi, had little effect on unit cohesiveness. After all, suiri\al had been the
primary goal of Worii War I1 soldier, as \%ell. Of far greater importance
\ ere the clear distinctions beteen the field and the rear. In the large base
camps to which the combat units periodically repaired, ,ur\ i\al kas chiefly
an indi\idual affair. Triple concertina \,%ire, clavmore mine,,, manned
perimeters, and other visible means of protection pro,.ided the soldier %ith
relatively good security. Additionally, the rear bases and the Vietnamese
economy offered the soldier almost all the amenities of American life and
sometimes more-privates could even afford serxants. The soldier's unit
could hardly compet, with the rear in providing for his basic needs. EBen the
unit tness hall had competition, its foes being the cafeteria and service clubs.
Thus, the basic requirement for any primary group-the ability to insure
sur\i al-did not exist in garrison." Not surprisingly, personal accounts do
not refer to cohesion in the rear, emphasizing instead association with a
small circle of friends. Significantly, most of the drug, morale, and
disciplinary problems associated with unit disintegration in Vietnam sprang
from experience in the rear.

In the field, howeer, the soldier was totally dependent on his unit
for all support whether it be food, ammunition, or medical care. Most
important, soldiers regarded their units as the only means of returning safely
to base." Not surprisingly, primary groups formed during combat, and
soldiers sought to enhance the viability of their units. Shirkers v,,ere often
threatened or socially ostracized, and racial and other prejudices wkere in-
stinctively suppressed (only to flare up in the safety of the rear)." The close
interactions demanded by field duty created personal loyalties as xell, and a
perasie hatred of the enemy further added to cohesion in the field. Ad-
ditionally, ne\& people were taught how to avoid mistakes that could cause
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themseles and others to be killed.' S. L. A. Marshall demonstrated
through his Studies of three Nars that more soldiers wk ould fire their seapons
if the, better related to one another. He noted that some 25th Infantry
)iiion units 1 Vietnam had significantly higher percentages of firers than

elite units of World War 11." The assertion that primary groups ariC from
the design of military organizations rather than from the peculiar chemistr,
of the battlefield is not substantiated by the Vietnam experience.-"

Although cohesion was, to some extent, a self-sustained phenom-
enon. there still existed several ways in which Army policy could affect it.
[or example, the policy of returning in-country hospital discharges to their
former companies did reduce turnover, thereby facilitating the security ofinterpersonal relationships and continuity of experience. Other policies,

howkcver. skerc harmful. As late as 1967, some units permitted rear area
assignment after a soldier had received tmso v, ounds. Since 50 percent of
those wounded required no hospitalization, some of the personnel ho
qualified for reassignment hardly suffered the pain this program attempted
to redress," The price in an, event \%as a needless increase in prsonnel
turno,.er. Policies that USARV imposed on its medical command \%ere
equally destructive. In order to maximize present for duty rates, \ ounded
soldiers \ho could otherwise have been treated in country and eventuallyv
returned to their units were instead evacuated to Okinawxa or the continental
United States. Increasing the incidence of unnecessary medical e\acuations
was the creation of manpower spaces for tenporary-duty personnel in
USARV, which counted against the overall troop ceiling. These were
achieved by reducing in-country hospital patients from 3500 to 3000 despite
an Army hospital capacity of 5000.-"

More damaging was the retention of the Korean War practice of
assigning commanders to most line units for just six months. This enabled
the Army to get as many officers into combat as soon as possible, thus
broadening the experience base and spreading the risk, but there was a price.
Enlisted soldiers who had to serve 12 months in a company often perceixed
this as an indication that they alone were expendable, a viev probably
reinforced by the fact that short-term commanders would likely feel a
greater need to produce immediate results. Six-month command assign-
ments also destroyed a critical component in the maintenance of cohesion
that the sociologist Roger Little noted-mutual risk betmeen the leader and
the led. The resentment on the part of the enlisted soldiers constituted a
handicap for the commander not of his making, and often such attitudes
eroded their confidence in the leader, thus adversely affecting unit per-
formance (a theme conmon to many personal accouts %%as that confidence
in one's officers was vital to successful unit operations)." Abbreviated
command tours also inhibited cohesion because the\ resulted in increased
combat casualties in units, thereby further aggra, ating personnel turnover.
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Studies in 1965 and 1966 revealed that "US maneu\er battalions under
experienced commander, suffered battle deaths in sizable fire fights at onl,
tvo-thirds the rate of units under battalion commanders ,Nith less than six
months' experience in command."'

Why did the Army institute personnel policies that risked the
impairment of unit cohesion? Probably because Army leaders tended to
associate success in combat not so much with cohesion as vith morale.
lndicati',e of the Army,'s high regard for morale was the creation of a
formidable arra' of recreational activities. Moreover, to support those
activities, IUSARV readily diverted personnel, resoarces, and even con-
struction units from the %Nar effort. Similarly, units indulged in liberal
avards progranm and other practices to bolster morale.': Yet none of these
measures s\as able to prevent the disintegration of USARV combat units
during the final years of the w\ar, a period when combat operations and
casualties acrtmu!/y dechned."

Despite uninspired Army personnel policies and the inability to
rotate units, cohesion did exist throughout most of the \ietnam War. The
integrity of the deploying units can hardly be credited with sustaining
cohesion because losses and eventually tour completions quickly changed
the character of each formation. Rather, cohesion ,was the product of
necessity and group dynamics, the same factors that bolstered unit cohesion
in \orld \Var I1 and Korea. Soldiers understood that the unit represented
surviv al and instincticl\ built its cohesion. Relatively good leadership
further cemented cohesion a-, did w'idespread support of the sar until 1968.
Only \s hen combat declined and disengagement became the American goal
did cohesion deteriorate.

In attempting to remedy in the future the perceied deficits in unit
cohesion during Vietnam, the Army has focused on peacetime personnel
policies. Although programs such as the Army's regimental system may
enable strong, cohesive units to enter combat, they will not allei iate the real
s\stemic personnel failures common to Vietnam-type \sar. USARV
neglected to institute policies that w\ould sustain high levels of cohesion. It
denied soldiers experienced commanders, needlessly evacuated sick and
sounded servicemen ,.who could have rejoined their cornradcs, and created
morale support scr, ices that undermined the importance of the unit. Unless
the Army formulates sound wartime personnel policies that accommodate
indi',idual rotation a, 'ell as the realities of group dynamics, soldiers again
'will be condemned to fragmented units, with the high casualties and other
dire implications for combat effectiveness that such a situation entail,.

I Richard Kohn, I h ',o,,al Ht'i,'r, T o t th en I ,cr: S,'ditc ".ll ,' or I ,utl~rt R , 4. 96
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Peacekeeping by
Wishful Thinking

r
JAMES H. TONER

P otlyanna ik a young heroine in a noel by Eleanor H. Parker. Today we
give the character s name to anyone who seems excessively or

persistently optimistic. In the important public debate about arms control
and disarmament, there are invariably a number of Pollyannas whose
sincere it nisguided faith that evervthing is almost certainly going to turn
out well may, in fact, be dangerously counterproductive.

Certain popular nostrums, for example, crowd the usual public
commentaries about disarmament. These nostrums, despite-or perhaps
because of-their popularity, coexist rather tentatively with reality. The
popalarit. of' such political placebos as The Fate of the Earth, by Jonathan
Schell, testifies to the broadly felt yearning for an end to all our troubles.
Schell offers this remedy for the ills of contemporary nuclear politics:

It %\e are seriou, about nuclear disarmament-the minimum technical
requirement for real safetv from extinction-then we must accept con-

cntional disarmament as well, and this means disarmament not just of
nuclear po%%ers but of all powers, for the present nuclear powers are hardly
likely to throm a\%a\ their consentional arms while non-nuclear powers hold
on to theirs .. . . WAe must [therefore] lay down our arms, relinquish
soxereignt, .and found a political system for the peaceful settlement of in-
ternational dipueCs.

For those who might have missed his point, Schell elaborates in
unmistakable terms: "In sum, the task is nothing less than to reinvent
politics: to reinsent the ksorld.": Now no person of any sense or sensitivity
kill argue against ,what Schell entirely correctly fears and deplores: The
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human race is in jeopardy of extinction by its own hand. But Schell's
breathtaking assertions about reinventing politics call for serious analysis
rather than the mere orchestration of high emotion.

Schell is hardly alone. Consider the recent book by Dr. Helen
Caldicott, Missile Envy. The Arms Race and Nuclear War. The temper and
tone of her book are revealed in such remarks as this: "When I visited
Europe two years ago, I was shocked to discover that NATO was not really
our 'Western allies' but was, in fact, controlled and run by the US govern-
ment." Or this: "By this act of war [invading Grenada], the United States
simultaneously violated international law and deeply offended the people of
Great Britain." This spectacularly obtuse book indicates that, after all, one
FDR adviser found Stalin to be a "reasonable man"; the Korean War was
really "a conflict inspired overwhelmingly by local problems"; and "Cuba
now has one of the best medical schemes in the world." Dr. Caldicott has
gained a highly deserved reputation as a crusading physician, investing
enormous time and energy to tell us (entirely correctly) that nuclear war
means the very probable end of humanity. "Preventing nuclear war," she
writes, "is the ultimate parenting issue; nothing else matters."'

L et us imagine a new crusade against something which all human
beings-regardless of their religious, ethical, or political convictions-

can truly hate: cancer. Suppose that one writer informs us that cancer can
kill and urges us to end this dread disease at once. Are we to dispute that?
Another writer tells us that we must inform humanity about cancer and
laments its insidious and deadly spread. Are we to dispute that? Yet a third
writer implores us to denounce cancer; we must hold rallies and march and
sign petitions and urge our representatives in Congress to vote against
cancer. Would some thinking individual at that point not say something to
this effect: "I understand and wholly agree that cancer is a vile thing. I too
desire its immediate end. But the question, after all, is how." How, Mr.
Schell, are we to reinvent politics? How, Dr. Caldicott, are we to prevent
nuclear war? One seeks without success for Schell's answer. Dr. Caldicott,
apparently, has the answer, although she offers it through Walter Cronkite.
Preparing for nuclear war, she suggests, is "total immorality"; hence the
solution, presumably, is not to prepare for war:

Newsman Walter Cronkite recently told me that for years he has been in favor
of unilateral nuclear disarmament. He thinks that America should totally

Dr. James H. Toner is Associate Professor ot Political Science at Nor ich
University. He holds an M.A. in goserninent froni the College of \'illiam and MarN
and a Ph.D. in government and international studie, from the Uni,.ersit, of Notre
Dame.
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disarm within ten years and some of the money saved should be used tO c:rcatc

satellites and communications systems to educate the people of the %%orld
about how to live in peace. The money could also be used for food prografll
and to help the industrial conversion process from %eapons to peace. Ilc ,aid

that he favors passive resistance-that if tens of thousands of people just sat

down in front of Soviet tanks, what could they do? He said sse should make
the arms negotiators sit at the table, and stop the clock and lock the door until

they achieve appropriate arms reductions.

There is much in Caldicott's book that will sadden the reader.
Helen Caldicott is a woman who, very much to her credit, is deeply worried
about the lives of us all. But one wonders whether she ever seriously rellects
upon the idea that the kind of, well, ingenuous balderdash just quoted might
very well undermine or destroy the foundation of the nuclear peace we have
enjoyed these forty years. One replies, plaintively, "For thc sake of God and
humanity, madam, will you not recognize that the peace ,we all prize so
dearly is preserved best by the prudent management of pover, not naivel%
wishing it out of existence." Scientists and medical researchers, after all,

perhaps hate cancer far more than anyone else; they have made it, control
and elimination their life-long study. Yet they know that detesting cancer
(however justified), fearing its contraction (however understandable), and
desiring fervently to rid the earth of this plague (however admirable) s ill not
make the disease vanish. We need not Pollyannas, but research in reality.

And so it is with nuclear weapons. Three or four years ago, deeply
concerned about the terrible simplicity of the nuclear arms debate, a nuclear
study group was formed at Harvard University. Led by scholars such as
Albert Carnesale, Paul Doty, Stanley Hoffman, Samuel P. Huntington, and
Joseph Nye, Jr., the group published Living With Nucleur We'apons, the
purpose of which was to provide -necessary information and an o\erall
approach to aid concerned citizens in addressing the central prob! 1i of our
time.'' Their central conclusion was this:

Atomic escapism must be avoided. One fortn of cscapimn is to Ielic\c that

nuclear weapons \,%ill go away. They Aill not. Because the. \%ill not. mItaklild

must learn to live with them if we are to live at all. The other foin of c,.arpin
is to think that nuclear weapons can be treated like othcr niilitars \\capon, il)
history. They cannot. And because they arc different, hutianiti ust I hc \5% h
them carefully, vigilantly, gingerly, always displaying tihe Utlmost cantioni

As political scientist Michael Mandelbaum has so elI poillted out,
there are two fundamental approaches to altering the international s tcm.
The Schell-Caldicott themes conform to what Mandelbauni labels the
"radical approach," which calls for the abolition of national armanients

altogether. Mandelbaum explains:
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This, in turn, requires abolishing the incentives for states to have armaments.
The. has e them because of the insecurity that arises from the anarchical
structure of the international system. So the requirement for disarmament is
the disappearance of anarchy, in favor of an international system organized
along the line, of the state in domestic politics. States must give up so\er-
eignt..

Unfortunately, as Mandelbaum says, "Sovereignty has stood, from the time
of Thucvdides to the present, as the unbudgeable obstacle to disar-
mament." Desperate appeals for the elimination of nuclear weapons, for
an end to soereignty, and for the creation of universal brotherhood are
indeed understandable and perhaps commendable. But like the Dickensian
character %lica%0 ber, we may err in too readily expecting that "something
will turn up." %iandelbaum continues:

The ,cco:td s,,a. of changing the international s>stem to pre ent \,ar is more

modet. It i, lc, certain to ,title international conflict than is disarmament,
but it ha, pros.cn easier 1t cart out. It accepts anarchy . It accepts the idea that
political difference, among sos.ereign states ,. ill arise and that these w.ill gis e
grounds for conflict. It trie, to keep conflict s% ithin bounds in tso sas s: by
promoting rule, of conduct to goern relations among the most important
states, and by arranging the distribution of military might in the system so that
no single statc can hope to gain pieponderance. This approach has historicall,
been kno\s i a,, the 'balance of poss er."'

The international system that now exists offers a precarious
balance of terror, to use the Churchillian term. It was Churchill's grandson
who recently pleaded with us not to destroy the very system which has ef-
fectively deterred the horrors of nuclear war by abandoning it in the pursuit
of paradise. " One is reminded of the dictum of the 18th-century French
diplomat Talleyrand: "Above all, not too much zeal." "History," Paul
Johnson observes, "shows us the truly amazing extent to which intelligent,
well-informed and resolute men, in tile pursuit of economy or in an altruistic
passion for disarmament, will delude themselves about realities.'"

71his quixotic quest o abolish nuclear weaponr,, is highlighted by such
beliefs as these: (I) the danger of war is in direct proportion to the

number of weapons in the world; (2) arms reductions would make war less
destructive if it came; (3) the application of science and technology to the
development of weapon systems is in itself a threat to peace and should be
inhibited; and (4) arms control provides an alternative-a preferable
alternative-to armament as a means of ensuring international security.
These conceptions are the kind of generally accepted nostrums which
"inform" public debate about arms control. But what appears simple can
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be, in fact, simpleminded. As Michael Howard points out, politicians
should repudiate these simple-minded illusions. As to the causal effects of
armaments, for example, "Some %%ars have been preceded by intensive
armaments competitions: others-and the great majority over the past 150
years-hase not." ' Wars occur because nations think they can win.'

Similarly., How ard suggests that "the destructikeness of a war is
determined not .,o m]luch h\ the ca.pacity of belligerents to inflict punishment
as by their readiness to endure it." Are -science and technology merely evil?
Professor Howard point, out that "had all nuclear tests been abandoned 30
year,, ago. nuclear stockpiles w, ould still consist of the vulnerable, inac-
curate, and hideoul,y de,,tructike \%eaponr. of that era, and it is not self-
e, ident that the xx orld x ould be more peaceful or ,ecure as a resul.'' '

)espite the historical record, hov, c,,er, the attraction of disar-
I1maintc lit sc, on. ProFtesor fl os ard C\plains ,, hs:

I 11C 111'01 [ 1t Jim, re,,.liont kkould itn thc ,cts ek make peavc mote sccure

,1d 1tt tta,1l %.hrnauli sxalJ make it perpctal is so deplt, rootCd and so

% ,.Ces reCiJ a, t c011itl utII I iel tl e 1 .1C I C political tact that lt (o he ac-
c iiittoJated into milt 11p[11,.t] po i Is. a, it ,\ ire. a Platni: "noble lie':

",k,\etIItCIt, thllt,Ckc, ta Uo belic\e it, hut it i, a as1piation to he en-
I• untl * . d 11to dcuLttJ.ieCd- t l 1 a11\ to\. to \\ eterit polh itica dare, con-

trollt it, o lcr t.e:lectratC 111d tell lent trankl\ that th 'scre \\o inL. (jo er;e -
tClettt ItLIst he seen to h itr itw\ to attain tthe hc enl\ c t \ o disar|t i tetit

Ahose. "The (Creal American Peace March" at the gates of the Arm% "ar college
in Oclober 1986. Our author asserts, however, that -% e cannoi preserse peace b
mere %ishful thinking."
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If the writings of such -ople as Schell and Caldicott are such
transparent nonsense, and if, as may be safely expected, our public figures
and media people are, after all, reasonably discerning and intelligent, then
why is it that the Pollyannas are not so branded? Perhaps Walter Lippmann
had the best answer for that question thirty years ago:

[Politicians] are in effect perpetual office seekers, always on trial for their
political lives, alwas required to court their restless constituents. They are
deprived of their independence. Democratic politicians rarely feel they can
afford the luxury of telling the whole truth to the people. And since not telling
it, though prudent. is uncomfortable, they find it easier if they themselves do
not have to hear too often too much of the sour truth. The men under them
who report and collect the ne ,s come to realize in their turn that it is safer to
be wrong before it has become fashionable to be right.

Politicians and journalists are unlikely to increase their vote totals or their
newspaper circulations by dwelling on the lugubrious facts of political life.
As a nation, we are always in a hurry for "breakthroughs." Cecil Crabb's
analysis is excellent:

Americans has e found it difficult to accept partial solution.s to age-old
problems disturbing the peace and security of the international communi,.
[heir usual expectation is that such problems %%ill be -sol. ed' within a
relatiely short time and that the tensions betwAeen nations \%ill be -elimi-
nated" by some dramatic development like an Fast-West summit conference
or a nes, non-aggression tr.aty. For reasons that are not altogether apparent,
Americans have been slow to apply a lesson that emerge, fron their o',n
experience %%ith countless internal problems, like divorce, delinquenc.,
alcoholism, traffic accidents, crime, poserty, and many other issues. This is
that tev. problems in human affairs are ever 'sol'.ed-' in a final sense. The'\
are ameliorated, softened, mitigated, made endurable. adjusted to, out lIi.ed-
but seldom eliminated.

fo tell the American people that the problems created by nuclear
weapons-indeed, created by the nature of humans themselves-will neer
go awa, requires inordinate courage. And few, Churchill-like leaders are on
the horizon. Lippmann, who did not have to campaign for office, could be
brutally frank:

With exceptions so rare that they are regarded as miracles and freaks of
nature, successful democratic politicians are insecure and intimidated men.
Fhe, advance politically only as they placate, appease, bribe. seduce, bam-
boozle, or othersise manage to manipulate the demanding and threatening
element s in t heir const it uencies.
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lormIer Secretary of State Djean Acheson believed that the
Amellrican people "'can neveri do s hat is necessary' until they understand
,o hat I, is ecesai and Ns liv and they will nlever understand that until their
leader', in Leo~ rnmcteil business, and labor are willing to tell themn.' What
hot herCed .-\con is a' that 'this takes more courage-and vision too--than
nmost leaders, tra0ied and aspiring to Succeed in a special and limited conl-
st Itutenc\, ha\ c at their commland.',,

l thle adulIt x orld of international p-olitics, power relationshtips
1iih,1 he undercistood and managed-if wke are to keep the peace. It is par-
'1ii la~l Im portanit for Americanls to absorb this lesson, since American

mtt nnc III pre~er,,itng te ieec is likely to be decisive. We cannot expect to
preTesi peac h% mnere \%sh l tthink ing. The problemn is that tile truth about

he halati111C0 oferimor not pleasant atid. as Cerg Kermtatn ha,, told us, thle
.iltlI 1110iil Ls\1ertia r11ea lit\ %s!I ricneer he ,%hollv compatible %kith those

liicM1 nal ideological fition011 %%liCli thle national state engeiders and hy s hicli
it li~cs.- InI \\liBnaricit's, stndr of ex,sientialisti. lie reports, a con-
erfsatiowt hct\, cu Saitre aid an i ierican. I hec latter insisted that all in-

ternlional, prIohiniI couIl he sols ed It men21 s oHii just tI togiether and be
ratuonal);'1i11 c di'ae!ICI ce n i isioi heiss"j c en l Ie hecanieI Impossible.
'I belies e inl the existeceI, (f Cs Ii.s oalic said. 'and tie does not.- Barrett's
ticl1usioji sNas thadt 'ss a!I the Anulerican has not ret hccoine ass are of is thle

sliadoss that 'urrounid, ail lIT1 Itina l'rtlIehtIII]CInt.-

Con fronIted h\ A p)oplar turf hologv A~hich oft en suggest., that peace is
as ailae i rt all\ for "thle as Ki n L, leaders, s \co ph an t ic and

sacharnetrucklIe to Pol rantias in endcorsing, schemes ss hich sometimes, in
t heir simnplicitr , may undermine ratther than support tilie -structures, of peace.
As Hans \Iorgenthal on1Ce pointed out in a brilliant but little-knossn essaN,
'( )tie of thle mnain purposes, of society is to conceal these truths [about

possi fr tronii it' mcii hers.' -" Radicals, the total disarmers, resist thle truth
a~hout thle political order: that powker and conflict exist; that evil is a reality:.
hatI ssI at1ad peceIC issues, turii on tilie prudent management of' international

tiegotiat ion by skilled statesmnit. AXrthur T. Hadlev, in his book The Straw
Gw1ml, puts it till' ssas

Ill ticeir asotaeroeaiosof a fiiL'her ratioiialjit, I hear tile desprat
pica, w! those slio tear tie are ahout to lose control ,s er their uci coi
ICI s I I r 1Lh:CiCLJ h\ liL \1ioleuC Of thir turmo ile, t ]\ flyo Tile sorld oft
Rup-ci. luhcre min es centil111 good. It rierals and tlxirhd i e[ A111

tLiL'iii l''I e 5'f % itC 'iF\ t 111 111 5il' Wit d l tit il t 11!. ILC i ll! lilt';
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In confronting this dilemma of democratic politics, Professor
Morgenthau suggested that "the Government is the leader of public
opinion, not its slave'--or ought to be." The statesman, he implied, must
lead. Yet a terrible gap exists between the popular-and wrong-nostrums
so prevalent in the West and the more ;ea:oned (one hopes) realizations of
prudent political leaders. Henry Kissinger ventures to suggest: "If the desire
for peace turns into an avoidance of conflict at all costs, if the just disparage
power and seek refuge in their moral purity, the world's fear of war becomes
a wcapon of blackmail by the strong: peaceful nations, large or small, will
be at tile ntercv of the most ruthlesS."''

Kissinger has contended that 'the balance of power, a concept
much maligned in American political \writing-rarely used without being
prec :eded b, the pejorative 'outdated'-has in fact been the precondition of
peace."'' let ts suppose, with Kissinger, that it is precisely the maintenance
of the balance of nuclear power which has prevented, through deterrence,
the ,,,aging of nuclear \, ar. But let us further suppose that the Pollyannas are
toss effectisc in undermining the deterrence M'hich they refuse to accept a,
tile hai, of the peace. If Kissinger is right, and if the Pollyannas undermine
that preoondition of peace, then they unw,.ittingly contribute to the onset ot
the nuclear horror which they rightly fear.

Kissinger, alas, is not in vogue, and Morgenthau 1s dead, his once
ext renely popular text reviled by certain studc;ts who might profit so .ell
b\ it.: "''ie modern philoophy of disarmament," Morgenthau told us,
"'proced from the assumption that men fight because they has e
arm,, . . .. [But] men do not fight because they have arms. They hase arnis

because the, deem it necessarv to fight." Further, in the spirit ot
Talts rand, Moruenthau as erred that "'diplomacy must be disested of the
crusadtug spirit. This is the first of the rules that diplomacy can neglect only\
at the li.k of \ ar.":"

\\e all might profitabl, reread the n',,th of Icarus, for in trying to
II \ oil \ i tgs of ,. ax to,,\ard the sun of disarmament, \ke may instead LO
crashing into tile sea of war. The IHarvard Study Group-not Schell -is
right: "l.ising ,ith nuclear ,keapons is our only hope. It requires that s\ e
persc~erc itl reducing the likelihood of 5%ar even though "e cannot renose
lie possibilitv altogether." The task is not without idealism: "T-his
challenge s, ill be both demanding and unending, but we need not perish if
praclical tps continue to be taken. Surely there is no greater test of the
huirtat spirit.'' -

(an we not relearn that "it is as fatal in politics to ignore po\Ner as
it is to ignore morality"? " Can we not relearn the vitality of politics? Can
,kc not telearn the importance of a vigorous national leadership based not
upon t ie pursuit of rainbows, but rather upon the rock-solid foundation of
historical realities about the enduring (if not always genial) presen,., of
pov r and o% ereignt y?
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Our task, Mr. Schell, P, not to reinvent politics; rather, we must
redisco,.er the political process Ml ich enables us to pursue an intelligent and
effectiv e diplomiacy And, no, D~r. Caldicott, unilateral disarmament will
not bring us the peace x% hich surpasseth all understanding. We do far better
in an imperfect ,%orld to stand b\t the wkisdom of Winston Churchill: ''The
day may dax\ n Mi en lair play, lox e for one's fellow\ man, respect for justice
and freedom, %%ill enable tormented generations to march forth serene and
triumphant fromn the hlideoLux epoch inl M' ich v e have to dwell. Meanwh-ile,
never tlinch, nei, er \N car\, ne% er dexpair.
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Soldiers, Scholars,
and the Media

SAM C. SARKESIAN

198-Narnm( Sur .t,%ian

S ince the Vietnam War most military professionals hase held a negative
viev of the American media resulting, in no small %s as, from their

perception that the conduct of the wsar \\a,, taken out of the hand, of
military professionals and placed in those of TV journalists. These attitudes
have been nurtured by the perceived role of the media in reporting such
disparate phenomena as terrorist incidents, the ins asion of (Prenada, the
defense budget, and the Iran arm,, affair. Although soniC members of the
media hae responded to such criticism, in the main the \ ie e., of the military
profession have been ignored or minimized b\ the media on the pr,,uiMption
that they are an aberration and not in accord \,ith the general ,,icss, of
society. Equally important, most member,, of the mvedia mia,% be con inced
that the military profession has little understanding ot the media and thus
holds distorted and incorrect sies,,. Thi,, unfriendly,, if not hostile,
relationship tends to obscure the importance of more fundamental question,
regarding the military profession and the role of the media in an open
system. The purpose here is to examine four ,uch questions Is there a media
elite? Is there a media monopoly? What are the characteristics and mind-set.
of the media? What do the ans\,.rs to these quetions reflect regarding the
US military profession and the American media?

We now have available a number of ,olid publihed studies of the
media. The weight of evidence revealed b, thee studies shov,, that there
exists a media elite with a particular political and social piedisposition that
places it distinctly left of center on the American political spectrum. Fur-
ther, the media elite enjoys a monopoly on nesas gathering and reporting,
channeled through a corporate structure that gises the media elite and media
corporations immense power in the American politi,.al system. Although
there are contrary views, they pale in comparison to the empirical and
analytical bases of these conclusions. As one group of scholars obsersed,
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"There is considerable evidence from other sources to corroborate our
portrait of liberal leading journalists."

It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the military profession
holds views generally in accord wA ith the conclusions reached by scholarly
studies of the media. And, in the main, the views of the military are com-
patible s, ith those of American society. This is true even though military
officers may have formed their views subjectively and intuitively. In con-
trast, the political and social predispositions of the majority of those in the
news profession and media elite put them at a considerable distance from
mainstream America. What follovs is a more detailed examination of the
basis for these conclusion,,.

The Media Elite-Mind-sets and Power

Elites are normall\ characterized by their perceived status in
society, their relative homogeneity, the power they can command, the

similarity of their political-social backgrounds, and their commonality of
purpose. Underpinning these considerations is the fact that an elite tends to
be self-contained and self-regulating. Further, an elite is not necessarily
determined by the numbers involved, but more by the amount of power
exercised in the system and relative status. While there are some exceptions,
those in the media who are at the highest levels of their profession and
occupy important positions in reporting the news reflect all of the
characteristics of an elite. Indeed, the members of the media elite generally
move in the same social circles, read the same literature, and depend on
similar sources for newrs.I

In one of the most authoritaive studies of the media in recent
times, by S. Robert Lichter, Stanley Rothman, and Linda S. Lichter, the
authors conducted

hour-long interxie%,, Aith 238 journalists at America's most influential media

outlets l.ew York Timeis. ashmngton Post, Wall Street Journal, lime,
Newsweek, L'.S..New.s and World Report, and the news divisions of CBS,
NBC . and PBSI. The result is a systematic sanple of men and %%omen %kho put
together the ne', s at Atmerica's iost important media outlets-the media

Dr. Sam (. Saikesian receised his B A from rhe Citadel and his MA. and
Ph.D. from Columbia Lni',ersitN. He is currently professor of political science at
loyola tiniseritv of Chicago and Chairman of the inter-Iniersity Seminar on
Armed Forces and Society Dr Sarkesian has published widely on national securits
issues. His latest book is The Ae% Batlefield: 1-re U'nted State. and In-
conventional Conflwts lie ser'ed for oser 20 sears as an enlisted man and officer in
the US Army. with ser'ice in (erman,. Korea. arid Vietnam. including duty with
Special Forces. airborne, and intatrirs units
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elite Ithe deniogra phics are clear. The mnedia cice ire a hfii0 O usL Mid
C0snh'pOlian gLroup . ith differcniil eaztern. uban. ethmn , upper
,tattl,. an1d s cular roots

A nuI her of political imphecations result from these character isl)hs:

I oda.\' leadin1g jurrinalists are politicall5\ liheral anid alienated f rorn
tadit inal vnorms anid insl Utfis. M1ost place !V-rn se to I 1he lilt o! ceniter

and regilarl\ we the D~emocrat ic ticket .. I fhey. \k ou i like iu trip
raditioial pos cr hrok cr, of their irit'!ence and eiposs e r hlaA leader,,,

cotmUnrer grouips. intellectuals, anid the miedia.'

Some members, of' the media arVue that they arc apolitical. The
Most autlhoritati sc studies of' the media, hosi cx er. based on e.\tensive surs cv
research, indicate the opposite. That is. the great mnajorit% of those in the
media elite and in the profession as a \k hole tend to be left of center on the
politic:al spectrum, s it h the niedia elite decidedly so.

Cienerall\ speaking1, thle term mnind-set refers to the looking glass
throuch!1 s hich an itidix dual viex, thle \'.orld. It reflects pred isposit ions and
nornis that fashion perceptions of realitr .' In this respect. cx en though sonic
members of' thle media miay claini t hat thle Media are not a monolith, the fact
ts that the media elite displays a hiomogzeneity of views, and similarity of'
mnind-sets x% hichi considerably intLuence tile entire nesprofession. The
mnedia elite tends, to perceive the s orld through its os~ n lens, and this is
reflected iii nei,\s reports, editorials. atid in ,elecungt wxhat is to be reported
ott thle e~ cuing! nesks. Although there miar be sonic questions on the linkage
betskeeri the s e~of the media elite and the s% ax the ii exk, is, reported, it

seems clear that "leading journalists tenid to perceix e eleniemits of social
conitrox ersies, in terms that correspond to their owkn attitudes.-

.Jourtialists perceix e a \w rld that is "peopled h\ brutal soldiers,
orutbusitiessnien. and Struggling underdogs.' While these views may be

niore pronounced Mi en interpreting domestic life, niore often than not the
same attitudes are tile basis for interpreting world events. Similarly, this
lead,, mnaim in the mnedia toi iesx the UiS military in negatix e terms.

.\ :ommrronality of' niedia attitudes was also thle Conclusion reached
in at earlier sttud\: "Because thle New York Times. CBS Television News,
NBCi Ies ision New,,s the WIashingtion Post, Newsweek, and Time exercise
such inordinate direct anid itndirect influence oxer opitiron, it is especiall.N
sivnificant that they tend to consey the same general viesxpoint.-'

AV noted earlier, the media elite mind-set anid the wkay that elite
perceixes, the world are sharply different from the mind-set and perceptions
of thle ptiblic: iii general, This differetnce is also reflected in the attitudes of
manx e di:ors arid reporters. [or example, the results of' a survNey conducted
hr tire Ios A1 pwees Times are particularly revecaling. Ithe surv ey indicated
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that the %iewks held by about 3000 newspaper reporters and editors selected
randomily from about 600 newspapers around the country wNere at a con-
siderable Nariance from the %iewks held by a slightly larger number of' adult
A-merican,,. Ihfe port rait that emerged is one of journalists who "are eit-
phaticall% liberal on social issues and foreign affairs,, distrustful Of
establishment ilistitut ions (govrernment, business, labor), and protectis e of'
heir owkn economic interests... Interestingly enough, (he Suirse\ poinited

out that there vas only a slight difference betwAeen the ie\% of the
new spaper statffs anid those of the higher-ups responsible for setting editorial
polic\y One is led to conclude that many positions taken by thle media
thrlloughout the Untited States reflect those held b the miedia elite.

According to some studies, the media elite is, obsessed with
pow\ er. But the media are also ambivalent tow ard power. Fhe\ tenld to
igtiore their ow n powAer, ev.en belittle it, \while being zealous iti their criticism
of' other poss r-holders. This self-blindness is well documented in One ',tudy
and referred to frequently in others. The pow er of the media tend, lo be
uttderestituated by the miedia elite and overestimated b\ somie egnieuts, of

sit\.In anx case, it seems clear that the media has e at substaia'l role inl
affect itgo the public. As one study concluded,

lo_,~iolnati pcople will see and hear mcanis to conltrotlik K io scs oi

polt _i .% osermguc crtain) new e en, h\ sinipl\ glrllL tuli hcil 'pa.c,

ic:11cJ !] tinishe inportaiic Of these C\sents to tie ii/cii H Ot

';ric -i heai;s ties, tile media hlides portions Of rcali, troi es cr%0lne
! c; !el )op)Le dirctlk aitfe\:cd. . cu\ets and probliin pia1,Cd on iMe

rx 1!j, Ildat I, tice mledia C\clite pithlic interest anid hc:onic kltire,

52 O\ :,1I~e C!1, 101

\11011I estUldx tites "A small num ber of people k ho %%l ot or a
\Ct Illsutll nulmber of new\s organizations ex\ercise ers kneat Ilel keCl. o\er
hie ness so! national and international affairs recei ed bK all Amtericatts.-

I he ability to shape the public's image of reality and to affect its,
attides Is surely a fundamental component of powker. This power is
reinforced b% the lack of consistent and effectise count erbalancinig forces
wkithin the rnedia elite. Pluralism in the American political-social systiem is a
major factor in Counterbalancing forces and in checks and balances-a basic
demiocratiK characteristic. How ever, the media sem to be generall\ fre
frorn Such inrterntal forces. This concentration and centraliiation not onl\
add to the media's po\Aer, but strengthen its corporate character.

11his is not to suggest that there is no internal conflict inl tue news,
profess;oit. Ifhere is a high degree of comnpetit isenes., includi tni~oinit~

com Pet it ion., fiowkeser it rarelyr becomes institutionalied to i i oiit of
hrea tenting thle power of the media elite as a corporate bodx . \or does t tis

c:onflict c~rs stall i/ i tit (effec.t irecou uterbalatici ng forces, wkitin lie media.



The power of the media is considerably broadened and also
strengthened with the introduction of new information technology. On that
score, one report concludes,

E,,',rtiallv the sane people ,,,ho o\,,n and manage newAspapers and telesision
no,, :ontrol the new technologies. They, are guided b\; the same elite-
sanctioned ,.ales, the sane desire for profit. Ne,, Journalistic ...practices
and effecs "s ill flourish, but technological innovations are unlikel\
significantly to disrupt the structire of power or undermine its legitimacy.

Media power is not a new phenomenon, of course. Writing in the
middle of the 19th century, de Tocqueville observed that even with some
restrictions, "The power of the American press is still immense." He went
ont to \k rite, "When many organs of the press do come to take the same iinc,
their influence in the long run is almost irresistible, and public opinion,
continually struck in the same spot. ends by giving way under the blows.''
In a modern version of de Toequexille, one scholar describes this
phenomenon as "pack journalism.''"

The .ledia .onopoly and Media WSiscues

Fhe obsession w, ith pow er. the character of t lie media elite, and the
,ommercial nature of new, s reporting combine to create a media monoroly.
\ccording to Ben Bagdikian, this leads to considerable harm to the concept

of fair and balanced news reporting:

Ihe C tviallwing \i olations ot the ethic of independent Iournalism oer tile
cars has an inportant intesage for tile tuture: the ustated rules \\ill be

respected u ntil the,. represent a threat to the po,er of the media corporations.
\\ hen the ,tattu, of ... media corporation,, . . . is in jeopardy or w\hen the

, torpotat lor belies e their status is in jeopardy, no cons entions, rio

protessional ethics, and no indisidual protests b\ angered journalists %k ill
preccnt corporations fror using their prerogatives of ownership to protect
their pos,,er by altering ne\,,s and other public information.

Moreover, regardless of the existence of these conditions and power
relationships, Bagdikian states that "there persists the illusion throughout
American iournalism that it operates as a value-free discipline.''

In sum. there is overwhelming evidence that there is a media elite
that has a monopoly on the media function in American society. Further,
the media elite exhibits political and social predispositions clearly separating
it from mainstream America. This raises a ", hole series of questions
regarding access to information netwNorks by political actors, groups, or
individuals who are not part of the elite and who do riot share the media
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a~.ttr ( ronkite of ('BM &nte i%s Prof esor M&a of the LnIersit
of flue shijrtt after IItI 196N.

ehitc" rlilieal and social predispositions. (iati such politic:al actors eair
axc io Ow \ ast media no"s oil? t'an they expect to be t realted faWry antd
otecaicly by the media elite? One i4 led to beliee Mat the aixss'en to hoth
lt ilons are lkely to be it) the necantis e.

1 hie uiertihers of' the media elite, as is the cane "Aith most poliical
ac thas e made, se!nous mlistakes in nldgmnrt leadi-ac to nes s di stonrtin,

anld mon11itnelital error,,. M\embters of' thie nes s professionl are human, atnd
Pke A human beings t hey are implerfect. Lrr-ois are to be expected. I-he
iniifhers of the media elite, o~sr are reluIctant to admit mistake,,, and
aic enot I otid of examninat ion by outsider . Indeed, ss hen challenged hs
out1sidecriis the miedia elie displrs a Aige mcenalit. 1-or examtple. iii a
i cent book hr a medCLia prTofessional, the( author sM ites, ''I lie \mcan
press has a respo il Ohli to the public. It must hielp keep Americ:ats t'ree bs
CIIme1 1f tl'it11 th truthIl. It I an11not disc:hareec this duty by hunikerinep doss ii and
sattme until its attaAcrs Ko askas. It is timle to fight back.''

While a sicee nieiialit nm he a til of other prlso nsi it is a
colispicliOUis charaLjeristic of the mica elite. Wkhat is discotteettine is that
niedia errors arid distortions cati take onl a mloltientul: )I their oss i atnd
hconte -historial tact.'' .A cassic exattiple is the i eportitng of let 19("N

diii the \ietiaii Ia.lia coniprehens1isestudr of that eseiit. JoHirti: ;st1
Peter lrat rn P-J coNitl uded



The power of the media is considerably broadened and also
strengthened with the introduction of new information technology. On that
score, one report concludes,

lEssentially the same people s ho os% n and manage newAspapers and tele ision
no%' control the new technologies. They are guided by the same eiic-
sanctioned values, the same desire for profit. Nev, journalistic ...pr act ic s
and effects will flourish, but technological innovations are unlikely
significantly to disrupt the structure of power or underminre its legitimacy.

Media power is not a new phenomenon, of course. Writing in the
middle of the 19th century, de Tocqueville observed that even with some
restrictions, "The power of the American press is still immense." He went
on to write, "When many organs of the press do come to take the same line,
their influence in the long run is almost irresistible, and public opinion,
continually struck in the same spot, ends by giving way under the blows.""
In a modern version of de Tocqueville, one scholar describes this
phenomenon as "pack journalism. "1

The Media Monopoly and Media Miscues

The obsession with power, the character of the media elite, and the
commercial nature of news reporting combine to create a media monopoly.
According to Ben Bagdikian, this leads to considerable harm to the concept
of fair and balanced news reporting:

The continuing violations of the ethic of independent journalism over the
years has an important message for the future: The unstated rules \' ill be
re,,pected until they reptesent a threat to the po%,er of the media corporations.
W\,hen the status of ... media corporations . . . is in jeopardy, or when the
corporations believe their status is in jeopardy, no conventions, no
professional ethics, and no individual protest,, by angered journalists will
preventi corporations from using their prerogatis es of ownership to protect
their powAer by altering ne,.s and other public information."

Moreover, regardless of the existence of these conditions and power
relationships, Bagdikian states that "there persists the illusion throughout
American journalism that it operates as a value-free discipline."

In sum, there is overwhelming evidence that there is a media elite
that has a monopoly on the media function in American society. Further,
the media elite exhibits political and social predispositions clearly separating
it from mainstream America. This raises a whole series of questions
regarding access to information networks by political actors, groups, or
individuals who are not part of the elite and who do not share the media
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What began as hasty initial reporting of disaster in Vietnam became con-
ventional wisdom when magnified in media commentary and recycled on the
hustings in New Hampshire, in campus protest, and in discussions on Capitol
Hill. The press "rebroadcast" it all uncritically, even enthusiastically,
although many in the news media should have known better."

The author concluded that "the general effect of the news media's com-
mentary coverage of Tet in February-March 1968 was a distortion of
reality-through sins of omission and commission-on a scale that helped
spur major repercussions in U.S. domestic politics, if not in foreign
policy." For a number of military men in Vietnam during the Tet Of-
fensive, it must have been ironical to win a military victory, have it reported
by American journalists as a defeat, and have those reports accepted as fact
by many Americans. Military men are likely to agree, therefore, with one
observer writing in the early part of 1970:

During the last decade the media elite has acted, at worst, as if it were waging a
studied propaganda campaign against the United States in foreign affairs. At
times it has acted as if it viewed itself as a neutral agent between the United
States and its enemies . . . It has largely ignored specific foreign tactics,
rather apparently designed to use our own nesws media against us.2

The now famous 1984 case of General William Westmoreland and
CBS is another example of media miscues. According to Don Kowet,

The CBS documentary had charged a Westmoreland-led conspiracy. Just as
the military had anticipated, although fifteen years delayed, CBS had gotten
the story wrong, by relying on a paid consultant whose account of events was
tailored by his oswn bias, by allowing a producer to avoid or discard interviews
with those who might hae been able to rebut the documentary's premise, and
by ignoring documents in its own possession which tended to cast doubt on
that thesis."'

Regarding the Westmoreland case, one study concludes, "It shows how a
single viewpoint, that of the executive producer, can shape the facts to
conform to his own version of the truth."'

History is replete with such examples. In the Janet Cooke affair,
for example, the reporter had written a heart-wrenching story about
"Jimmy," an eight-year-old drug addict living in Washington, D.C."6

Written in 1981, the story earned a Pulitzer Prize. Subsequently, it was
found that the story was a fabrication and the Pulitzer was withdrawn. The
Washington Post had little choice but to publicly admit its error. But many
were left wondering how an error of such magnitude could have occurred in
a major newspaper proclaiming professional rigor and close editorial
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super% ision. This episode wa,, particularly disconcerting given the fact that
the newspaper has significant influence in shaping public attitudes.

More disturbing is the view that "the media elite advocacy of
certain viekpoints and policies produced an additional new problem.
Having diagno,,ed complex public problems, and having taken unequivocal
public positions on them, they apparently wish to demonstrate that they
were right. [hey ha, e substantial journalistic and moral stake in proving
their own rightness." Some members of the media have responded to such
criticism. One type of response, based on the First Amendment, castigates
media critics for their anti-constitutionality. In such instances, the defense
of journalists is based prinarily on the freedom of the press, interpreted
broadly as "the people',, right to know." True, some in the media do
spotlight the profession itself and try to come to grips with internal
problems. As one noted media professional, Robert MacNeil, commented,

I think there i,, fankis, ,corn for tairness in Some journalistic quarters ....
There is an atitude common in the media that any good journalist can apply
common sense and quickir tathom v, hat is right and "hat is ,xrong in any
conplicated issue .... Coupled s, ith this attitude is one in which a reporter
or camera cre\% act, as though their presence, their action in covering a story,
is more important than the e ent they are coyering. -

Yet, many in the media are inclined to brush aside such criticism by simply
saying, "We don't make the news, we only report it."

A broader concern among journalists, perhaps, centers on
manipulation. The media has been wary of being used or manipulated by
various political actors, particularly in government. The use of leaks and
testing the waters by "unnamed sources" is a common technique. Various
administrations have been noted for such manipulation. But there are a
variety of reasons for leaks, ranging from those prompted by disgruntled
bureaucrats to those from opposition members in Congress. Members of the
media elite are quite conversant with these methods and many times allow
themselves to be used. There is also some evidence to support the notion that
members of the media themseives manipulate the news. As noted earlier,
members of the media elite tend to interpret events as fashioned by their
own political and social dispositions,

The role of the media during the Kennedy Administration is a case
in point. According to an authoritative chronicler of the Kennedy era, John
H. Davis, the media virtually idolized the Kennedy family, with distortion
the result: "Kennedy's phenomenal grace and charm belied an ad-
ministration whose style was hardly peace-loving. The discrepancy between
image and reality was due principally to the press." ' " In the aftermath of
Kennedy's assassination, the media seemed to be out of touch with reality.
Davis notes, "Along with the glorification of John F. Kennedy, there went
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also his continued idealization and sentimentalization. If the press had
gushed over John Kennedy before, it now became downright maudlin. The
canonization had begun.'"

Economist Holmes Brown makes a particularly strong case with
respect to news distortion and manipulation. In the article "TV Turns Good
Economic News into Bad," he concludes: "The national economy improved
dramatically during 1983-but you might not have realized it if your only
source of information had been the nightly news programs of the three
major television networks."' Similar conclusions were reached in an earlier
study showing how media coverage of the 1968 presidential campaign and
US policy toward Vietnam, among other matters, was slanted to conform to
the general views of the media."

The sources referred to here do not exhaust the list of available
studies, nor do their interpretations and conclusions necessarily preclude
others. Yet, these sources provide powerful support for the notion that the
media are far from being the virtuous profession claimed by their elite
spokesmen, and far from being balanced and fair in news interpretation and
presentation. Though without deliberate design, the media critics tend to
reinforce much of the military professional's own view.

With respect to the disapprobation of the media expressed by
military officers, it may well be that it goes much deeper than the familiar
concerns of suspect patriotism and irresponsibility in operational security
matters. Rather, the real concerns of military officers rest on the more
fundamental questions of news balance, fairness, compassion, and sin-
cerity. Military men see these qualities missing in today's military reportage,
in stark contrast to the situation prevailing during "the Ernie Pyle era" of
World War II. In this deeper sense, then, their concern is not with levels of
news coverage, but trustworthiness on the part of newsmen.

The question of trustworthiness was measured by a Gallup Poll
taken in July 1986. The poll assessed the public's trust and confidence in ten
key American institutions. The military was rated highest, with 63 percent
of the respondents giving it a confidence rating of "a great deal" or "quite a
lot." In sharp contrast, the American people showed much less confidence
in television and newspapers, with ratings of 27 and 37 percent respectively.
While such polls may change over time, the 1986 poll left no doubt about the
public's confidence with respect to the military and the media. Six in-
stitutions out of ten Aere rated above newspapers, with television rated
tenth-that is, last-in public confidence and trust.

Beyond the Surface, Beyond the Front Page

Clearly, there is more to the media and their role in American
society than addressed here. Further, there is a great deal more to explore
regarding the view of the military profession. One does not have to meet or
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know a reporter or TV journalist, however, to assess the political con-
sequences of news reporting. Reporters and TV journalists are met everyday
by anyone who reads newspapers and watches the nightly TV news. Of
course, any serious effort to examine the media must include a critical
reading of the existing literature. Such examination must include, for
example, a study of the First Amendment and its application to the media,
and the concept of "the people's right to know." The issues of US national
security and media responsibility also deserve detailed study.

Similarly, to understand the military, with its special respon-
sibility, requires a serious study of the military profession. This cannot be
achieved simply by serving a few years in the Army or Navy while waiting to
get out. It requires critical mastery of the important literature as well as
thorough and continuing practical knowledge of the national and in-
ternational security arenas, the military professional, military life, and the
military system. Too few of the media elite have accomplished this.

Solutions to problems arising out of the relationship between the
military and the media require understanding the challenges, dilemmas, and
responsibilities facing both the military and the media. Understanding may
be better achieved by not expecting a "solution," since this presumes that
there is a fixed answer, relevant for all times, and that there is a beginning
and an end to a particular problem. The dynamics among political actors in
American politics and the constantly changing political climate make the
search for solutions to a "proper" media role elusive, if not misguided. T.L
most one can expect is a dynamic relationship, with episodic attention to
power relationships and demands for accuracy and balance.

In the modern era, with all its technological innovations, the media
elite will surely play an even greater role in agenda-setting and in shaping
public attitudes. At the same time, opportunities will increase for news
distortions and political biases in selecting what to report. The media elite
will be increasingly vulnerable to such conditions, and these conditions will
place an increased burden on the news profession. It is a profession wrought
with challenges and dilemmas, and increasing pressures for balance and
fairness. It is difficult, indeed impossible, to achieve absolute objectivity,
particularly when individuals are trying to gather and report news under
pressures of time and events. But at the minimum, we should expect-and
demand-that the members of the media elite recognize their own
characteristics, predispositions, and weaknesses, the commercial imprint on
news reporting, and their influence over the news profession.

In the final analysis, it is well to remember the words of de
Tocqueville: "I admit that I do not feel toward freedom of the press that
complete and instantaneous love which one accords to things by their nature
supremely good. I love it more from considering the evils it prevents than on
account of the good it does."
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DOD Reorganization:

Part I, New Imperatives

DON M. SNIDER

M uch has been written about the Gold,, ater-Nichols Department of
Defense Reorganization Act of 1986. The expansive predictions of

politicians and press would lead one to believe that the nation has turned a
historic corner and that we professional officers will live and serve in a
defense environment significantly different from that of our experiences to
date. These predictions foresee fundamental improvements being brought
about by the legislated reorganization of DOD and by the changes imposed
on the procedures and relationships which make up our national security
processes.

As professional officers we have a healthy skepticism of such

euphoric predictions. We know that change to an organization as large as
DOD takes place only over time, and then only with the acceptance and
cooperation of the component organizations involved. It is a simple but
seemingly unalterable fact of organizational behavior that large organiza-
tions can effectively resist change if they choose to. The history of DOD is
replete with such examples.

On the other hand, we also know that much of the intent of the
new law is correct. Changes to some DOD organizations and to soile of our
national security processes are needed, not just because Congress has
legislated them, but also because we recognize that through judicious change
improvements can be made in the effectiveness and the efficiency with which
our nation's security is provided. For the Army, this period of significant
change is an excellent time to reassess its own position within the changing
environment of the DOD, and to see if there are new opportunities for Army
contributions.
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Context of the Reorganization

The enactment of the Goldwater-Nichols legislation is not a
singular effort to reorganize I)OD. Rather, it is but one part of a much
larger, diverse effort to reform the whole of the defense establishment, both
from within and from without, both structurally and procedurally. This
reform movement has been growing for several years and is now coming to
fruition in several areas., In addition t', the Goldwater-Nichols bill, the
recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Defense Management
(Packard Commission) have been implemented within DOD by executive
authority, principally by National Security Decision Directive 219, issued in
April 1986.: In a separate but related effort, Congress through the 1987
DOD Appropriatios Act provided for the creation of two new joint
combatant commands. One is to be a unified command for the special
operations forces of all the services, and the other a unified command for
strategic mobility forces.' Both commands are intended to further the unity
and efficiency with 0hich these forces are built and the joint effectiveness
with wkhich they are employed. Thus the Goldwater-Nichols legislation
should be viewed as the centerpiece of a set of complementary initiatives.

Of course, it would be helpful to know precisely what the
legislation is supposed to correct. Unfortunately, there is no unanimity on
what the problems within DOD really are. The symptoms of systemic
problems have been broadly discussed for several years: the lessons learned
from the failure at Desert One, the interoperability problems in Grenada,
the command and control problems in Lebanon, the quality of military
advice provided by the Joint Chiefs, and the abuses and gross inefficiencies
found within the defen. e acquisition process. Thus, reform proposals have
come from all perspectives, as one might expect given such intensely
politicized issues.

Perhaps the best single portrayal of the fundamental, underlying
problems is the Staff Report of the Senate Armed Services Committee
published in October 1985, "Defense Organization: The Need for Change."
It has become a prime statement of the c,-ganizational and decisionmaking
problems within DOD and with congressional review and oversight of
DOD.' Its major themes:

0 Too much emphasis on functions versus missions, which has
inhibited the effective integration of service capabilities along mission lines;

0 A predominance of service interests over joint interests within
DOD, a problem of balance which has precluded the most efficient
allocation of defense resources;

* Interservice logrolling which has smoothed over internal
conflict among the services, conflict yet to be resolved;

• A predominance of programming and budgeting within the
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orgainitational activity of DOD, which has left insufficient attention to
strategic planning, contingency planning, and operational matters;

* A lack of clarity of DOD-level strategic goals, which has
allowed their displacement by subgoals of the various elements within DOD,
FparticLIlarly the services;

0 Insufficient mechanisms for change, in part attributable to
inherent military conservatism;

* Inadequate quality of personnel, both in political appointees
and joint-dutN militarv personnel.

* An ineffective division of work, manifested in congressional
iiIrtIMIlanagement of DOD programs, and within DOD by duplication of

etfoi t % ithin military departments.
In consequence, Congress made major changes to various sections

of I tic 10, united States Code, as it applies to the Department of Defense.
Hlichlighted below are the changes that have the most significant im-
plic jitzio for the Army.'

Department of Defense Generally

(,ngress has amended the National Security Act of 1947 to require
the President to provide annually to Congress, coincident with budget
,u h is ion,

a ,:omprehcn.,,ie description and discussion of... ' orld, ide interests, goals,
and ohblecties that are ital to the United States... the foreign policy,
,\ orld\N ide commitments, and national Defense capabilities necessar, .. the
proposed short term and long term uses of political, economic, militar\, and
other element., of national power to... achiee the goals and ob-
lect\es ...and an e~aluation of the balance among all elements of national

The new legislation also amends the Secretary of Defense's
reporting requirements to "include annual descriptions of the major
military missions and military force structure .... an explanation of the
relationships of those military missions to that force structure and the

( ,LineIl Don M, snider prepared this article v hile ser ing as the Arni s I eIIo%
X 'he i inBr gok g insititio in \,ashington, ).(. He has Ubsequeikil, been
a-gned lo the siall oi the National Securits (ounii]. (olonel Snider has sersed itt
t", i tia llait[ la uit , and :nlitars, planinlg assignmlents, mtlll recen.t isas hlelr

arll\ pimtier it Ilurope; loot planner in Headquarters, Departmei - ot the "krit,

aind I)epiis I)iretor ol Slrategy. Plans and Polc. HQDA tie holds gtaduatc
dicrce, tioln the [ niersit, of " iscotisili and recentlN comrpleted the i.Xe utc
IDeelpIncnt i'rogramt in strategic planning at I exas A&% i nersi's
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justification for [both]." Thus Congress has mandated that at the beginning
of any public debate on defense programs, a textbook statement of grand or
national strategy and a clear statement of military strategy be provided as an
explicit benchmark for the evaluation of all defense programs, including the
Army's. Given the elusiveness of such concepts in the past this will be no
small task.'

Congress also has specified the content of future DOD guidance
for the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) and for the
Joint Operational Planning System (JOPS). The legislation requires the
guidance to "include national security objectives and policies; the priorities
of military missions [an important new item]; and resource levels projected
to be available." For operational planning the guidance "will be for the
preparation and review of contingency plans . . . including specific force
levels and specific supporting resource levels projected to be
available ...... This statutory requirement for operational planning
guidance is new, this area having been almost the exclusive domain of the
JCS and services in the past. One has to go back to the late Carter Ad-
ministration years of 1979-1980 to find the last such attempt to impose
detailed DOD-level guidance on military operational planning, and then the
attempt did not involve legislative mandates.'

The legislation also requires four management studies of the Office
of Secretary of Defense, one each by the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, an independent contractor to the Secretary, and
the three service secretaries acting jointly. All studies are to be sent to
Congress within one year of the legislation, i.e. by 1 October 1987. The
legislation states with great specificity the "matters to be included," taking
over two pages to detail how the studies are to analyze both "the present
organization of the Office of the Secretary of Defense" and whether or not
the PPBS of the DOD, including the role of the OSD in such system, needs
to be revised. Even a casual reading of the legislation makes clear that the
Congress is not convinced the OSD is now correctly structured nor that
civilian control is being correctly exercised. Equally clear is the assertion
implicit in the "matters to be included" that further integration of the
capabilities of the armed forces can most effectively be pursued along
mission lines in lieu of functional lines, and that OSD and DOD should be
so structured.

Military Advice and Command Functions

The functions of the CJCS have been redefined. The Chairman
now "is the principal military advisor to the President, the National Security
Council, and the Secretary of Defense," but he "shall, as he considers
appropriate, consult with and seek the advice of the other members of the
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JCS or commanders of unified arid specified commands." l're i ouslN, in
fact since the inception of the J(S in the eatl postwkar period, this adsisor,
function has been a responibiliry of the corporate .JCS. Nos, hosse,.er,
other members of the JCS as rnilitary advisors "nia, ,ubrilit Ithroughl the
Chairman adsice, or an opinion, in disagreement sith ...or in addition to
the ads ice presented by the (hairman."

In addition to thi, much stronger role as the principal military
adsisor, !he Chairman has been given a Vice Chairman s, ho !, second in
milirar. rank ottl\ to the (hairman, and the CJCS has been gi eii tgiilar
"authorir', dircction, and control of the Joint Staff" \1hich presiouslr, he
shared shlt all of the corporate J(S.

the Chairman's function, in tile PPBS, as executed b, t he Joint
Staff, also hie been greatl. enlarged. He is to

prepare ziategic plan, \%hich contorrn to resource levels projec:cd b\ he
Secrerar, of Defense ... de elop doctrine for the joint entplor ment of the
armed forces la rital, net function] . . . .provide for the preparation and
retc te of contingen,.. plans \shich conform to the policy guidance from the
President and the Secreiar\ of Defetsc .... advise the Secretary of Deler,e
on th prioritics identified b\ the unified and specified combatant comtliands
and on the extent to wkhicti program arid budget proposals of the nili!ar.
department,,... onform to the priorities of the unified and specified
command, . subrnit to the Secretar. of Defense alternative program and
budget proposals in order to achiese conformance with the priorities....
and recommend to the Secretary a budget proposal for Icertain) actisities of
each unified and specified command.

These detailed functions are clearly intended to give the Chairman,
supported by the Joint Staff, a new and possibly dominant military role in
the iterative stages of the PPBS. It will take some time for the procedures to
be modified to accommodate all of this; but when they are, Army programs
and budgets will be evaluated and modified according to the strategies,
plans, and priorities established by the Chairman and his staff in coor-
dination with the combatant commanders. The CJCS has already used his
new statutory authority to reorganize the Joint Staff and create tso new
directorates: a J-7 as focal point for interoperability ,% ith responsibilities for
joint doctrine, exercises, and operational plans, and a J-8 for analysis of
force structure and resources, particulark tile military net assessment and
cross-service analyses.

The Chairman is nov, required to Subiit to the Secretary of
Defense, at least every three years, a report ott thc as,,ignment of roles and
missions to the armed forces. The report is to contain "such recom-
mendations for changes ...as the Chairman con,,iders necessary to achieve
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maximum effectiveness of the armed forces." Each report is to consider
"changes in nature of the threat, unnecessary duplication of effort among
the Services and changes in technology that can be effectively applied to
warfare.' The first such report is required by 1 October 1988, by which time
Congress intends that service roles and missions which scarcely hae been
modified since the Key West accord of 1949 will be rationalized and regular
public reviews instituted thereafter. The implications for the Army and the
other services are severe given the often zero-sum nature of such reviews.

Combatant Commands

The legislative changes contain new requirements for the
assignment of virtually all forces to the combatant commands and for their
command arrangements. The legislation requires that "except for those
forces assigned to carry out functions of a Secretary of a military depart-
ment [basically recruiting, training, equipping, mobilizing, etc.] . . . the
Secretaries of the military departments shall assign all forces under their
jurisdiction to unified and specified commands to perform missions
assigned to those commands," but the Secretary retains the responsibility
for "the administration and support of forces assigned by him to the
command." It also specifies that "all forces operating within the geographic
area assigned to a unified combatant command, shall be assigned to and
under the commander of that command."

The chain of command runs "front the President to the Secretary
of Defense, and from the Secretary of Defense to the commander of the
combatant command.' Further, "command authority' with respect to the
forces asigned includes

giving authoitatike direction . .. necessary to carry out missions as-
signed .. . cltding authoritatike direction oxer all aspects of military
operations, ioint training, and logistics .... prescribing the chain of com-
mand to the commands and forces within the command . . . , organizing
commands and forces within that command .... and employing forces
within that .ommand as he considers necessary to carry out missions assigned.

This new definition of command differs significantly from the
former corporate JCS-approved definitions of "command" and "opera-
tional command." It was intentional on the part of the legislators to break
the old molds and in their place specify in detail the new authority they
believed the combatant commander needed.' The result is consistent with
the intent, a decentralization of authority and power out of Washington and
consolidated at the field level responsible for fighting a war in a fully
coordinated, joint manner.
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These major changes will take considerable time to implement,
exen after initial decisions. Again the implication; for the Army are large,
e.g. can the Army prudently assign "all" combat forces to the combatant
commands in time (,i peace, even our Reserve forces and overseas elements
of US-based supl.. t commands? How will the combatant commanders
e\ercise their ne, authority to organize assigned forces and oversee their
ioint training and logistics, and what will be the resultant role of Army
component commands?

Another change is that the CJCS is required to review, "not less
often than every two years . . . the missions, the responsibilities (to include
geographic boundaries), and force structure of each combatant command
and recommend to the President, [through] the Secretary of Defense, any
changes.., as may be necessary." The legislation requires the first such
review of the Unified Command Plan to be completed by 1 October 1987,

and specifies in the "matters to be included" ten specific issues for review,
e.g. changes in current boundaries, possible addition of three new unified
commands and the elimination of one, and several mission changes between
commands.

Taken together with the requirement for periodic reviews of the
roles and missions of the services starting in 1988, this creates greatly
strengthened civilian authority in policymaking roles within DOD and
provides continuous oversight by Congress in these two critical areas of
military organization. These are areas which have long been unchangeable,
ind which, if changed. have a direct bearing on the nature of the Army in
the future.

Joint Officer Personnel Policy

The next major legislative change with imphcatio; t i

especially for the officer corps, is the creation of the -w .,
,.officers particularly trained in and oriented t , iJ
employment of land, sea, and air forces, nclu . :i-

national security strategy, strategic planning and
command and control of combat operaton, i,:
Under the legislation, the Secretar% o: It i c. ,
must establish career guidehne,, ,o -
training, and utilization ot me', .

(JDA). Hov, c er, rtan% ; Ow-,
detailed prosislon, ,, rlm ' I ,

1|e, iq rJ c,[). r" h
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the combatant command headquarters and some joint agencies. At least one
thousand JDAs must be designated by the Secretary as "critical" and these
plus up to one half of the JDA at any one time "shall be held only by an
officer with a joint specialty or a nominee for such specialty." All assign-
ments for JDA "shall be for not less than three and one-half years . . . or
not less than three years for general and flag officers." Once these manning
requirements are specified, the services will nominate officers for the joint
specialty. After a two-year transition period, selection can occur only after
the officer "successfully completes an appropriate program at a joint
professional military education school and subsequently completes a full
tour of duty in a joint duty assignment." The services have taken the
position that such stringent requirements for joint service will be
mathematically impossible to meet, and they are consequently seeking
legislative relief. Regardless of how the matter is resolved, however, joint
service will be an essential element in future career development.

In a startling change to the historical prerogatives of the military
departments, the legislation also specifies the promotion guidelines for joint
specialty officers. The legislation requires the Secretary "to ensure that the
qualifications of officers assigned to JDAs are such that . . . officers who
have the joint specialty are expected, as a group, to be promoted at a rate
not less than the rate for officers of the same armed force . . . who are
serving on the headquarters staff of their armed force." Also, each future
service promotion board that considers officers who are or have served in a
JDA "shall have at least one officer designated by the CJCS who is
currently serving in a joint duty position." After the board, the service
Secretary must submit a report to the CJCS, who will review the results to
determine if the board gave "appropriate consideration" to the per-
formance of officers in JDAs. If the CJCS finds that the board has "acted
contrary to the guidelines of the Secretary of Defense . . . or otherwise
failed to give appropriate consideration," he will so indicate to the service
Secretary, who must resolve the issue or refer it to the Secretary of Defense
for resolution. The legislation gives detailed guidelines for the education of
joint specialty officers, including the immediate infusion of at least one half
of each graduating class from joint military education schools directly into
JDAs. It also makes successful performance for a full tour in a JDA as a
criterion for promotion to general or flag officer starting in 1992.

To monitor implementation of all these provisions, a significant
array of reports is required of the services, OSD, and the Joint Staff. These
are designed to show "the extent to which the Secretary of each military
department is providing officers to fill that department's share of Joint
Staff and other JDAs . . . and to demonstrate the performance of the
Department of Defense in carrying out this chapter."
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Taken together, the joint officer personnel provisions of the new
law create a historic departure for officer development and management in
our armed forces, including the Army. Congress has finally overcome the
unfortunate spectre of "The Man on Horseback," and has now legislated
the foundations necessary for a joint staff of the armed forces, one that can
be educated, trained, and promoted over time to insure its progression,
continuity, and freedom of action from undue influence from the services.

Military Departments

The last major set of legislated changes affects the organizational
and functional responsibilities within the headquarters of the military
departments. The intent of the Congress in making these changes was to
strengthen significantly the authority of the service secretaries and their
ability to contribute to overall management of the Department of Defense,
particularly in policy and decisionmaking. But, at the same time, they in-
tended to clarify functional responsibilities and eliminate perceived
duplications between and within military departments, and in some cases, to
circumscribe the departments' previous authority. The resultant changes to
the headquarters of the Department of the Army are indeed significant,
though perhaps not to the same degree as changes in the joint arena.

The Secretary of the Army "is responsible for, and has the
authority necessary to conduct all affairs of the Department of the Army";
these affairs are listed in a traditional format of twelve functions such as
recruiting, organizing, equipping, etc. He is also explicitly responsible to the
Secretary of Defense for seven additional procedural functions of defense
management, one of which states that he is "responsible for carrying out all
functions of the Department of the Army so as to fulfill . . . the current and
future operational requirements of the unified aid specified commands."

To execute these responsibilities, the nek la% specifies the com-
position of the Office of the Secretary of the ikrmy (OSA), and in a major
departure from the past specifies that it shall have sole responsibility for
certain specified functions. Seven functions are specified, some of which
previously have been performed by the ,\rmy Staff. They are acquisition,
auditing, comptroller (to include financial management), information
management, inspector general, legislative affairs, and public affairs.

In this attempt to strengthen civilian leadership within the military
departments and to eliminate internal duplication of effort between OSA
and the Army Staff, Congress further specified that "the Secretary of the
Army shall designate a single office or other activity within OSA to conduct
each of the seven functions specified. No office or other entity may be
established or designated within the Army Staff to conduct any of the
functions specified." Further language in the bill does allow the Army Staff
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to provide advice and assistance in these functions if done "under the
directions of the office in OSA assigned responsibility for that function." It
also allows the Secretary to assign to the Army Staff the aspects of research
and development that pertain to military requirements and test and
evaluation. Other than these small exceptions the new division of labor
between the two staffs and the paramountcy of civilian control is now firmly
set in statute.

One of the more pressing requirements of the new law is the
specified allowable size of OSA and the Army Staff. The legislation
mandates within two years a 15-percent reduction in both general officers
and in the aggregate size of the military department headquarters. For the
Army this will mean a reduction of approximately 550 personnel from
Headquarters, Department of the Army, by October 1988.

The Post-reorganization Environment

Does all of this change really matter? I think that it does, and our
profession will be the better for understanding this. We can draw five main
conclusions:

a First, it is clear, even without a full understanding of how these
changes will ultimately be implemented, that power relationships within
DOD have been fundamentally altered.

Significantly, the chiefs of the military services have lost con-
siderable clout in at least three respects. First, they have lost clout with
respect to the CJCS, who now alone is the principal military advisor, who is
responsible for many functions that were formerly shared among the
corporate JCS, and who solely controls the work of the newly independent
Joint Staff. Second, they have lost clout with respect to the combatant
commanders, who will now command service forces in manners other than
through service components, and who have new avenues to influence service
programs and budgets. Third, they have lost clout with respect to the
secretaries of the military departments, who have been given sole respon-
sibility for a number of functions which now may not be delegated to the
service chiefs and their staffs as wias done in the past.

Conversely, as the authority of the service chiefs has been
diminished, that of the CJCS, the combatant commanders, and particularly
the civilian leadership within DOD has been enhanced. The Secretary of the
Army and the other service secretaries now have a greater role to play in
policy formulation and decisionmaking within DOD, third only to the
Secretary and Deputy Secretary. Clearly the quality and political ef-
fectiveness of the appointed civilian leadership within DA will now be even
more determinative of the future of the Army. It is important to realize,
however, that all budget lines still reside with their pre-reorganization
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owners, excepting the potential for small operational budgets for the
CINCs. Even the most joint of programs, the one for joint exercises which
evaluate the state of joint interoperability, still depends on funding by the
services. So, while much has changed, strong vestiges of the old power
relationships remain.

0 Second, Congress is not finished with reform of our national
security processes, either within DOD or externally.

Now that the lid is off the box, so to speak, continued reform will
be the norm." Not all this need come from Congress either; there is plenty
of statutory authority now available for the Secretary to continue the
reforms, if he is of a mind to do so.

This is not inherently bad; in fact there are several aspects of this
first reform that the Army will want to help correct and can do so only with
access to a change mechanism such as continued legislative reform. We need
only recall the mandated periodic reviews to be convinced that change will
be the norm. The nation's grand strategy and military strategy will be
reviewed and debated with each budget submission; the roles and missions
of the military services will be publicly reviewed every three years; the
Unified Command Plan will be reviewed every two years; and a standard
system for evaluating the joint preparedness of each combatant command
must be in place providing feedback within a year.

Understanding and accepting continued reform as the norm is vital
as the Army implements its part of this legislation. Our responses should be
designed not to meet a presumed new static state, but should presuppose
continuous interaction with a dynamic environment, much of which in-
teraction will be with entities external to the military department, e.g. the
independent Joint Staff, the combatant commands, the OSD staff, and
Congress and the public. Effective participation in these externally oriented
relationships will continue to be a critical challenge for the Army, par-
ticularly as the changing environment opens new opportunities for the
articulation of Army needs.

0 Third, the legislative reforms insofar as they affect the Army
are directed generally at its bureaucratic manifestations at the top, and not
at Its performance In the field per se.

The total national security process with both executive and
legislative actors can be viewed in terms of inputs and outputs. The inputs to
the process are created by the many actors, primarily in Washington, who
based on their roles participate in defined processes to produce what are
essentially requests for resources: strategies, doctrines, programs, and
budget documents. These in turn are transformed into outputs, beginning
with the defense appropriation process, followed by hardware acquisition
and force mobilization, to create the armed forces that have military utility
for our nation. These forces are the "outputs."
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In this context, it can be concluded that the focus of reorganization
is on inputs to the national security process far more than it is on the out-

puts. While the intent is obviously to influence the outputs, the legislative
mandates act directly only on the input side. This is not good when viewed
from the Army's, or the nation's, perspective. The ability of the armed
forces of a nation to apply effective military force, when and where needed,
is still the test of any national security process. Unfortunately, there is little
in this reorganization to focus attention on these outputs. The only focus is
the new functional responsibility of the CJCS to design and implement
within one year an evaluation system for the joint preparedness of the
combatant commands. What form this will take is unknown, but it would be
extremely helpful to the Army if it provides real visibility on the mismatch
between conventional strategy and land forces; on the requisite but missing
strategic lift for a global military strategy; on the actual capabilities, support
requirements, and possible redundancies of weapon systems of all forces
used in support of land forces; and on the known critical weaknesses in the
operational jointness of our armed forces. As the service most dependent
upon joint support, and as the service most suffering the inabilities of its
sister services to support its primary mission, the Army would find this most
helpful indeed; but that was not the focus of this reorganization." Thus, the
Army's interest in continued reform to focus on outputs is acute.

0 Fourth, where the legislation did focus, on the input side of our
national security process, we now have a fundamentally changed set of
processes for strategy formulation, planning, and force-building that is
more rational and explicit.

The need for this type of change has been consistently documented
in the reform literature. In one of the most succinct statements, the Packard
Commission noted that "there is no rational system whereby the Executive
branch and the Congress reach coherent and enduring agreement on
national military strategy, the forces to carry it out, and the funding that
should be provided-in light of the overall economy and the competing
claims on national resources." 2

Whether a really rational system could ever be attained or ef-

fectively used in such an intensely political environment is certainly
questionable. But any move toward explicitness and rationality in relating
means and ends presents the Army with both problems and possibilities. It
presents problems because our organizational culture tends to be apolitical
and thus we have not well articulated and effectively defended resource
needs for the Army. This will be an even larger problem now that it must be

resolved amid new roles and power relationships external to the military
department. On the other hand, the Army will now have new opportunities
to articulate its needs, given a more explicit process which publicly clarifies
national commitments and strategic requirements, gets all the services
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behind one common military strategy, explicitly links forces to com-
mitments and strategy, and facilitates cross-service tradeoffs."

4 Finally, the legislation brought no reform to Congress itself or
the manner in which it exercises its considerable role in the overall planning
and management of the national security process.

The problems associated with the role of Congress have been
carefully analyzed, and many practical solutions offered," but political
consensus and desire for change in the way Congress does business are
obviously lacking. We should not naively expect this to change.' I

In "DOD Reorganization: Part II, New Opportunities, " forth-
coming in the December issue of Parameters, Colonel Snider will address
the effects of the legislation on the future of the Army. He will address
specifically how the Army can take full advantage of the several op-
portunities presented b.v the legislation. -Editor
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General McClellan
and the Politicians

BRIAN HOLDEN REID

S1987 Brian Holden Reid

A 11 whovisit the city of Washington agree that it is a political hothouse.
Te temperature rises and falls with the oscillations in the fortunes of

political causes and individual reputations, and it has ever been so. Founded
as a center of government, the city depends on politics and voliticians to an
extent which has no European parallel; they are its lifeblood, its raison
d'etre. So close is the identification of Washington with politics that
politicians themselves have turned this to their advantage: on the campaign
trail, "Washington" has become a synonym for incompetence and
corruption badly in need of a shaking up.

Throughout the 19th century, Washington was a small, rather
uncomfortable southern town, with poor accommodations, dirt road,, and
planks of wood serving as sidewalks. The magnificence of its public
buildings, though still incomplete (scaffolding around the Capitol was still
much in evidence during both of Lincoln's inaugural addresses), contrasted
with the bareness of the surrounding countryside. At no time was the
political temperature of Washington more fevered than in the midst of that
century, during the greatest political crisis faced by the United States, the
American Civil War. Indeed, General William T. Sherman was of the
opinion that political intrigue was the main reason for the defeat of so many
Federal armies. In January 1868 he wrote to President Andrew Johnson:

This city and the influences .. here defeated every army that had its head
here from 1861 to 1865, and would have overwhelmed General Grant . .. had
he not been fortified by a strong reputation already hard earned . ..

Whereas in the West we made progress from the start, because there was no
political capital near enough to poison our minds and kindle into light that
craving itching for fame which has killed more good men than bullets.'
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Many other senior officers were of the opinion that the hysteria generated
by political activity was of material assistance to the Confederacy.

Of course it is a common characteristic of professional soldiers to
complain that their operations have been hamstrung by politicians, but the
position of Washington in 1861-1862 is in many ways a special case. It is
rare that a war of such scale and intensity should be fought in such close
proximity to the political heart of a nation in a conflict in which political
issues were so heavily laden with strategic implications. The close proximity
of Washington, moreover, as General Sherman observed, brought the
military into the very heart of the political system as well as the decision-
making process. Frequently soldiers enter the corridors of power but are not
exposed to the cut and thrust of political life. In Washington during the
Civil War, however, soldiers discovered that they could not adequately
fulfill their responsibilities without participating in "politics."

Neither is it very likely that politicians who had experienced at first
hand the drama and shame of secession would be sober and cautious; on the
contrary, secession had provoked a condition of hysteria which was not to
abate and a demand that the rebellion be put down without fail. As Senator
Wade observed in his tract, Traitors and their Sympathisers, it was im-
perative "that treason be put down at all hazards, and by any means that
God Almighty has put into our hands." The desire to put down rebellion,
however, ended in disappointment and humiliation at the First Battle of
Bull Run in July 1861. This in turn provoked more hysteria, frenetic but
misdirected energy, and the demand that something be done to destroy the
rebels. At the beginning of the war a certain cleavage developed between
some politicians, who wished to destroy the rebellion as swiftly as possible
and restore the authority of the Federal government (without a full un-
derstanding of the cost this involved), and professional soldiers, who had a
bare idea of what it might cost but who had at this stage little stomach for
the task. General Ethan Allen Hitchcock, who was later to advise Secretary
of War Edwin M. Stanton, wrote: "Many friends urge my return to the
Army. But I have no heart for engaging in a Civil War . . . .If fighting
could preserve the Union (or restore it) I might consider what I could do to
take part-but when did fighting make friends?" When demands were made
to shoot the generals who had lost at Bull Run, Sherman remarked disap-
provingly that "civilians are more willing to start a war than military men
and so it appears now." 2

Brian Holden Reid is Lecturer in W'ar Studies, King's College, London, and is
resident historian at the Higher Command and Staff Course at the British Staff
College, Camberley. From 1984 to 1987 he was Editor of the RUSI Journal. He took
an M.A. in American history under Marcus Cunliffe at the University of Sussex and
a Ph.D. in war studies under Brian Bond at King's College, London. Dr. Reid is the
author of J F.C. Fuller: Military Thinker.
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General John M. Schofield, who had a distinguished war career,
commented on this cleavage in his memoirs, Forty-Six Years in the Army:
"Men who have been fighting most of the three or four years generally
become pretty cool, while those in the rear seem to become hotter and hotter
as the end approaches . . . . They must in some way work off the surplus
passion which the soldier has already exhausted in battle."

Certainly the politicians got "hotter and hotter" as the decisive
success over the Confederacy, which many assumed would follow putting an
army into the field, continued to elude them. Their energies were then
poured into finding out why the Federal armies failed to meet the ex-
pectations that not only the politicians but the generals had encouraged.
Congressman George Washington Julian, in his Political Recollections
1840-1872, remembered that before First Bull Run, "The confidence in
General Scott seemed to be unbounded and I found everybody taking it for
granted [that] when the first fight began our forces would prove trium-
phantly victorious." The reaction was all the stronger when they were not.
Expectations were raised yet again when a new commander, Major General
George B. McClellan, was called to Washington. But the political at-
mosphere in which he had to operate was the more volatile because of the
failure of his predecessors. The success of this commander was almost as
dependent on his understanding this and adapting his mcthods accordingly
than it was on defeating the enemy in the field.3

T he general called to restore the honor of American arms was young by
prevailing standards, 36. McClellan had made a good impression by

advancing into the loyal counties of West Virginia before they could be
occupied by the Confederacy. McClellan was handsome and charming and
looked like a hero. The President of the United States did not. At this stage
of the war President Lincoln was underrated by all who came into contact
with him-even by his wife. A typical comment was that "Lincoln means
well but has not force of character. He is surrounded by Old Fogy Army
Officers more than half of whom are downright traitors and the other one
half sympathize with the South."

Washington was running short of heroes. The discredited Major
General Irving B. McDowell, commander at First Bull Run, was dismissed
as an "ass," and the septuagenarian General-in-Chief and victor of the
Mexican War (1846-1848), Lieutenant General Winfield Scott, was ridiculed
as a "senile bag of wind." The President, it was widely believed, had no
ideas of his own as to how the war should be conducted. McClellan had had
a fairly impressive military career. He had graduated as an engineer (the
elite of West Point), distinguished himself in Mexico, served as a member of
the commission which had reported on the Crimean War, and resigned his
Army commission in 1859. Thereafter he had turned his talents to building
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railroads and was appointed president of the Ohio-Mississippi. But as a
commander, it must be said, McClellan had yet to prove himself.

McClellan was a first-rate administrator and set about reor-
ganizing and reequipping his troops with dispatch, so that the demoralized
regiments that had fled the field of Bull Run in panic were soon drilling and
training with enthusiasm. McClellan was nevertheless treated like a hero
before his talents had been put to the proof. The praise went to his head. He
saw his mission as saving his country: "I did not seek it. It was thrust upon
me. I was called to it; my previous life seems to have been unwittingly
directed to this great end," as he informed his wife in a state of nervous
excitement. In this world of dreams the nickname coined by the newspapers,
"The Young Napoleon," began to assume a firm reality before a shot had
been fired. Lincoln miscalculated when he encouraged McClellan to intrigue
against Scott and appointed him General-in-Chief on 1 November 1861 as
well as commander of the Army of the Potomac. McClellan thereafter
developed a disdain for his political superiors. This was not in itself very
surprising, for it appears to be the stock in trade of most generals. What was
alarming about McClellan's arrogance was that he took no pains to conceal
his contempt for the President and leading members of the Republican
Party.'

Despite his weakness for posing for photographers by aping a
Napoleonic pose, McClellan revealed a prudence more typical of Marshal
Kutuzov5 than of Napoleon. His grandiloquently expressed general orders
revealed nothing more than yet more training and preparations. They in-
variably concluded lamely, "All quiet on the Potomac." For those
politicians who had lived through the drama of secession, this lethargy was
insufferable. There had to be a reason to explain it, something more sinister
than the inveterate habit of professional soldiers of overpreparing for an
advance. Accordingly, the political temperature in Washington rose. There
had been no action along the Potomac for months. When a tentative ad-
vance made in November 1861 ended in fiasco at Ball's Bluff, a vociferous
anti-slavery group of Republicans, known as the Radicals, began to
denounce McClellan. A Republican Senator from Oregon, Colonel Edward
D. Baker, had been killed at the head of his troops. Demands were made
that both First Bull Run and Ball's Bluff be investigated. A Joint Committee
on the Conduct of the War was set up, with Senator Henry Wilson of
Massachusetts declaring that it "would teach men in civil and military
authority that the people expect they will not make mistakes, and that we
should not be easy with their errors.",

The formation of this committee should have served to warn
McClellan of the extent of the political problems he faced. But McClellan
rarely learned from experience. Baker's immediate superior, Brigadier
General Charles P. Stone, a friend of McClellan and known as sympathetic
to slave-holders, was immediately interrogated by the committee and then
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imprisoned without trial. Nobody tried to defend him for fear of being
tainted with "treason." James G. Blaine, a future Senator, recalled that
"the public in that state of credulity, which is an incident to the victim
hunting mania, accepted everything as true."'

McClellan's admirers were later to brand the joint committee "a
sort of Aulic Council" empowered "to supervise the plans of commanders
in the field, to make military suggestions, and to dictate military ap-
pointments." Its chairman was Senator "Bluff" Ben Wade. He was
described by a future President, James A. Garfield, as "a man of violent
passions, extreme opinions, and narrow views." Courageous and out-
spoken, Wade was completely ruthless. So was his colleague Senator
Zachariah Chandler of Michigan, a master of manipulating Senate
procedure, who could often be found in Washington bars celebrating his
exploits over a bottle of whiskey.'

The gravest charge made by McClellan was that the joint com-
mittee injected the viciousness of partisan politics into the conduct of a great
war, that grave national issues were tainted by ambition and greed. Mc-
Clellan was not alone in this view. His successor as General-in-Chief, Major
General Henry W. Halleck, complained, "Self and that pronoun I are too
prominent in the minds of our would-be great men. Party politics! Party
politics! I sometimes fear that they will utterly ruin the country." McClellan
himself, in his memoir McClellan's Own Story, claimed that the Radicals on
the joint committee wanted "to make a party tool of me." "The real object
of the radical leaders," he wrote, "was not the restoration of the Union but
the permanent ascendancy of their party [the Republicans] and to achieve
this they were ready to sacrifice the Union if necessary."'

There were three forms of "politics" that McClellan found
distasteful. The first was "political" generals. These were, in his opinion, a
singularly nauseous variety of officer who used political influence to acquire
a senior officer's commission in the volunteer regiments. This group, in-
cluding Baker, John C. Fremont, Benjamin F. Butler, John A. Logan, and
others, was favored by the joint committee. The second form of politics was
interference by politicians in military operations. President Lincoln and
Secretary of War Stanton, in times of crisis, were prone to issue orders
directly to the commanders in the field. It is reputed that both had taken
books out of the Library of Congress to enable them to study the principles
of strategy in their leisure hours. The third form was the use of the joint
committee's powers to advance the careers of generals who agreed with its
views and to destroy the careers of those who did not; the hapless General
Stone was a case in point. 0

In all three of these instances the word "politics" had unsavory
connotations. A suspicion of party politics was deeply ingrained in the
American political tradition. In his Farewell Address, George Washington
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"I can't tell you how disgusted I'm becoming
with these wretched politicians. ""

-George B. McClellan, 1862

had warned that party feeling served "always to distract the oublic coun-
cil." Deprecating the "ill-founded jealousies and false alarms" and the
"animosity of one part against the other," Washington warned that party
politics was destructive of stability. In a political system in which office was
a substitute for European titles and decorations, however, the growth of
mechanisms designed to promote and consolidate political patronage was
inevitable. "Truly incredible are the efforts men are willing to make, the
humiliations they will endure," declared the orator Edward Everett, to
acquire office. Thus "politics" came to mean dirty politics. In a civil war
when great national issues were put to the test, the moral dilemma of
pursuing patriotic ends with partisan means was resolved by equating
morality with power and the assumption on one side of a monopoly of
patriotism and purity of motive. It was central to the identity or self-image
of both soldiers (who were traditionally acquitted of political motives) and
civilian politicians that they appeared free of political skullduggery
(whatever the reality). Thus Senator Wade could claim that only "the
[Radical Republicans] are the men of principle. They are the men who
feel what they contend for. They are not your slippery politicians
who . . . construe a thing any way to suit the . . . present occasion." Thus,
even among politicians, "politics" became a term of political abuse. But for
McClellan politics and politicians were one and the same. "I can't tell you
how disgusted I'm becoming with these wretched politicians," he wrote in
1862. "I presume I have to go after them [the Confederates] when I get
ready; but this getting ready is slow work with such an administration. I
wish I were well out of it."'

All members of the joint committee despised professional soldiers,
"aristocrats," West Point "martinets," and plodding engineers. McClellan
fit all categories. The stalemate along the Potomac was easily explained,
said Senator Chandler: "The war had dragged its slow length along under
generals who never meant tofight." McClellan had refused to divulge his
plans on the grounds that Lincoln could not keep a secret. The President
issued consecutively his General War Order No. I and his Special War Order
No. I ordering an advance in Virginia, but with no effect. In February 1862,
General McClellan was called before the joint committee. He would not
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reveal his plans to the committee, either, and contented himself with an
exposition of the military principles upon which they were based, confident
in the knowledge that this would leave the members of the committee none
the wiser. He was correct in thinking they were ignorant of war, but their
reaction took him completely by surprise. "If I understand you correctly,"
observed Chandler sarcastically, "before you strike at the rebels you want to
be sure of plenty of room so that you can run in case they strike back."
"Or," cut in Wade, "in case you get scared." After McClellan had left,
Wade asked Chandler what he thought of the "science of generalship."
Chandler replied, "I don't know much about war, but it seems to me that
this is infernal, unmitigated cowardice." 2

Civilian politicians like Wade and Chandler ridiculed the idea that
fancy ideas about strategy were of any value. Yet they wanted to show that
they excelled at strategy. Congressman Julian claimed that one of the ad-
vantages of joint committee membership was that "it afforded a very
desirable opportunity to learn something of the . . . secrets of our policy."
The reaction of the committee members when they discovered that, for all of
McClellan's arrogance about the theory of war, the only secret about it was
that there was no secret-that the Emperor (this time embodied in the rather
feeble imitation of the Young Napoleon) had no clothes-was to mount a
concerted attack against him. Julian recalled that "the fate of the nation
seemed committed to one man called 'General-in-Chief,' who com-
municated his secrets to no human being, who had neither age nor military
experience to justify the extraordinary deference of the President to his
wishes." He considered it "a betrayal of the country ...to hold our grand
armies for weeks and months in unexplained idleness," and it had to stop. 3

T hese political tussles mirrored a vexed strategic debate. The President
preferred a direct advance over Noithern Virginia (like that before

First Bull Run) which covered Washington. McClellan had developed a
more subtle scheme for shifting the Army of the Potomac across the
Chesapeake Bay to the Peninsula, thus outflanking the defenses of the
Confederate capital, Richmond, from the east. On 8 March 1862, Lincoln
willingly saw the issue put to a vote of a council of war consisting of all the
division commanders of the Army of the Potomac. He lost by a margin of 8
to 4. Slanderous gossip, spread mainly by Wade and his colleagues,
followed this decision to send the Army of the Potomac to the Peninsula.
The next day McClellan was called to the Executive Mansion (as the White
House was then called) and Lincoln raised "a very ugly matter"--that
McClellan intended to expose the capital to Confederate attack by trans-
porting all his troops to Virginia. The President concluded "that it did look
to him much like treason."

McClellan demanded and received an apology. But Lincoln's
remark, besides revealing a marked lack of confidence in his commanding
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general (and McClellan was relieved of the post of General-in-Chief before
setting out), reflected the atmosphere of fear in Washington and a suspicion
toward McClellan that he could not shake off. Indeed, "a majority of the
Committee at this tirie strongly suspected that McClellan was a traitor."
The root of this suspicion lay in the fact that McClellan was not so innocent
of politics as he liked to claim. McClellan was a Democrat. The Democratic
Party had been split by the slavery question; insofar as they supported the
war, Democrats looked only to a restoration of the Union, not the
destruction of slavery; the Radical Republicans were anathema to them.
McClellan had strong links with the Democratic Marcy machine of New
York, and many Democrats looked to him to lead a conservative alignment
in the congressional elections in the autumn of 1862. After he had departed
to the Peninsula, Fernando Wood, Mayor of New York (and suspected of
secessionist sympathies), visited McClellan and urged him to become the
Democratic presidential candidate in 1864. Radical Republicans suspected
him of wanting a comprom1ise peace so that he could win the presidential
election and Southern votes.

Nevertheless, McClellan's future rested in his own hands. Only the
President could remove him; the joint committee had no executive powers.
His deteriorating political position-the besmirching of his reputation, the
suspicions of the President, the close alliance developing between Stanton
(for whom McClellan had a particular loathing) and the joint committee-
all could be retrieved by a striking victory. But in this McClellan failed. In
June 1862 Lee drove the Army of the Potomac back to its base on the James
River in a series of battles called "The Seven Days." Based upon his
political views, McClellan's strategy reflected "due regard to the obligations
imposed upon [him] by the laws and customs of civilized warfare." This
"due regard" involved the protection of Southern civilians and their
property (which included their slaves). Again, to McClellan the paramount
war aim should be a restoration of the Union and not the destruction of
slavery. Yet McClellan chose the moment of his defeat to write to Lincoln
on this matter in what has come to be called the "Harrison Landing Letter."
Now, a military withdrawal rarely advances political views. McClellan's
military failures ultimately rebounded on the political position that he
advanced, which in turn cast little credit on his strategy. Wade ridiculed his
efforts: "McClellan's forte is digging not fighting . . . . Place him before an
enemy and he will burrow like a woodchuck. His first effort is to get un-
derground.'"

Though McClellan remained Commander of the Army of the
Potomac during the remainder of the summer of 1862, Lincoln created a
new force, the Army of Virginia, commanded by Major General John Pope,
a favorite of the joint committee, who supported emancipation, the
shooting of civilian snipers, and "as far as practicable" the notion that
Northern troops should live off the country. Though Pope was defeated by
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Lee at Second Bull Run. his appointment was proof of the gradual increase
in the respectability of views about punitixe strategy wliich were now ac-
cepted by many besides the Radicals-including the President. The com-
mittee also scored a notable success by singling out McClellan's friend,
Major General Fitz-John Porter, commander of Pope's Second Corps, as
the scapegoat for Second Bull Run, and he was court-martialed. Porter
hated the Radicals and Pope. "I %Nish myself away from it [the Army of
Virginia]," he wrote, and to be back "with all our old Army of the
Potomac." After listing Pope's stupidities, he remarked, "make what use
of this you choose [in the newspapers], so that it does good."

Though McClellan Nas damaged by the disgrace of Porter, he was
offered yet another chance to retrieve his fortunes on the battlefield, and at
a moment of great national peril. Lincoln appointed him to command all
troops in the field after Lee's invasion of *laryland in the autumn of 1862.
The Radicals were powerless to stop it. 'he resulting Battle of Antietam,
though forcing Lee to withdraw back into Virginia, was tactically in-
decisive-"not such a victory as Napoleon had accustomed the world to
demand," was the shrewd comment of the Quartermaster General, Mont-
gomery C. Meigs. "

McClellan's ultimate dismissal, in October 1862, was hastened by
another dose of what Lincoln called the "slo.s" (which had permitted Lee
to escape unscathed) and by the issue of the Emancipation Proclamation.

4f --

President Lincoln visit% McC'lellan in the field. L.in n later relieved him for his
militar. indecisiveness, and hi,. political iemts.
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McClellan's response to the latter was that "the remedy for political errors
is to be found only . . . at the polls," an indication that his eyes were fixed
firmly on the 1864 Democratic nomination. There followed the disastrous
defeat of the Army of the Potomac under Major General Ambrose E.
Burnside at the Battle of Fredericksburg on 13 December 1862, which
brought calls for McClellan's reinstatement. This the Radicals were
determined to avoid. It is said of the ancient Carthaginians that they
crucified failed generals whatever the circumstances that excused their
conduct. The Radicals were determined to crucify McClellan's reputation,
to kill him "deader than the prophets," as Chandler put it. In truth he had
provided them with plenty of ammunition. The committee's campaign
involved the exculpation of the commander at Fredericksburg, General
Burnside, who now presented himself as an ardent emancipator. The
proceedings of a joint committee investigation resembled a court where the
defense had no place. Witnesses were invited to give opinions on their
superiors, a procedure which was prejudicial to good military discipline.
The committee met in secret and commanders called to testify were unaware
that they had been criticized. Major General Joseph Hooker, for instance,
ridiculed McClellan's siege of Yorktown: "I would have marched right
through the redoubt and into Richmond in two days." The value of
Hooker's testimony can be gauged by reference to the events of his own
unhappy tenure of command of the Army of the Potomac at a later time. A
scapegoat for Fredericksburg was nevertheless found, Major General
William B. Franklin, commander of Sixth Corps, who had led the initial
assault which had broken into Stonewall Jackson's lines only to be driven
back. He was a close friend of McClellan."

The Report of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War,
published on 9 April 1863, with its damning slant on McClellan's
generalship and that of his friends as well, ended any hope that he might be
recalled. Preliminary summaries appeared in all leading Republican
newspapers and were distributed among the troops. "There must be
something in these terrible reports," wrote the Secretary of the Navy,
Gideon Welles, in his diary, "but I distrust Congressional Committees.
They exaggerate."

A t first sight the resulting complaints by McClellan and his friends seem
justified. Their careers were destroyed by uncouth, self-seeking

politicians who twisted the facts to their own advantage. But their case rests
on a misconception, even a distortion: that they were innocent of political
ambition or guile. McClellan complained, "No one seems to be able to
comprehend . . . that I have no ambitious feelings to satisfy and only wish
to serve my country in its troubles and when this weary war is over, to return
to my wife." The image is that of Quintus Fabius Maximus, Scipio
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Africanus, Cincinnatus, or even George Washington-the selfless patriot
retiring from public life after dutiful service. As he claimed in McClellan's
Own Story, "To the last I have done my duty as I understand it." But in
reality McClellan and his friends-victims of political maneuver -applied
absolute standards of morality to their opponents' behavior and pragmatic
standards to their own. Their pique is a reflection of frustration at being
denied similar power. Had roles been reversed no doubt they would have
acted with equal ruthlessness. They fell well below the ideal of being able to
serve governments irrespective of what party held office. The selfless soldier
without political interests or ambitions fits the chevalier model as defined by
Marcus Cunliffe." McClellan himself had defined this as the "modern type
of the Chevalier Bayard sans peur et sans reproche." McClellan was
something less than this.

McClellan had always looked for political support. What requires
comment is not the existence of his political ambitions but rather his need to
disguise them from himself in accord with the code of the chevalier.
"Whenever I wrote anything of a political nature," he said later, "it was
only with the hope of doing something (to furtherl those political principles
which I thought honestly should control the conduct of the war." Thus was
McClellan's self-image maintained and his political ambitions disguised
from his overweening moral vanity. His greatest mistake was in supposing
that his political star could be advanced whilst his military fortunes waned.
His strategy did not meet the demands of politics; with strategy he tried to
shape politics. He missed his opportunity to discredit his critics in July 1862
with the failure of the Peninsular Campaign. Unlike many generals, he was
given another chance to redeem himself during the Antietam Campaign and
failed to seize it. McClellan was an indecisive general, a ditherer. Suetonius,
in his life of Nero, tells of one of the Emperor's ancestors, Gnaeus Domitius
Ahenobarbus, who was so indecisive that "in a fit of desperation he at-
tempted suicide by poison, but the prospec' of immediate death so terrified
him that he changed his mind and vomited up the dose-the family
physician knew him well enough to have made it a mild one, which earned
the wise fellow his freedom."' The moral is worthy of McClellan. For all
his seeming arrogance he lacked the power of decision to best his opponents
both on the battlefield and in the smoke-filled rooms of Washington.

If there is a striking feature of McClellan's campaigns which
should be noted and underlined by all soldiers, it is that warfare emerges
from a political context. As Clausewitz put it, "wars cannot be divorced
from political life"; and commanders who become so immersed in the
technical demands of the art of war, who arrogantly brush aside the im-
peratives and pressures of political life, and who lack sympathy with the way
in which these impinge upon the decisions of their political masters, will
mount military operations which are doomed to fail.
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View From
The Fourth Estate

Bring Back Blood-and-Guts Patton!
DAVID H. HACKWORTH

rcprlnlr cd. h% rI ,l01. 11 orn I Ihe If (IN IIhI jl ot .I 'I.' 1J i 91-. p 112

1, I d)u i la, , ort)

T he 1SS Stark disaster no;, heads the list of our militar, failures, and I think it
is high time that the citilens or America shout "Enough is enough'

lhe litant of major blunders since 1945 make-, the US military look like
dogtag- Ncaring Ke.,stone Cops at their miost fumbling hour. It s, ould be funny if it
were not so damn tragic. It , ould be funny if tens of thousands of Americans had

not died because of' this longstanding and shanIeful ineptitude.
To reo iek some of' these shames, past and present:
0 1 he spectacle of Our Marines ss'apping secrets for sex in Mosco;
& The Iran-contra affair, s here generals, admirals, and colonels operated

as a las. unto lhcmsel\es (%%ith soic, s,\heti called to account, then unabashedl\
pleading tle lifthf.

* The needless, slaughter of our Marines in Beirut, there on a "presence"
mission that had little militar\ rationale.

* The fouled-up bombing of lebanon in 1983, in sshich ",c used the wrong
weapons, and hit the s, rong targets.

* The bungled insasion of Grenada, the mismanaged Desert One operation,
the failed Maague, and Sontay raids, all conducted not unlike Chinese fire drills.

* The staggering defeat of otLr militar\ in Vietnam.
* I lie stalemate no-%k in of Korea.
America has not had a clear military %%itt since World \War II There is a

reason for this, and it ,an be found in the insidious e ot1on in the .ears since in the
character of the high-leel leadership of our armed forces. Part of the problem may
be inevitable in a peacetime military. But not all of it.

Someone. some here along the line, decided that our military forces ",ould
be better led by managers than b, romping, stomping Arleigh Burkes. As a result,
no longer are America',, top military leaders true fighters. The rugged s"arrior-types
who took Saipan arid Norniandy have been replaced by Lrudite, urbane corporate
generals and admirals vho hase a minimum of an MBA from one of America's top
business schools, know hich dessert spoon to use, and are smooth, cool, and
management-capable.
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N ow, these senior members of our military's best and brightest management
team will neer make a diplomatic faux pas, or not be able to read a

computer printout or walk with kings-but on the downside, they will not win a
battle or a war, either.

The George Patrons and Chester Nimitzes were considered too abrasive, too
demanding and too out-and-out ornery to fit into the New Look military that
followed World War II. They were too hard to control, and they always made waves
through an unwelcome habir of speaking bluntly. So they were given their gold
watches and sent to the sidelines to watch as their once-proud services became
pathetic caricatures of fumbling incompetence.

These gruff old nasties-whose men would have followed them to hell and
back-ere replaced by a new generation of smoothies who managed the downward
spiral starting with Korea and got the speed of defeat going full thrust in Vietnam.
And .,ince then, disaster has only followed disaster, right up to the most recent sad
debacle in the Persian Gulf. where 37 m white crosses were hewn by the corporate
generation.

There is nothing wrong with our young sailors, airmen, and soldikrs, or their
junior leaders. If these good men were given tactically and technically competent
senior officer,, wAc'd not Aorry about how they would perform. The radar would be
scanned, the anti-missile system energized, the secrets would remain in the safe, and
the mission,, A ould be accomplished ",ith minimum casualties.

The citizens of America are paying roughly $300 billion a year to be
defended. With this price tag the country should be free from fear and proud of the
boys who ,er\e in America's fine,,t, It seems ,afe to say that the American citiien is
not getting his or her mone. 's worth.

The problem is eas \ to fix. Simple, as a matter of fact ....
The commandcr-it-chicf must do a little selectise ass-kicking and some

wholesale firing of incompetent civilian and military leadership. He should stop
gi,,ing those stirring memorial speeches and stop wearing mournful black, and
instead find out a va of rendering both unnecessary-rather than allowing them to
become routie engagement,, of his administration. He should cease and desist fron
eagerly copping the responsibilit\ for each military snafu and instead demand that
our military get it right. He should send the corporate generals and admirals packing
quicksmart to industr, w,,herc their brilliance would be well used, and replace these
perfumed princes w ith colorful, knowledgeable warriors who wkill return our armed
forces to the winner',, circle.

In each issue, Parameters features "View From the Fourth
tEstate, " consisting of a stimulating and often controversial article
on militarv affairs previously appearing in the civilian printed
media. Members of the ,nilitarv community may or nay not like
what is aid in the civilian press of their activities, but in a
democratic societ they must remain abreast of what the citizen is
reading and thinking it they are to execute their missions suc-
cessfully.
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It is virtually a guarantee. These fighters will get the right hardware, at the
right price, and use tactics and strategy that work. They won't lie about operational
reports, covert operations, or the state of current Cold War confrontations. They
won't over-supervise their juniors, but they'll damn well make sure they're fit and
ready for any test. They will love their charges, but ruthlessly demand perfection.
Our military will once again become Centurians who will live by the selfless rule of
Duty, Honor, Country.

The military will no longer be an occupation but a calling, its membership
composed of dedicated, stout-hearted men and women. And if politicians and
military industrialists come up with expensive, hare-brained, worthless weapons
systems or plans for international adventures, the fighters will be the first to scream,
"it won't work!" and not be afraid, as they must be now, of being kicked out of the
service by the corporate yes-man types who support the schemes through ignorance
or to further their own careers.

-David Hackworth, a retired colonel, was the most decorated
Army officer in Vietnam, with two Distinguished Service Crosses,
ten Silver Stars, seven Bronze Stars, eight Purple Hearts, and three
l egions of Merit.
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Commentary & Reply

OF SHOES AN) SHIPS 4NI) SEALING WAX

To the Editor:

While Lieutenant General Richard G. Trefry's review of my book, To Arm A
Nation, was complimentary in some ways and critical in others, several comments
should not pass unchallenged lest silence be taken for acquiescence.

r The review asserts that the book does not explain "why" the defense industry
is replete with horror stories and contends that it does not offer solutions. The book,
howeer, says earls in the chapter titled "Serving Two Maters": "The defense
industry has suffered from the same deterioration as the rest of American industry,
and for the same reasons. Much of American industry has lost its competitive edge
and fallen behind foreign competitors because of inadequate investment in modern
plant and machiner,, lack of innosation in research and development, thick layers
of bureaucratic management, poorly trained workers, high labor costs, and stagnant
productiity." The chapter also says that much of the blame lies 'in the Pentagon
and the Congress for insisting on elaborate scrutiny of de,,elopment, os'erregulation
of the acquisition process, and reams of red tape."

The chapter goes on to citc reasons given by Deputy Secretar, of Defense
William Howard Taft IV. former Inspector General of the Defense Department
Joseph Sherick, former Pentagon acquisition executive James Wade, the Packard
Commission, government agencies in published reports, defense industry executives,
and Karl G. Harr. the recentlN retired president of the Aerospace Industries
Association.

From Mr. Htarr came the theme of the chapter; he was quoted a, saying the
defense industry "must serve two masters, the government customer and the cor-
porate stokholders.- The chapter says ''when conflict betseen thern arises, a
defense contractor usually chooses profits for shareholders oser economic
production for taxpayers."

In the final chapter, the book says that because the monopolistic defense
industry does rot respond %Nell to the commercial pressures of a free market, it
should be regulated as a public utility. The chapter says that curing the ills of the
defense industr. would be difficult, and that "none of the options is oserls ap-
pealing." It suggests a bipartisan, quasi judicial regulatory commission independent
of both the Defense Department and the defense industr. as a compromise solution.

rhe reader ma, not care for the analysis or the solution, but they are there.
The re-ier says ''there is little chance" that the bold changes suggested In the

book. such as abolishing the Departments of the Army, Na,. and Air Force in
favor of a consolidated Defense Department, will be adopted. That mas Aell be
true. [he reason: ,ested. entrenched bureaucracies are more intent or sct'ing their
own purposes than on ser mg the national interesi
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The revievw asserts the changes advocated in the book "are about as feasible
as the idea that The New York Times should become the afternoon edition of The
Washington Post." The analogy is not apt but it underscores, perhaps inad-
vertently, the book's point that officers in one service often consider other services
to be adversaries. The Times and the Post are rightly head-on rivals and competitors
for the attention of readers. The Army and Navy are supposed to be allies coor-
dinating their efforts to defend the nation.

The review's proposal that Playboy be included in the merger is frivolous; the
flip suggestion that Katherine Graham, Meg Greenfield, and Saily Quinn be the first
centerfold playmates is rude and in extraordinarily bad taste.

Ihe re iews contention that the integrity of officers is called into question by
a sentence on senior NCOs appears to be based on a misreading. At the beginning of
a chapter titled ''The Caliber of Troops," the book quotes a sergeant major ap-
plauding the improved quality of people coming into the Army in 1983, and says
senior non-comns in the other services agreed. The sentence in question then reads:
"The opitimiin cf those senior non-commissioned officers, "ho know more about
what's going on in their ser, ices and who render the most honest judgements. "as
eidence that the volunteer force was succeeding." The paragraph goes on to cite
evidence supporting their argument. Nowhere does that passage, implicitl, or ex-
plicitly, refer to other ranks. Moreover, the context of the book, beginning with the
preface that says "I believe the profession of arms to be honorable,' should prosvide
ample e% idence of my respect for all who serve well.

About 20 years ago, when I was reporting from South Korea, I asked an
American lieutenant general something about the troops serving under his com-
mand. He paused, then said candidly: "I don't know. One of the things that hap-
pens when you get a little rank is that you get cut out of a lot ot things. Go ask the
senior non-coins." Everything I have learned since has proven the wisdom of that
advice.

Richard Halloran

The Author Replies:

In responding to Mr. Halloran's commentary, I am reminded of the response
by Time magazine to a reader who takes exception to a Time article. The magazine
usually responds "Time stands by its story." Basically, so shall 1.

I have no desire to point-counterpoint Mr. Halloran. My comments on his
discussion of acquisition and contracting reflect my frustration. I am aware of all
the arguments he offers concerning acquisition and the authorities he cites. As a
student of the military profession, I dare say there will be additional recom-
mendations for acquisition reform in the future. Many of Mr. Halloran's com-
plaints are salid, but all too often what he takes to be causes are actually effects. My
hope was that someone of his reputation and breadth of knowledge would have
addressed the genuine causes of acquisition problems. My worry with his solution is
that "the bipartisan quasi-judicial regulatory commission independent of both the
Defense Department and the defense industry" would add other layers to the
acquisition bureaucracy, layers that in turn become part of the problem. Every time
we have a study, we add a new layer. (Just watch what happens in the unified and
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specified commands, as well as the JCS, when they get into the business of deter-
mining requirements and resources.)

My dissent from Mr. Halloran's bold recommendations concerning the
elimination of the uniformed services has nothing to do with preserving "vested
entrenched bureaucracies." Nor is it because of an aversion to interservice
cooperation in "efforts to defend the nation." I have served and, indeed, com-
manded as part of joint operations twice in wartime, so I believe I speak with some
authority and experience. I have problems with Mr. Halloran's thesis from the
standpoint of technical and professional competence. In my 40-year career, not a
day went by that I did not learn something about the Army, and I still learn daily
new things about my profession. I do not know how to fly an F- I l nor how to dock
a destroyer, even though I do have a rough idea of the capabilities of those weapons.
I do know it takes time and experience to gain adequate technical proficiency. The
abolition of the services would not be useful in solving such problems. If it is budget
prioritization and strategy that are Mr. Halloran's concerns, then reform should be
directed at levels higher than the military departments. After all, that is what the
long succession of National Security Acts has been about.

The Army is a component of a team, not just with the other services, but with
the State Department, the CIA, and other branches and agencies of the government.
National strategy and resource allocation were comparatively easy in World War II.
The services, the secretariats, the combined staff, the joint staff, and the White
House did it. Today it is an industry, but the problem is not with the military
departments alone or primarily. That is an easy answer. The problem is much more
profound, and the greater part of the solution requires education, both in and out of
the services-but that is a separate story.

I am delighted that Mr. Halloran talks to and respects the judgment of senior
NCOs. So do I, and within their area of competence they do very, very well.
However, Mr. Halloran should understand that the statement I took exception to
(regarding the NCOs' superior honesty and knowledgeability) bothered many who
read it. I also noted that perhaps his pen had slipped. I would again state that
journalists have a monopoly on neither integrity nor the sources of integrity.

Concerning my alleged lack of gentility, one is reminded of the motto "Evil
To Him Who Evil Thinks." I intentionally attempted to make the comparison as
preposterous as the proposal of Mr. Halloran.

Finally, as Mr. Halloran pointed out in his article "Soldiers and Scribblers"
in the Spring 1987 issue of Parameters, journalists derive a certain satisfaction from
"skewering" people. So it is with others. Let's just say that in the case of my review
of Dick Halloran's book, Satan got behind me and gave me a little push.

Lieutenant General Richard G. Trefry, USA Ret.
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Book Reviews

Strategy: The Logic of War and Peace. By Edward N. Luttwak.
283 pages. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1987.
$20.00. Reviewed bY Colonel Harry G. Summers, Jr., USA Ret.

It has been said that American military officers during the Civil War went
into battle with Jomini's The Art of War in one hand and a sword in the other. In
today's Army the M-16 rifle and the Beretta pistol have replaced the sword, and
(since the Army War College class of 1981) C!ausewitz's On War has replaced
Jomini. Now comes a book that supplements On War and brings Clausewitz's
philosophy of var into the late 20th century-Edward N. Luttwak's Strategy: The
Logic of War and Peace.

Strategy is one of the very few books on military operations that could make
a difference on the battlefields of the future. It is a book that should be read,
pondered, analyzed, and dissected not only by military professionals but also by the
military's civilian leaders in the White House, the State Department, the Pentagon,
and the Congress who procure America's military arms and equipment, and who
order American armed forces into battle.

Unfortunately that is not liable to happen. To many among the military,
Luttw'ak's very name is anathema, because he works at being controversial. But they
ignore him at their peril, for he is among the best of today's military thinkers.
Civilians, on the other hand, will find Strategy not an easy read, since it presupposes
some prior knowledge of battlefield dynamics and of the logic, theories, and
philosophies of war. The late Bernard Brodie could ha, - been talking about Lutt-
wak's Strategy when he wrote in his introductory essay to On War: "Naturally, it
will be read only by those who have strong interest, professional or otherwise, in the
subject of its title, but for them it is quite indispensable."

What makes it indispensable is that, like Clausevvitz, Luttwak aims not to be
prescriptive, but "to provide a thinking man with a frame of reference." As he
makes clear in his preface, "No strategies are suggested here for the conduct of the
United States on the world scene, or for the employment of its armed forces in war.
My purpose, rather, is to uncover the universal logic that conditions all forms of
war, as well as the adversarial dealings of nations in peacetime."

In one sense Strategy is an extended gloss on Clausewitz's dictum that "In
war, the will is directed at an animate object that reacts." The importance of that
observation cannot be overemphasized, for it is what makes war different from all
other forms of human endeavor. Clausewitz could have been talking about former
Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara's quantified and computerized approach to
Vietnam War strategy (and to the latter-day McNamaras who continue to infest the
Defense Department) when he observed that "continual striving after laws
analogous to those appropriate to the realm of inanimate matter was bound to lead
to one mistake after another."

"Part of the object of [On War]." Clausewitz went on to say, "is to examine
whether a conflict of living forces as it develops and is resolved in war remains
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subject to general laws, and whether these can provide a useful guide to action."
Now, a century-and-a-half later, Luttwak believes he has found those "general
laws."

"The large claim I advance here," he writes in the introduction to Strategy,
"is that ...the entire realm of strategy is pervaded by a paradoxical logic of its
own, standing against the ordinary linear logic by which we live in all other spheres
of life . . . .In settings where conflict is merely incidental to purposes of production
and consumption, of commerce and culture, of social relations and consensual
governance, wherein strife and competition are more or less bound by law and
custom, a noncontradictory linear logic applies, whose essence is captured by what
we think of as common sense." He goes on to say, however, that "Within the sphere
of strategy .... where human relations are conditioned by armed conflict actual or
possible, another and quite different logic is at work. It often violates ordinary
linear logic by inducing the coming together and even the reversal of opposites, and
it therefore, incidentally, tends to reward paradoxical conduct."

With his central thesis thus established, Luttwak then devotes the first four
chapters of his book to an elaboration of that thesis-what he calls the logic of
strategy. While the remainder of the book has important insights, for the military
professional these first 65 pages are key, for they establish the foundation upon
which Luttwak's entire argument is constructed.

He begins by noting that "a paradoxical preference for inconvenient times
and directions, preparations visibly and deliberately left incomplete, approaches
seemingly too dangerous, for combat at night and in bad weather, is a common
aspect of tactical ingenuity-and for a reason that derives from the essential nature
of war." Having said that, he then supplies the caveats that enthusiasts of the
currently fashionable "maneuver warfare" often overlook. "All forms of
maneuver-paradoxical action that seeks to circumvent the greatest strength of the
enemy in some way--will have their costs, manifest in some loss of the strength that
would otherwise be available," Luttwak writes. "As for secrecy and deception, the
txwo classic agencies of surprise that often set the stage for maneuver, they too exact
some cost of their own"-a truth the United States learned to its sorrow with the
debacle of the 1980 attempted hostage rescue in Iran.

"All these forms of deliberate self-weakening brought about by paradoxical
choice can be justified by the sole benefit of surprise, if they weaken the enemy's
reaction to an even greater extent," Luttwak emphasizes. But "combat risk" is only
part of the equation. The other part is "organizational risk"--what Clausewitz
called "friction." As Luttvak explains, "When the attempt is made to reduce
anticipated combat risk by any form of paradoxical actior, notably secrecy,
deception, and maneuver, the action will tend to become more complicated and
more extended, thereby increasing the organizational risks in proportion."

Having examined "paradoxical logic," Luttwak then examines another
aspect of the logic of strategy-the "coming together and even the reversal of op-
posites." As he points out, "a course of action cannot persist indefinitely. It will
tend to exolve into its opposite [for] the logic will induce a self-negating evolution,
which ma, reach the extreme of a full reversal. '

Using thc Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union in World War II as an example
of an attack which defeats itself by overshooting what Clausewitz called "the
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culminating point of victory," Luttwak then extends this logic to the weapons of
war. While "the notion of an 'action-reaction' sequence in the development of new
war equipment and newer countermeasures . . is deceptively familiar . . . slightly
less obvious is the relationship (inevitably paradoxical) between the very success of
new devices and the likelihood of their eventual failure [since] any sensible enemy
will focus his most urgent efforts on countermeasures meant to neutralize whatever
opposing device seems most dangerous at the time."

Using the example of the torpedo boat (thought to be the ultimate naval
weapon in the late 19th century), Luttwak points out that this "ultimate weapon"
scarcely played a role in World War I, "for by then the innovation had long passed
its culminating point of success, and stood all the more neutralized because of its
verY efficiencv." This logic also applies to the funding, design, and procurement of
the weapons of war. As Luttwak explains, homogeneity is "the essential attribute
that permits the efficiencies of economies of scale in acquisition, maintenance, and
operation . but for military equipment that must function in direct interaction
with the doings and undoings of a live enemy-within the strategic realm, in other
words-homogeneity is no longer an unalloyed virtue and becomes a potential
vulnerability." Taking procurement of a standardized antiaircraft missile az -n
illustration, Luttwak points out that "in war a competent enemy will be able to
identify the weapon's equally homogenous performance boundaries and then
proceed to evade interception by transcending those boundaries [and] what is true of
antiaircraft missiles is just as true of any other machine of war that must function in
direct interaction with reacting enemy." As he points out, "In the realm of conflict
and strategy, therefore, economic principles stand in direct opposition to the
demands of conflictual effectiveness."

Luttwak concludes his discussion of the logic of strategy by noting that "in
strategy's dynamic paradox, a defense as much as an offensive can be too suc-
cessful." Citing the historical examples of Verdun, Stalingrad, and Dien Bien Phu,
Luttwak then brings his argument into the present by noting the Navy's claim in the
aftermath of the Falklands War that they could successfully defend against an
enemy missile attack.

But the question is not success, but success at what cost. As Luttwak ob-
serves, "out of an entire carrier group, with its several destroyers and one cruiser, its
escort submarines and many supply ships, with perhaps almost 10,000 crew
members on board, only 34 aircraft [out of some 90 embarked] remain for positive
use on behalf of national purposes." The upshot of the successful defense against
missile attack is that the overwhelming majority of the combat power of the carrier
battle group is "consumed for self-protc -tion."

With this groundwork laid, Luttwak uses the defense of Western Europe to
apply the logic of strategy to what he sees as the five levels of war: "the technical
interplay of specific weapons and counterweapons . . . the tactical combat of the
forces that employ those particular weapons . . . the operational level [which]
governs the consequences of what is done and not done tactically . . . the theater
strategy [where] the consequences of single operations are felt in the overall conduct
of offense and defense . . . and the highest level of grand strategy, where all that is
military happens within the much broader context of domestic governance, in-
ternational politics, economic activity, and their ancillaries."
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"Strategy, then, has two dimensions: the vertical dimension of the different
levels that interact with one another; and the horizontal dimension of the dynamic
logic that unfolds concurrently within each level." As Luttwak concludes, "once the
structure of strategy is understood, with its distinct levels and dimensions, an entire
class of errors can be exposed, resisted, or directly inhibited."

For more than a generation our senior military officers have been unable to
convince our civilian overseers that military strategy has its own peculiar logic. As a
result civilian business-management linear logic has time and again taken us down
the road to military disaster.

Now the means is at hand to correct that deficiency-Edward N. Luttwak's
Strategy." The Logic of War and Peace. It is must reading.

Military Technolog) and Defense Manpower. By Martin Binkin.
138 pages. Brookings, Washington, D.C., 1986. $22.95 ($8.95
paper). Reviewed by Dr. Lawrence J. Korb.

This compact volume by Martin Binkin discusses a topic often overlooked in
the debates over the level of defense expenditures and the tradeoffs between
modernization and readiness: the impact of advancing military technology upon US
forces. The author brings an impressive background to the study. He has published
extensively on defense manpower issues and is the premier expert in the field.

The book is well-illustrated, containing 34 tables and charts, and offers a
profuse array of examples as part of its analysis. Yet, like Binkin's other books, it
remains quite readable. The military has led the civilian sector in the application of
technology to its tasks and this study appropriately begins with a brief history of this
process. The United States today fields a broad array of technically sophisticated
weaponry and, because it chooses not to match the Soviets "man for man and tank
for tank," it continues to pursue new advances. Despite this, there is "little un-
derstanding of how high technology will affect defense manpower requirements in
the long term," and there is a great deal of rhetoric but little follow-through. Each
of the services has developed programs to study manpower issues, e.g. HARDMAN
and MANPRINT, but the effort is far too limited. There is a pressing need for
serious analysis before imbalances develop between the skills of American forces
and the requircments of the weapons they operate.

Binkin demonstrates his thesis about the potential for debilitating mis-
matches by analyzing trends on both sides of the man/machine relationship and
giving examples of where technology has not made systems easier to operate and
maintain. Clearly, US military systems are becoming more technically advanced and
potent. It has become almost axiomatic that American qualitative superiority is
necessary to offset Soviet quantitative advantages. But as Binkin notes, on the
manpower side demographic trends are far from promising. After the widely
publicized shortcomings of the late 1970s, the volunteer forces have improved
markedly in quality, but the population trends indicate a shrinking pool of youths
available for military service. Binkin argues that if the economy continues to grow,
it will become increasingly difficult for the armed services to fill their ranks.

It is not necessarily inevitable that new weapons be more complex, and hence
more demanding, than their predecessors, but unfortunately this is the general
trend. In recent years there has been a growing debate over this point and, while
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recognizing the basic validity of the arguments of technology proponents, Binkin
sees little effort in the military to implement the measures needed to make the
weapons more user-friendly. He also decries the tendency to reduce this debate to an
argument for either quality or quantity, correctly considering it an over-
simplification of a complex issue.

The final chapter in the book, and also the longest and the most informative,
details the various policy options that might be pursued in order to prevent the
currently tenucus balance between capabilities and military requirements from
deteriorating. Binkin divides his discussion of these options into three categories:
equipment design efforts, military training measures, and manpower management
alternatives. He is pessimistic about efforts to enhance the manpower side of the
equation; expanding the role of women, for example, may already be near the limits
of its effectiveness unless there is a sudden shift in national attitudes toward ex-
posing women to combat. Training technologies are much more promising, since
recent developments in the field make possible increased use of sophisticated
simulators and computer-based education. There is also much potential in the
application of technology to improve system reliability, especially the use of
diagnostic equipment to ease the complexity of maintenance. Reliability enhance-
ments have too often been overlooked in the weapon development process.

The publication of material on the role of high technology in military
organization and strateg has increased, but this study takes the issue a step further
by assessing the impact of technological change in the military forces themselves. I
disagree with his pessimism about the impact of demography on future manpower
levels, but time will prove one of us correct. The rest of his analysis is timely and
trenchant and should bring greater attention to an increasingly important subject.

Strateg3 and Force Planning: The Case of the Persian Gulf. By
Joshua M. Epstein. 169 pages, Brookings, Washington, D.C.,
1987. $26.95 (paper $9.95). Reviewed by John Al. Collins.

This study, which "aims to shed new light on enduring problems of strategic
choice, escalation control, and deterrent credibility," describes three US options
designed to prevent the Soviet Union from seizing Khuzestan oil fields in south-
western [ran. Option 1, a conventional tripwire-vertical escalation strategy, counts
on a small US contingent, quickly emplaced in time of crisis, to signal this nation's
resolve and trigger nuclear retaliation if the Soviets invade Iran. Option 2 derives
deterrent powers from threats to escalate horizontally with conventional coun-
teroffensives "against Soviet targets outside the Persian Gulf theater." Option 3
employs air interdiction and special operations to delay Soviet divisions north of the
Zagros Mountains while US defenders on the Khuzestan plain build strength, then
defeat them when they dribble through bottleneck passes.

Epstein summarily dissects and discards Options I and 2, concluding that
neither vertical nor horizontal escalation is a credibIc course of action for deterrence
or defense. Option 3, which he champions, depends on fast reaction for success-he
revises Nathan Bedford Forrest's familiar adage to read, "If you get there firstest,
you may not need the mostest." Five divisions, he contends, are enough, provided
they arrive in timely fashion. Otherwise, "not even a much larger RDF (Rapid
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Deployment Force) is likely to succeed." Plans to expand US Central Command
(CENTCOM) to 7 t 1 divisions thus seem inappropriate.

Five civilians, but no military authorities, art named in the acknowl-
edgements. General P. X. Kelley, USMC, father of the US Rapid Deployment Joint
Task Force, is unnoted in the index. General Robert C. Kingston, his replacement
and first CENICOM Commander-in-Chief, rates little over one line in a footnote.
While the bibliography contains sone insightful primary sources, it compensates
only in part for such oversights. Though touting 'dynamic" methodologies for
capitalizing upon So,.iet vulnerabilities, the author disregards spetsnaz, chemical
warfare, deception, and disinformation, all of which are Soviet strong points.

Nevertheless, Epstein's appraisal makes fascinating reading, particularly for
contingency planners, operators, and their critics, including those in Congress and
the nev, s media. The biggest ,alue of the book is that it provides a starting point for
each reader to reach personal conclusions concerning his assumptions, hypotheses,
mathematical models, scenarios, simulations, and cause effect relationships. Each
can learn a lot in the process.

Josh Epstein. in short, is like all free-thinkers. He scores some bull's-eyes and
some Maggie's dra,.ers. The proportion depend' on reader education, experience,
proclivities for risk-taking, and common sense.

Very Special Relationship. Field Marshal Sir John Dill and the
Anglo-American Alliance. 1941-44. B. Alex Danche\. Brassey's
Defence Publishers, London, 198". $26.0. Reviewed bY forrest
Pogue.

Alex Danche' 's book has beautilull, filled a gap in Anglo-American
knowledge of the crucial part played in British and American '.sartime collaboration
between the head of the British Joint Staff Mission in Washipgton, Field Marshal
Sir John Dill, and the US Chief of Staff, General George C. Marshall, in the months
between Dill's arrival in early 1942 and his death near the end of 1944. The trust and
understanding that developed between the two men was a key point in Allied
cooperation.

From their meeting at the Atlantic ( onference at Argentia, Newfoundland,
in the late summer of 1941, when Dill was scheduled to be replaced after months as
the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Marshall and Dill were friends. They began
a correspondence which continued until Churchill, after Pearl Harbor, brought Dill
with other military staff members to discuss war strategy in Washington. Marshall
pushed for the establishment of a special arrangement in Washington in which the
British Staff Committee in London would be represented in dealings with the
American Chiefs of Staff by the British Staff Mission. Dill, "ho had been slated for
the Governorship of Bombay, was chosen to head the Mission.

Danchev makes clear the way in which Marshall and Dill worked, developing
rapidly an approach marked by trust and candor in which they could deal com-
pletely openly about day-to-day problems. In his interviews with the author of this
review, General Marshall spoke with great feeling of the extent to which he and Dill
worked as a devoted team. If someone in London sent a sharp message to the
Americans, Dill would bring it off the record to Marshall before delivering it
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officially He would often soften the sharpness by explaining why the British had to
take that position. Marshall would respond heatedly in full knowledge that Dill
would report the explosion with a statement that it was a pity that Marshall was so
rude. At the same time, he would explain that Marshall and the other Chiefs would
go only so far to mee, the British demands. At the great conferences when the
President, the Prime Minister, and their staffs would meet, Dill was on hand to warn
the British of the limits of American patience. Often, he helped break stalemates by
persuading one of the British Chiefs to meet prisately with Marshall to find a
compromise. When in later months Churchill decided to recall Dill, Marshall put on
a special campaign to play up Dill's standing in the United States so as to lead
Churchill to drop the order for recall. W'hen Dill died. Marshall arranged for a
special congressional vote of respect, for Dill's burial in Arlington Cemetery, and
for an equestrian monument to be erected over the grave.

In addition to their mutual trust, Marshall .as grateful for the benefit of
Dill's experience gained in his months as head of the British army in the grave days
following the fall of France. He profited from Dill's analyses of the thinking of the
Prime Minister and the British Chiefs. The British, in turn, gained from Dill's
understanding of the Americans.

Marshall felt that the Prime Minister did not fully appreciate Dill's con-
tribtion. He would ha,,e been delighted that Danches has helped to set that record
right. i)anche, has alo made clear Marshall's part in creating the very special
relationship that helped bring Allied .ictory.

Empli Promise: The (rowing Case Against Star Wars. Edited by
John firrian. 192 pages. The Union of Concerned Scientists.
Beaon Press, Boston, 1986. $7.95. Reviewed hi Lieutenani

olonel S. Pete It orden, ( "S.,- Oftfice of Science and Technology
Pohici . Lsec'uti e f ,jice ofi th' Prexsiden.

This book sas painful for me to read. Hardly a page was turned without
recaling glaring misrepresentations, disinformation, errors, and in some cases
outright lies. I ", as halfs, ay through before I could put my finger on the problem-i
was reading a piece on theolog..

I o put ti, book in it, proper light, .onsider a parable. Imagine if you will a
rirtirialls Ilaic country in the Middle [a,t. A charismatic and popular leader,
,orcerned w,,ith the public's spiritual well-being, considers alternate religions for his
people. Hc decide,, that (hristianitN might better piotect the people from sin and
antiounce, a 'Strategic (hristianits Inliat's e'' or S(. No one oihld be surpriised
b% the reaction of the old-line theologians to the S( . It o ouldn't take them long to
form a "Lnion of (oncerned Mullahs- or L'CM. The LCNI would w.rite many
books. appear on talk shoso and generall\ regard the Strategic Christianity
hI rtiat i.e with hotihidi Sesral thernes would dominate the Mullahs' concern:
(hristjant\ can't pros ide perfect protection against sin. Christian leaders are in-
consitenl in their public statemets--theological arguments from the Pope are
often at odd,, with those of Jerr, I als, ell Polls would show, the oserws helming
nianorits of Mullahs oppose ( hristianit. -inalh . a precipitous nro,.e toward
( hristianit, might upset Satan Ienough to britig on rrageddon.
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Unfortunately, President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative or SDI has
become a theological issue every bi as contentious as the one in my parable.
Strategic theory has become secular religion-and there are three main competing
sects. Each sect espouses radically different roles for offensive and defensive forces
and arms control. The Union of Concerned Scientists advocates Mutual Assured
Destruction or MAD. MAD relies on a modest offensive nuclear force-just large
enough to blow up a portion of the adersar.'s cities-say 25 percent. But strategic
defenses are antithetical to the principles of MAD and must be suppressed. Defenses
make it hard to calculate ho, many nuclear .eapons are needed to assure MAD.
Arms control is central to MAD because it can eliminate defenses-thereby assuring
that both sides are vulnerable. rhe second religion, Flexible Response or nuclear
-arfighting, is like MAD in that it relies primarih on nuclear offensive ,eapons to

Ir deter Asar. But the targets of those ot'fensive forces are the other gu,'s military-not
his cities. Defenses are okay in Flexible Response to the degree that they protect
offensi,.e forces from enemy first strikes. The third religion-upon \, hlch the SDI is
based-is strategic defense-reliant deterrence. It has a goal exact,' opposite to
MAD's. Defenses are designed to deny the enem, meaningful offensive Aar options.
Arms control can then get rid of offensise, not defensive forces. It is little A.onder,
therefore, that MAD theologians categoricall. reject defense-reliant deterrence.
What one approach holds holy, the other holds profane.

Empty Promise hides the MAD theolog) behind technological mumbo-
.umbo and cheap shots at SI)I adsocates. It is simply a collection of articles bs
MAD Mullahs. Some articles- notably those bs John Tirman and Jonathan
fucker-attack the ethics and methods of SDl adsocates. Ysso articles. b' Peter
Clausen and b,, John Tirman and Peter Didisheim, tr\ to assign SDI and its ad-
socates to the Flexible Response religion and attack it on that basis. The articles
alleging SDI',, potentially inhibiting effects on arms control negotiations are
correct-but thes fail to point out that it is arms control Aith MAD as its objective
that SDI damages.

Ihe book's only genuinels technical articles address our ability to command
and control a strategic defense system. These articles-by Robert Zirkle, Greg
Nelson, and David Redall-are interesting front a historical perspective. Thex argue
that our abilit. to program the command and control for an effective strategic
defense is questionable at best

The current state of the art makes the development of even a 1-million line
program a highly complex and risky undertaking. (Nelson)

The required computer system sould be far more complex than any previous
computerized seapons systems and Aould require soft"are Aell beyond the
current state of the art. (Redall)

Sounds prett) conclusive and technical to me! But then I s.ent back and revieed the
arguments made against the US Anti-Ballistic Missile deployment in the late 1960s.
Some of the same people lobbying against SDI in Empty Promise \Aere involved in
that old debate, Richard Carwin for example. In 1969. a similar book w&ritten by
distinguished scientists entitled ABM.. An Evaluation of the Decision to Deploy an
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Antimissile Svstem ,New York: Signet, 1969) stated, "Many engineers feel that it
will simplh not be possible to program such [an ABM] computer successfully in the
near future." In tact, the United States developed and deployed the Safeguard ABM
in the early 1970s. The computer system integrator for Safeguard, Bell Laboratories,
concluded in 1975: "Its production required the development of a highly reliable
multiprocessor computer svstem, and the generation of millions of lines of computer
code . . . . It can reasonably be said that the complete development, including the
integration of the first installed sites, was performed on schedule and that the system
met the prescribed specifications." Let the reader beware of glib conclusions about
the technical feasibility of something the opponents %,ouldn't want if they could
hav e it toniorro\% for free.

I recommend that those interested in national grand strategy read Empty
Promise. But readers should keep in mind that scientists have no more expertise in
matters of militar, ,,trateg, than do Islamic Mullahs. Comments on competing ideas
from these groups a-e theological and political-not technical, I think it is only fair
to confess that this re.iew.er is a dedicated Christian on the issue of SDI. Thus, like
the L nion ot ( oncerned Scientists, I too have biases. The reader should listen more
carefulls to Ahat each advocate sass of his own approach than to sA hat he says about
other approaches, then the reader can decide which approach best protects him.

Tug of %ar: The Battle for Imaly, 1943-1945. By Dominick Graham
and Shelford Bidsell. 445 pages. St Martin's Press, New York,
1986. $24.95. Reviewed h.v Colonel Harold 14. Nelson, USA.

Operations in Italy in World War II have been the subject of extensive of-
ficial histories, memoirs, and scholarly monographs. This sin~gle volume is a solid
effort to synthesize the best of these earlier works in light of the archival sources
available in the repositories of both sides in the conflict. Inevitably, much familiar
ground is cosered, and the authors must include strategic background and tactical
detail to tell the operational story. The main line of their narrative handles this
pedestrian dimension of their task gracefully, producing a book that should give a
beginning student of these operations an excellent starting point in the voluminous
maze of secondary sources.

Readers who have already traveled any distance in that maze will be more
interested in the interpretive dimensions of this history. The Western Allies who
fought in Italy were not blessed with flawless leadership, and the errors of omission
and commission in their decisions receive ample coverage here. The authors are
explicitly attemptig to transcend "the problems that official historians and their
unofficial successors face in recounting a coalition campaign in a national history."
Fans of General Mark Clark might detect a certain British bias in the product, but
no one could fault the endeavor to correlate the materials in the various national
archives with conflicting "authoritative" sources. The four-page "footnote"
describing research on Operation AVENGER and the bombing of Monte Cassino
Monastery reminds us of the complexity of the historian's task when he embarks in
the turbulent sea of ink that has been spilled in dissecting those controversial
decisions and actions by senior leaders.

Readers get an extra dimension in the tactical analyses of most key battles
because the authors have studied the actual terrain described in the histories.
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I '(round is e% idence as important a. a s tped ierct, an ,peraittio plati, o a tmiessage
form torn rotm a signal pad,- the,. A.ritc, and the\ ha,.t ucd the insights that come
from studying the ground A iih the eye of a profesio al soldier to retute 'es dence'
that A il not stand this simple test since the terrain os.er %khInch these battles ',ere
fought is often as complex as the 'A ritten accounts, this is no small a,:omplshment
U nfortunatels, some of the battlefield studies Ae erc undertaken nearl} t ent} sears
ago, and hase found their \\ay into th!, s olume \itlhout detailed updating,
weakening the linkage bet.een terrain finditrgs and niontographs that has e since
been published. But linking documentatlol to narratlic is ine iablk Aeak in such a
htstory. To do more in this area Aould o. er.i.hn the reader. As it is,. the footnotes

and select bibliograph\ .',ill gis e an. reader v. ho seek, more itformatioi on these
operations ample leads in choosing his nest book- In short, lug of R/ ar should be on
the shelf of ans student of military history v% ho is read, to begin serious study of
World War 11 operations in Ital}.

Vietnam and the Soviet Union: Anatom. of an Alliance. B\
Douglas Pike. 255 pages. \kestsiew Press, Boulder, (olo., 198".
$29.85. Reviewed by Dr. LeiRosenberger.

Moscow and Hanoi gase esery appearance ot close cooperation against the
United States during the Vietnam War. Many obser'ers saw the t1,o allies \,orking
hand-in-hand to further the spread of communism in Asia. This image of intimate
Soviet and Vietnamese cooperation was strengthened after the war whenl Moscos,
supported the Vietnamese invasion and occupation of Kampuchea.

In his comprehensive new book, Vietnam and the Soviet Lnion, Douglas
Pike provides an excellent analysis of the ties that bind the alliance, such as Viet-
namese economic and military dependence and Soviet geopolitical opportunism, as
well as their mutual hostility toward China. In addition, Mr. Pike analyzes ho.
Soviet-Vietnamese relations are becoming more institutionalized or less ad hoc in
nature. On the surface, this more integrated relationship would seem to suggest a
durable alliance.

But Pike warns that only "a foolish determinist" can predict whether
Moscow and Hanoi will have a permanent alliance. Pike argues persuasisely that the
relationship is more uneasy than it is close. Pike carefully describes strains which run
from the start of Soviet-Vietnamese relattons to the present. Pike's discussion of the
subliminal friction between the tyso allies is a particularls fascinating contribution.

Unfortunately, the book tails to discuss mounting esidence that the Sos.iet
Union and Vietnam are wAorking together to support indigenous communist
movements outside of Indochina. for instance, Adiral Ronald J Hays. (on-
mander of Pacific Command, sas,, there is no doubt in his mind that the Soi.tet

Union is supporting the Nes, Peoples' Army (N PA) in the Philipp!nes. (, aptured
Philippine communist leader Rodolfo Salas recently resealed that ,ioscow% and
Hanoi began negotiating with the Philippine cornmutist, oser material support to
the NPA as early as 1984. Sosiet-Vietnamese support to the NPA challenges Pike's
assertion that "Gorbache, 's policies in Asia seem less ideologically oriented.''
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